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The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees from
The Graduate School, College of Law, College of Medicine, College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library and Information Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Work
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Communications
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Fine Arts
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library and Information Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Work
The Faculty of the College of Communications
The Faculty of the College of Fine Arts
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Chancellors and Vice Chancellors
The Official Guests
The Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred twenty-second annual commencement are enacted today
at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on cam-
puses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of
study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the Academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum through
the four corners of the floor. It is led by the University Marshal who positions himself in front
of the stage and who is followed by the Color Guard carrying the National and State flags
and the University banner. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic
of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates
march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them
for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:






The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library and Information Science
College of Social Work
College of Communications
College of Fine Arts
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and universities from which
they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the platform the Trustees of the
University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the
Vice Presidents, and other University officials, guests, state officials, and finally, the Presi-
dent of the University and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees. The Trustees of the University
can be identified by their blue gowns with white panels. They wear blue caps with gold tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for
most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinc-
tive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various hues draped down the
backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel ap-
propriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men












Allied Health Professions-Light Green
Home Economics-Maroon





The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed.
The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others.
The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is
square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with
fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-
shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depend-
ing on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color
(see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue and white
at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of
the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels
at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging
most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the
colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden
yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been con-
ferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave




The University of Kentucky Commencement Ensemble
Conductor
W. Dale Warren, School of Music
Soloist
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Student members of the Commencement Committee and
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David P. Roselle, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Franeis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Dr. John C. Bush
Executive Director, Kentucky Council of Churches
INTRODUCTIONS President Roselle
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Dr. Samuel D. Proctor
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PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
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Dean Richard C. Domek, Jr.
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Dean Emery A. Wilson
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* Degree awarded August 4, 1988
** Degree awarded December 16, 1988
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 7. 1989
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Acting Dean: Daniel R. Reedy
Doctor of Philosophy
Sabah Hussain Akrawi", Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Use of Chronic Portal Vein Infusion in Rats to Examine
Mephenytoin Stereoselective Disposition"
Alexander John Alexander, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Analysis of the Equine Histocompatibility Complex by
Southern Blot Hybridization"
Kadum Abdul-Nabi Ali, Baghdad, Iraq,
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Some Novel4-Aminobenzamido Hydrazines
and their Aminoalkylhydrazine Precursors: Potential Antiar-
rhythmic Analogs of Procainamide"
Myria Watkins Allen", Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communicators Spanning the Boundaries: Their Role,
Power, Communication-Related Skills, and Conflict Management
Styles"
Jay H. Ambrose, Tacoma, WA
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Transient Liquid Movement in Heat Pipe Wicks"
Mark Anderson**, Lexington
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Backcalculation of Composite Pavement Layer Moduli"
Nnamdi Anosike*, Nigeria
Major: Sociology




Dissertation; "Analyzing Repeated Measures Data With an Autocor-
related Structure"
David Charles Bartenfelder, Cockeysville, MD
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Pedogenesis of Soils Derived from Glauconitic/Illitic
Silurian Shales in East-Central Kentucky."
Mohammad Reza Bayan
Major: Geological Sciences
Dissertation: "Application of Paleothermometers to the Coal-Bearing
Physilites in "the Central Appalachians"
Daniel Elie Beaunoyer, Ft. Kent, Alberta
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Monosodium Glutamate Infusion on the Delay
of Fatigue in Horses Performing at Near Maximal Speed"
Akbar Bidarian, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Electrical and Molecular Studies of Polymers"
Melanie A. Blackwell"
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Process-Modeling Approach to Production Function
Specification; A Case Study in Alfalfa"
Thomas Woodrow Blaine", Russell
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Measurement of the Benefits of Land Information
System (LIS) Services"
Carey Alan Bluhm, Norwich, VT
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of Complementarity on the In-
terpersonal Circumplex"
Alvaro Feilx Bolanos", Cartage, Colombia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EI Lider Ideal En El Libro De Caballerias Y La Cronica
De Indias De Gonzalo Fernandex De Oviedo"
James Duane Bolin**
Major: History
Dissertation: "Bossism and Reform; Politics in Lexington, Kentucky,
1880-1940"
Bruce David Bowdy, Ft. Thomas
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Lung Microbicidal Mechanisms and Pulmonary
Hypertension in Septic Piglets"
John Frederick Boylan, Ridgewood, NJ
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Structure and Function of the T24 Ras Oncogene as a
Tumorigenic Progression Gene"
Jane Frances Brake", Frankfort
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Evidence of Change in Denial as a Defense Mechanism
Among Families of the Head Injured"
Charles William Briles, High Point, NC
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Factors Associated with Poststroke Depression"
Thomas William Burnell**, Lincoln, NE
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Biological Availability of Phosphorus in Selected
Feedstuffs for Pigs and Chicks"
Thomas Charles Calhoun**, Crystal Springs, MS
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Theoretical Considerations on the Entrance and Stabiliza-
tion of Male Street Prostitutes"
Daniel Forrest Cameron, Tulsa, OK
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communication and Energy Perspectives: A study of
Energy Communicators"
Brenda Logan Cappuccio, Kokomo, IN
Major: Spanish
Dissertation-vLa Poesia de Gloria Fuertes: El Resurgimiento del Modo
Femenino"
I I
David Reed Cassatt", Buffalo, NY
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Artificial T Cell - B Cell Conjugation: A Unique Ap-
proach to Analyze Weak Cell-Cell Interactions"
Daniel Ray Catherman"'''', State College, PA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Hormonal Regulation of In Vitro and In Vivo Amylase
Release by Ovine Pancreatic Tissue"
Chunyuen R. Cheng?", Hong Kong
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Boundary Element Analysis of Single and Multidomain
Problems in Acoustics"
Donald Rader Chesnut, Jr., "", London
Major: Geological Sciences
Dissertation: "Stratigraphic Analysis of the Carboniferous Rocks of
the Central Appalachian Basin"
Gil Ho Choi**, Seoul, Korea
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Biochemical and Molecular Responses of Fusarium Solani
F. SP. Phaseo/i and Fusarium Oxysporum F. SP. Cucumennum
to lsoflavonoids, Including Bean phytoalexing"
Constance Ankrom Christian"'''', Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Gender Differences in Social Skill Predictors of
Loneliness: A Lisrel Approach"
James Edwin Cilek, Flagler Beach, FL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Horn fly, Haematobia irritans (L.), Pyrethroid Insec-
ticide Resistance in Kentucky."
Danise Lynne Coar , Birmingham, AL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Parasitism by Micoplitis Croceip
(Hymenoptera: Braconidae) on Heliothis Virescens (Lepidoptera:
Noctuidae) Neuroendrocine System and Preliminary Investigations
of the Parasite Derived Polydnavirus"
Patricia Wallace Cone"''''
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Story Comprehension: Children's Integration of Motiva-
tion Related Information"
Beverly Richard Cook, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Madness as Metaphor in Contemporary Spanish Feminist
Fiction"
Steven Jeremy Ccrak"", Annapolis, MD
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Water and Nitrogen Relations of No-Till Corn Produced
with a Lugume Cover Crop"
Mark Linden Dahmer", Nevada, MO
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Accumulation of Embryo Storage Products During In
Vitro Embryogenesis of Soybean [Glycine Max (L.) Merr. l"
Meftah Ali Dakhil, Libya
Major: Geography
Dissertation: 'Formulating Place Preferences in the Context of Changes
in Migration and Development: A Libyan Example"
Richard Norman Dalby?", Bradford, England
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Reducing the Particle Size and Decreasing the Release
Rate of Drugs Delivered by Metered Dose Inhalers to the
Respiratory Tract"
Hana Dannan", Damascus, Syrian
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Mechanism of Chlorine Exchanges Between
Chloramine-T and Secondary Amines"
Gary Mitchell Davenport, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Somatotropin Secretagogue Activity of Arginine and
Ornithine in Growing Ruminants"
Veena Shripad Deo, Pune, India
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Creative Black Women in Toni Morrison's Novels"
Randall Keith Dew, Alexis, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Interaction Between Fescue Toxicosis and Immune
Function in Cattle."
Margaret Elizabeth Doutt, Canton, NC
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Concertos of Jan Ladislav Dussek (1760-1812)"
James Patrick Dunn, Taylor, MI
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "The role of host tree condition as the colonization
behavior of Agrilus bilineatus (Weber)"
Marcia Terry Eisenberg, Bronx, NY
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Molecular Characterization of the Drosophila UMP Syn-
thase Gene"
Ahmed A.H. EI-BakrY", Egypt
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Study on Somatic Embryognesis in Alfalfa (Medicago
Sativa L.) Cal1us Cultures"
Michael Edmond Ellis", Johnson City, TN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Patterns of Spelling Variation in the Anglo-Saxon Chron-
icle Manuscripts"
Michael Geronimo Farrall*"', Shawnee, OK
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Coping with Life Threatening Medical Treatment:
Families and the Bone Marrow Transplantation Experience"
Andrew Lawrence Feldhaus, Milwaukee, WI
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Identification of Highly Conserved Sequences within the
Vesicular Stomatitis Virus L Protein and Assignment of the
Guanine-7-Methyltransferase and the Nucleoside-2'-0-Methyl-
transferase to the L Protein."
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Janet Marie Ferguson", Wauchuia, FL
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Metabolic and Biochemical Changes During the Early
Stages of Soybean Seed Deterioration"
Helen I'Anson Fitzgerald**, Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Neuroendocrine Mechanisms Underlying the Reversi-
ble Termination of Ovine Estrous Cycles by Gonadotropin-
Releasing Hormone Agonist"
Tina Marie Forrester**, Arlington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Nutient Interactions of Lead and Distribution, Mobiliza-
tion and Adverse Effects of Prolonged Maternal Lead Stores"
Kathleen Marie Franklin
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Determination of the Nucleotide Sequence and Produc-
tion of Infection in Vitro Transcripts from eDNA of Tobacco Vein
Mottling Virus"
Clark Steven Fulton, Bend, OR
Major: Geological Sciences
Dissertation: "A Study of the Geological, Hydrological, and
Geochemical Factors Affecting the Distribution of Sodium in
Lignite in the Underwood Lignite Field, West Central North
Dakota."
Margaret Ann Gardner, Austin, TX
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Prevalence and Correlates of Depressive Symtoms in
Aged Black Females: Some Preliminary Findings"
Gholam Reza Ghorbani Khraji**, Abadan, Iran
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Performance of Lactating Dairy Cows Fed Varieties of
Endophyte-Free Tall Fescue and Calves Fed Varying Levelsof In-
fedted Tall Fescue"
Wayne Edward Goodwin, Danville, IL
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Theological Education and the Reorganization of
Consciousness"
David Eugene Gray, Gillespie, IL
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Multivariate Nonlinear Models with Applications to
Compartmental Models"
Raymond Stanley Gross", Bellevue, WA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "An Enantioselecuve Synthetic Approach to the
Tetracyclic and Pentacyclic Quassinoids"
Robert J. Guttendorf, Bethel Park, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effects of Aging and Genetics on Stereoselective
Drug Elimination"
Herujono Hadisuparto**, Pontianak, Indonesia
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Development and Validation of a Modified Universal
Soil Loss Equation on a Forested Watershed"
Sally Fisher Hicks**, Felicity, OH
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Neutron Scattering Studies of the Doubly Magic Ca
Neuclei, 40Caand 48Ca,in the Low Energy Resonance Region."
David L. Hodge, Blountville, TN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Role of Aldosterone and Hyperkalemia in the Pro-
duction of Hypomagnesemic Tetany"
Kathy Sue Hodgson**, Raleigh, NC
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Graduate School Events Scale: A Validation Study"
Paul Evans Holbrook, Jr. *, Ashland
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "The Metaphoric Function: Myth, Metaphor and the
Achievement of Meaning"
Michael Duane Howard, Lincoln, NE
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Ingestive Behavior and Voluntary Intake of Steers Graz-
ing either Johnstone or Kentucky-31 Tall Fescue."
Kristin K. Howell, Greensboro, NC
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Central Bank Cooperation and the Role of the Bank for
International Settlements in International Monetary Stability"
Saher Alwan Hussein", Lexington
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Characterization of Global Rail Transport"
Walter Lon Isaac, Athens, GA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Does Axon Sprouting Have an Effect on Retention of
a DRL-20 Task?"
Pamela A. Jackson-Smith, Bristol, TN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Prospective and Retrospective Memory Processes in
Pigeons' Performance on a Successive Delayed Matching-to-
Sample Task"
Gladys Jasne Jadue Jadue, Santiago, Chile
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of Preschool Education in Children
of Low-Income Status in Chile"
Azwarsamy Jeganathan'", D. G. Pudur, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthetic Approach to TichothecenePhotoaffivity Cross-
Linking Reagents"
Carolyn Shane Jenkins*, Erlanger
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Overeducation: Job Satisfaction, Job Security, and At-
titudes Toward Education"
Lori Ann Jones**, Rochester, MN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Function and Regulation of la-Specific Autoreactive T
Lymphocytes"
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Madhav Shridhar Kamat, Bombay, India
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Which Influence the Mass Transfer Phenomenon
During Freeze Drying"
Evariste Karangwa, Rwanda, East Africa
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Quantitation of 4-Methylimidazole in Tall Fescue Hay
and its Metabolism by Sheep"
Peter Kamuyu Karungu
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Overshooting of Commodity Prices Relative to Manufac-
tured Prices in a Nee-Keynesian Framework: Application of a
Modified Arbitrage Condition."
Suyud Rusai Karyasuparta, Bandung, Indonesia
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Bonding at Particle Contacts of Cement Treated Sands"
Prasad S. Kasibhatla", Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Numerical Studies of Sub-Grid Scale Processes with
Special Emphasis on Discrete Sources"
Lee Burton Kats, Hebron, IN
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Antipredator Behavior and the Persistence of Amphi-
bians with Fish"
Kimberly Sue Kelly**, Greensburg
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Failure to Condition Supression of natural Cell Cytotox-
icity with Morphine as the Us"
Yun Kyung Kim, Seoul, Korea
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Evaluational Study of Kentucky's Pilot Adult Basic
Educational Program"
Hamid Reza Kusha, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Social Justice: From the Islamic World-System to the
European World Economy; A Study of Power Legitimation"
Shirley Jo Lange, Columbus, OH
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Satisfaction and Commitment in Lesbian & Heterosex-
ual Relationships: The Roles of Power, Nurturance, & Trust"
Chia- Yin Lee, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Use of DNA Probes to Study Tetracycline Resistance
Determinants in Gram-Negative Bacteria from Swine."
John P. Lew, Melbourne, Australia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Amico Add Transport by Equine Colon"
Dennis Gilbert Lewellen, Spokane, WA
Major: Geological Sciences




Dissertation: "Effects of Environmental Light and Light: Dark Cy-
cling on Cercarial Emergence and Behavior of Proterometra edneyi
and P. macrostoma (Trematoda: Digenea)"
John Nicholas Lorenz**, Ft. Thomas
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Mechanism of the Suppression of Renin Release by
Chloride in the Rat"
Daniel J. Luchtefeld", Effingham, IL
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Critical Variables in the Link Between Stressors and
Distress Among Psychiatric Nurses"
Hong-De Luo, Kaifeng, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Self-Consistant Study of the Spherical Nuclei and In-
teraction of Two Particles Outside the Closed Shell"
Maher Naaman Madhat'", Iraq
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Dietary Protein and Slaughter Weight on Beef
Carcass Traits, Muscle Fiber Characteristics and Lysosomal En-
zyme Activities"
Sally Ward Maggard, Hazard
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Gender and Class I Women's Collective Protest"
Pablo Martinez-Arevalo, Cuenea, Ecuador
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Jorge Enrique Adoum: Ideologia, Estetica e Historia
(1945-1985)"
Zaki Yeldar Mashoka, Jordan
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Determinants of Residential Land Values in Amman,
Jordan, 1967-1987"
Viju Kallumpurath Mathews, Bombay, India
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Deformation Characteristics of Silicon Single Crystals
at Elevated Temperatures"
Jose Estevam Da Silveira Matos*, Portugal
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Epidemiological Studies of Staphylococcus aureus In-
fection in a Dairy Herd"
Karl Robert Matthews**, Danvers, MA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Antagonism by Coagulase-Negative Staphylococci
Against Staphylococcus Aureus in In Vitro and In Vivo Ex-
periments.' ,
Michael B. Maurin*, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Mechanism of Diffusion of Monosubstituted Benzoic
Acids Through Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate Copolymers: Application
to a Controlled Release Molluscicide'
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Walker Porter Mayo", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Method Recommended in All Books of Surgery:
A History of the Management of Empyema"
Catherine McClure*, Nashville, TN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Neuropsychological Functioning in the Schizotype"
Linda McCoy-Simandle*, Pikeville
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Consultation as a Follow-up to Assess-
ment on the Achievement of Students in Kindergarten"
Margot Duysen McCullers, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "An Institutional Productivity Analysis of Biomedical
Predoctoral Fellows"
Patricia Goldbach Mcfhnty", Louisville
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Effectiveness of Linking Interven-
tion to Assessment in Increasing School Readiness Skills"
Brenda Lee McKay*, Auburn, ME
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Assessment of Primitive Defenses and Object Rela-
tions in Anorexic and Bulimic Individuals"
Susan Marie Milosovich**, Syracuse, NY
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Utilization of Drugs to Enhance Transdermal
Penetration of Testosterone, Deooxycorticosterone, and
Indomethacin"
Jubel Rolando Moraga-Rojel, Osorno, Chile
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Science, Technology, Socioeconomic, and Political Forces
in the Shaping of Chilean Agricultural Research."
Beverly Rae Rettig Morris, Medina, OH
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Leaving the Goods Life: Elderly Women and their
Cherished Personal Possessions"
Gregory Dean Morrow"", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Impact of Romantic Ideals on Satisfaction and Com-
mitment in Romantic Relationships: An Investigation of the Role
of the Comparison Level in the Investment Model"
Ampalavanar Nanthakumar, Araly, Sri Lanka
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "On Sequential Spearman - Karber Estimator for the
Logistic Tolerance Distribution"
George Elias Nasr**, Lebanon
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Special Considerations in Forced Non-Linear Systems"
Michael Lawrence Neises", Cold Spring
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Response Involvement and Three Levels




Dissertation: "Behavioral and Neurochemical Effects of Chronic Opiate
Antagonist Treatment in Senescent Rats"
Suzanne Marie Neu**, Green Bay, WI
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "A Study of the Pathogenesis and Pathologic Effects of
Persistent Infection with Equine Arteritis Virus in Experimental-
ly Infected Stallions"
Ralph William Niven**, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Application of the Isolated Perfused Rat Lung to
Evaluate Pharmaceuticals Presented to the Airways."
Timothy Franklin Phillippe*, Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Counselor Affiliation and Counselor Effectiveness
Ratings"
Yun-Ming Pong, Chungli, Taiwan
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Comparison of Estimators and Significance Test Pro-
cedures for the Slope Parameter in the Simple Linear Regression
Model with One-Fold Nested Error Structure"
Theresa Lynn Powell, Louisville
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Development of the Urinary Bladder in Rona catesbeiana
Tadpoles: A Morphological and Physiological Approach"
Spencer Douglas Provan**, Madison, FL
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Multiple Mechanisms Mediate Aluminum Kinetics and
Neurotoxicity"
Levi Rabinowitz, Claremont, CA
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Creativity and Intelligence on
Reading Achievement in Elementary School Children"
Margaret Gay Redd, Lexington
Major: Spanish and Italian
Dissertation: "Language and Aggression in the New Novel"
Martin Patrick Redmon, Somerset
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Physicochemical Characteristics on Release
from a Porous Polymeric Matrix"
William Franklin Rencher, Jr. ", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Design and Synthesis of Desmoslne-Like peptidyl Car-
bamates as Novel Inhibitors of Human Leukocyte Elastase"
Elizabeth Lewis Rompf, Winchester
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Rural Kentucky School District Response to Large-
Scale Economic Change"
William Charles Russell**, South River, NJ
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "Modeling and Dynamic Analysis of Multicomponent Ad-
sorption in Activated Carbon Beds."
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Sayed Mortaza Saghaian, Esfahan, Iran
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Methods of Analysis and
Design of Linear Inductor Alternator"
Upendra Man Sainju, Bhaktapur, Nepal
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Characteristics of Coal Bloom Horizons in the Undis-
turbed Forest Soils of Eastern Kentucky."
Rick Davis Saylor, Burgin
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A study of Mesoscale Acid Deposition in the Lower Ohio
River Valley"
Carol E. H. Scott-Conner", Madison, MS
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Alterations in Reticuloendothelial and Immunologic
Function in Early Extrahepatic Bilary Obstruction"
Joy Hart Seibert", Sharpsburg
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Stories People Tell: An Examination of Organizational
Stories and the Impact of Communicative Abilities"
Judith Ann Silver*, Ashland
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Parabolic Measure and the LPDirchlet Problem for the
Heat Equation in Two Dimensional Regions"
Pippa Margaret Simpson", Australia
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "On Stochastic Models for Linear Compartmental
Systems"
Harry Edward Sloan, Jr., St. Paul, MN
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Neuroanatomical Substrates of Goldfish Reproductive
Behavior"
Virginia Grady Smith", Versailles
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "The Iconography of Power at Xochicalco, Morelos"
Richard Clayton Smoot*, Ashland
Major: History
Dissertation: "John Sherman Cooper: The Paradox of a Liberal
Republican in Kentucky Politics"
William Marion Snell, Paris
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Analyzing the Impacts of Government Intervention and
Product Differentiation Upon International Burley Tobacco
Trade"
Timothy James Stanton":", Johnstown, PA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Distributional Considerations and Consequences of the
Clean Air Act"
Patrick Ford Sullivan", Louisville
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "The Pragmatism of Communication: A Realist
Philosophy of Communication"
John Fleming Thigpen 111**,Keene, VA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Sociology of Soil Conservation"
Everett Bernard Torrence, Davidson, NC
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: 'The Reduction of Farm-Level Risks: The Role of Futures
Markets and Diversification"
Michael Wayne Townsend", Fairborn, OH
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Effects of Freeze-Drying on Pro-
tein Stability Using Ribonuclease A as a Model"
Meg Klein Trull, Rochester, NY
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Child Sexual Abuse and Adult
Personality Variables"
Timothy Joseph Trull", New Orleans, LA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Taxometric Analysis of the Criteria for the Borderline
Personality Disorder: In Search of a Class Variable"
Zeynep Usrunolv", Ankara, Turkey
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Cheese Yield"
James Edward Waller**, Columbus, GA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Developmental Aspects of Self-Evaluation and Social
Loafing in Children"
Brian Andrew Walter*, Hilton Head Island, SC
.Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Nonoxynol-9 In Vivo Disposition, Metabolism and In
Vitro Spermicidal Assessment of Selected Oligomers."
Liwen Wang**, Taiwan
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Teacher Affective Responses as Related to Student Af-
fective Responses and Achievement in Junior High School"
Tai-Lin Wang*, Taiwan
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Convergence of the QR Algorithm with Origin Shifts
for Real Symmetric Tridiagonal and Unitary Hessenberg Matrices"
Cynthia Lynn Warner, Hampton, VA
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Biographical Factors and Depression in College Students:
The Development and Validation of an Assessment Instrument"
Ian G. Welsford, Milford, ME
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Neuropeptide Modulation of Central Neuronal and
Peripheral Effects Activity Associated with Feeding in the Ter-
restrial Slug, Limax Maximus (Gastropoda: Limacidae): The In-
tegrating Role of the Multiple Neuropeptide-Containing Buccal
Neuron, B1."
David Edward Wenstrup**, Edgewood
Major: Chemistry




John Stayton Wheelerv", Tulsa, OK
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Ultraviolet Light Photobiology of the Protozoan
Tetrahymena Pyriformis and Chemical Reactivation of DNA
Damage."
J. Wesseh Wollov", Rivercess, Liberia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The Effects of Added Debt and Declining Tobacco In-
come on Minimum Farm Size needed to Generate a Farm Family
Income"
C. Eugene Wright III, Scotts, MI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Protein Binding and Pharmacokinetics of Triazolo-
benzodiazepines' •
lung-Shu Wu", Taiwan, R.O.C.
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "A Transient Analysis of Dislocation Emission from a
Crack Using a Modified Dislocation Model and its Application
to Fracture Mechanics"
Joseph William Wyse*, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Modulation of Skeletal Protein-Protein Interactions in




Dissertation: "Analysis and Design of Linear Inductor Alternators"
Helen Yip**, Sydney, Australia
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on Some Fluorinated Polyamines as Potential
Tumor Imaging Agents"
Jiming Zhang*, Dalian, China
Major: Physics and Astronomy




Dissertation: "Viscoelasticity Theory of Differential Type and Finite
Amplitude Oscillations of Rubber Spring-Mass Systems"
Xiao-Jiu June Zhu**, Tianjin, China
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Identification of Epetopic Sites in Human
Alpha-I-Proteinase Inhibitor"
L
Stephanie Zimmermann, M1. Pleasant, MI
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Caring for Each Other: Person-Centered Communica-
tion Among Hospic-Team Members"
Doctor of Business Administration
Donald LeRoy Ashbaugh", Cedar Falls, IA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Factors Present in Loss of
Employment Cases Litigated Under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, as Amended."
Zaki Baridwan, Yogyakarta
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Functional Currency and Inflation Rates: An Analysis
of the Impact on Financial Statements - An Indonesian Case
Study"
Shyan-Rong Chou, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of Stock Market Anomalies: The
Case of Republic of China in Taiwan"
Alexander Jack Faseruk, S1. John's NF, Canada
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Toronto Stock Exchange 35 Index Option Contract:
Pricing and Boundary Condition Violations"
Harold Goedde**, Jefferson City, MO
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Study of Tax Practitioners Perceptions
of the Effect of the 1986Tax Reform Act on Simplification and
Fairness of the Federal Income Tax"
Faizul HUQ, Dhaka
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Management Science Approaches to Blood Bank
Problems"
Sharon Kay Lee", Louisville
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Valuation Consequences of Takeover Bariers: Defen-
sive Adjustments and Control"
John Albert Lust, Peru, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Use of Realistic Job Previews in the Provision of
Health Hazard Information"
Kyle Logan Mattson?", Ogden, UT
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Short Term Public Cash Management:
The States' Experience"
Rosemary Carlson Peavler", Morehead
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Shareholder Wealth Effects and Liberalization of In-
terstate Banking Legislation"
James N. Rimbey", Ft. Myers, FL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Cash Dividend Ititiations and Omissions: A Signalling
Approach"
Clyde A. Roberts*, Huntington, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "CPA Credibility and the Credit Decision Process of Com-
mercial Loan Officers"
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Roger Meyer Shelor, Floyd, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Performance Signals of Regulated Firms Dividend
Policies"
Carolyn Friedman Siegel, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Influence of Situational Resource Factors on the
Delivery of Peak Performance in Services"
Louis Wayne Turley, Central City
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation of the Price-Quality Rela-
tionship in Services"
Mark R. Young, Marshfield, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Retail Area Revitalization Analysis: Spatial Interaction
Modeling of Shopping Area Market Attraction."
Doctor of Education
Elinor Joy Goode Allameh, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Comparison of the Performance of Natives and Non-
Natives on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
and the Degrees of Reading Power (DRP)"
Victor Ballestero-Alvarez, Costa Rica
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship Between Teachers' Percep-
tions of Selected School Factors and Student Achievement in
Selected Elementary Schools Fayette County Kentucky"
M. Marguerite Davenport, Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Donovan Scholars Program: Its Past, Present. and
Future. "
Rita Renfro Davis**, Berea
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Employment Concerns and Career Path Characteristics
of Women Vocational Educators"
Lu Ellen Doty"'", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Teaching Parents to Imitate Their Child With Handicap-
ping Conditions During Play Interactions"
Rhonda George England, Pikeville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Voices from the History of Teaching: Katherine Pettit.
May Stone, and Elizabeth Watts at Hindmon Settlement School,
1899-1957"
Florence Stella Estes", S1. Louis, MO
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Cora Wilson Stewart and the Moonlight Schools of Ken-
tucky, 1911-1920:A Case Study in the Rhetorical Uses of Literacy"
Mary Ellen Oesterle Franklin", Greenville, NC
Major: Health. Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "The Effect of One Session of Doms Inducing Resestive
Exercise on Serum Creatine Kinase. White Blood Cell Count,
Edema and Plasma Volume"
James Leslie Grigsby, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Leadership Characteristics of the Department Chair as
Perceived by Faculty in Selected University Departments"
Glenn Ronald Hickey**, Hebron
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "School Programs for At-Risk Students: A Case Study
PF Project Transition, A Kentucky Alternative In-School Program
for Eight Grade Students"
Patsy Gale Kinney, Louisville
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Agreement Between Raters' Visual Analyses and
Statistical Analysis of Alternating Treatments Design Data"
Susan Perry Moskow", Denmark, SC
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Text Difficulty and Error Type on the
Comprehension Monitoring performance of Seventh Grade Good
and Poor Readers"
Michael Erwin Norman", Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Competencies Among Special Ad-
ministrators in Kentucky"
Michael Nowicki", San Marcos, TX
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Graduate Programs in Health Administration Faculty
Reputation and Faculty Research Reputation by Program Loca-
tion and Program Reputation"
Mary Anne Curry Pollock**, Morehead
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Preservice Teachers' Correction Responses to Ap-
palachian English Miscues After Training in Miscues Analysis"
Gregory Scott Rash, Huntington, WV
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Spectral Analysis of Lower Body Kinetics During Selected
Daily Activities"
James Grattan Rooney"
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Effect of Variation in the Burst Mode and Carrier Fre-
quency of High Amplitude Electrical Stimulation on Muscle
Fatigue and Pain Perception of Healthy Subjects."
Rosetta Freeman Sandidge, Irvine
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Beginning Teacher Concerns, Problems,
and Support Within the Context of the Kentucky Beginning
Teacher Internship Program"
Kay Blanton Stevens, Gainesville, TX
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of a Computer Assisted Constant Time
Delay Procedure on Teaching Memorized Spellings"
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Mary Jane Sullivan, Huntington, WV
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Factors Influencing Parental Decisions to Transfer
Students From Fayette County Public to Private Schools"
Patricia June Smith Terrell**, Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Utilization and Effectiveness of the Cooperative Institu-
tional Research Program Freshman Survey and its Impact on Par-
ticipating Institutions"
Karla Marie Thompson, Provo, UT
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Five Year Evaluation of the Provo City School
District's Elementary Writing Program"
Michael Lee Wells, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Relationships Between Sixth Grade Students' Percep-
tions of Selected School Factors and Their Academic Achievement
in Selected Fayette County, Kentucky Elementary Schools"
Gary Blaine Wilkerson, Danville
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "The Comparative Biomechanical Effects of Standard and
Modified Ankle Taping Methods"
Doctor of Musical Arts
William Edwin Bingham", Williamsburg
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Pierre-Max Dubois: A Performance Guide to Selected
Works for the Saxophone"
Robert Joseph Chabora", Ft. Kent, ME
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Canonic Techniques in the Goldberg Variations, the
Canonic Variations and the Fourteen Canons of Johann Sebas-
tian Bach"
Educational Specialist
James G. Binkley, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Wyman Boyer, Tempe, AZ
Vaughn M. Carter, Harrodsburg
Catherine Cleveland Catlett, Winchester
Stephani Ann Dougherty, Ft. Mitchell
Gregory Alan Drake, Lexington
Teresa Marie Flach, Edgewood
Rene Elisaheth Mallett Hales, Salisbury, NC
Sharon Rose Markham Hutchinson, Hopkinsville
Judith D. Knauss, Versailles
Anne Frances McCall, Louisville
Paul Joseph Meler"'*, Newburgh Heights, DB
Jean M. Alderson Miller
Kathryn Belanger Porter, Lexington
Sharon Jeanne Terry, Lexington
Sonja Shealy Valliere, Columbia, MS
Jeanne Stacey Veros, Malverne, NY
Janice Lynn Weber, Milwaukee, WI
Laura Faye Connelly Zamarron, Grayson
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Master of Arts
Tholfikar Hamid Ahmad, Baghdad, Iraq
Sonya Edwina Anglin*"', Mt. Vernon
Cathy Marie Atkins, Louisville
Johnna Lee Atkinson?", Winchester
Judith Elizabeth Auble, Dansville. NY
Robert Alexander Babbage, Jr. ....,
Lexington
Shirley Ann Baker*'"
Andrew Barrett Ballv'", Elizabethtown
Raja Banerji, New Delhi, India
Mary Ann Barber", West Liberty
Debbie Lynne Pfingstag Barrett, Frankfort
Carl Edward Bartch, Lexington
Thomas D. Bauer*"', Phoenix. AZ
Randy L. Beller"', Evanston, IL
Sabina Myrtle Thompson Bernardi",
McAlester, OK
Pedro Guerra Bidegaray .... , Lima, Peru
Leroy Vincent Bland, Chesapeake, VA
Paul Michael Brian"", Louisville
Mark William Browning, Lexington
Mary Lynn Buchanan, Somerset
John Robert Buckner", Lexington
Barbara Kroboth Burch", Lexington
Jamie Wynne Burcham", Russellville, AL
David Matthew Burgess, McDonogh, MD
Mary Carolyn Jasper Carter", Lexington
David Carwell", Bowling Green
Ben Edward Castle, Louisville, MS
Pamela Dawn Chabora", Ft. Kent, ME
James Victor Chaney, Marion
Jun-Yi Chen", Shanghai, P .R.C.
Shu Chen, Shanghai, China
Kim J. Clark, Danville
Thomas G. Corcoran, Lexington
Georgen Gilliam Coyle, Ft. Wright
Jennifer Eileen Craig, Washington Court
House,OH
David Dennon Crandall, Berea
Gary L. Deaton, Jackson
David Michael Dees, Edgewood
Cynthia Lynn DeMarcus, Lexington
Melissa Anne Dobson, Hinsdale, IL
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
Ronald Wayne Duke, Lexington
Timothy Joseph Dunn, Baltimore, MD
Annette Clara DuPont, Lexington
Caroline Durand
Stacey Sue Durham'", Columbia
Susan Carolyn Eastwood, Laramie, WY
Leona E. Edge, Leitchfield
Kristal Annette Eldredge", Lexington
Willie A. Elledge, Greenville, SC
Carey Adams Ellis". Lexington
Betty Boles Ellison, Lexington
James Hubert Embrey", Rineyville
Susan Jeanette Emerson, Billings, MT
Wm. Douglas Epling, Berea
Todd A. Estes, Knoxville, TN
Walter John Ferrier, Westwood, NJ
Nancy King Foreman, Bell Buckle, TN
Ellen Regina Frombach, Louisville
Mitchell Gabhart, Harrodsburg
Debra Gail Galloway, Danville
Jack Joseph Gallt, Lexington
Juli Ann Gammon", Lakewood, CO
Carla Howe Godfrey, Hendersonville, TN
Thomas Eric Goodell, Dutton, MT
JoAnn M. Gordon, Yerkes
Scott Cooper Graham, Danville
Sally Villa Groleau, Iron Mountain, MT
Orrin David Gulley, W. Bloomfield, MI
Michael John Haffey, Lexington
Shelda Hale-Roca, Owensboro
Kurt Bryon HaJlberg, Jamestown, NY
William Jeffery Hancock, Cadiz
CharI Ann Harper, Science Hill
Stanley D. Harrison, New York City, NY
C. Frank Harscher, Lexington
Nyoka Hawkins, Elkhorn City
Virginia Chalene Helmuth", San Jose,
Costa Rica
Douglas E. Hemken, Lexington
Teresa Ann Hendricks?", Lexington
Carey James Hester, Helena, MT
Mamoun Mahmood Hijjawi, Noblus West
Bank
Steven Yates Hinson, Tompkinsville
Christene Lavonne Hixson", Montrose,
CO
Daniel William Hoover, Wilmington, DE
Robert Wynn Hugh-Jones'?", Guildford,
Surrey, England
Charla Jane Hylton, Winchester
Betty Sue Ison, Morehead
Karen Camille Jackson, Cincinnati, OH
Gerhardt Leslie Jacobs, Ft. Mitchell
Joan Kathryn Herrmann Jacobs, Hamburg,
MN
Nawanta Jenkins, Georgetown
Anne-Marie Johnson, Sevres, France
Jack Elden Keefe, Jr., Largo, FL
Michael Link Koenig", Cincinnati, QH
Elizabeth Jean Kopitzke, Lexington
Carmen VanBalen Lancho"", Lexington
Rupert Henry Lassetter, London
Sharon Melissa Latimer", Jackson, MS
Francois Jean-Michel Le Roy, France
Margaret Mary Lenney, Lexington
Kathleen O'Brian Lillich, Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Logan
Alan Conner Lowe", Paris
Rene Wilhelm Mallen, Ridgefield, CT
John Phillip Markham, Jr., Louisville
Diana Wallace Martin, Lexington
Laura Ann McCall, Palm Harbor, FL
Thomas Sayre McChesney··, Huntington,
WV
Rebecca Lynn McKay", Owensboro
Robert J. McKay, Radcliff
Roberta Campbell Mckenzie", Lexington
Barbara Jean Miller Meredith, Leitchfield
Vivian Lynn Metcalf, Detroit, MI




Maureen Cecilia Mullinax, Lexington
Sharon Alicia Munger, Greenville, OH
Catherine Marie Murphy, Lexington
Peter Dunham Myers, Durham, NC
Mark William Overbevv", Murray
Julsun Depuyart Pacheco, Philippines
Bonnie S. Pagan"
Jean Marie Parlanti" ", Lexington
Jos Agustin Pastn'?", Santiago, Chile
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Leisa Desire Pichard, Tallahassee, FL
Mary Eve Pietrukowtcz", Aurora
Michael Joseph Pirani, Worcester, MA
Jessie Peck Hoon Poonv", Singapore
Charles William Porter, Lexington
Henry Caywood Prewitt, Jr., Paris
Shireen Sheela Rajaram'"
Maria Isabel Nunez Ramirez-Williams,
Madrid, Spain
Rebecca Clark Rau, Lexington
Carole Ann Raybourn, Versailles
Lisa A. Reynolds, Carlisle
Dana D. Rhew, Oak Ridge, TN
Angelique Susan Robey, Lexington
Thomas O. Robinson
Pascal Rollet'", Nogent, France
Alec J ames Rooney, Lexington
Troy Franklin Ross, Lebanon Junction
Ruth ganchezlmizcoz", Madrid, Spain
Sara Swafford Sanders", Dallas, TX
Cheryl A. Boice Sauffer, Beardstown, IL
Mark Stephen Sawyer, Everett, MA
Andrea Reynolds Schoninger, Lexington
Elisabeth Marie Schulte", Lakeside Park
Malita Kei Schultz, Lexington
Deborah Schwebach", Gilbertsville, NY
Rhonda Gail Seabolt .. , Lexington
Susan C. Sears", Lexington
Renee Anne Shirley, Kingston, Jamaica
Rahel Tamar Slvan de Mariategui
Mark Anthony Smith, ChiJlicothe, OH
Steven Mark Smith", Lexington
William Woodford Snowden, Winchester
Ann Yvonne Stearns, Lexington
Karen Lee Stephens'", Lexington
Karen Strand, Somerset
Marilyn Rose Singer Swan", Hartford, CT
Jennifer Elisabeth Tessendorf"", Elgin, IL
Linda Marie Tondreau-Mims, Lexington
Christopher Alan Turnbow, Wilmore
Dorn Van Dommelen'?", Petersburg, PA
Mary Lee Vance, Lexington
Tonya Marie Wagner, Louisville
Katherine Parrish Walden
Teresa Keller Watson, Lexington
Cheryl Lynne Weaver", Holbrook, MA
Paul J Weingartner, Cincinnati, OH
Jeanette Marie Weninger, Sacramento, CA
Barbara Ann Wight", Marion
Janet Katherine Willer··, Lawrence, KS
Jeff Trent Williams", Lexington
Bambang Adi winarsc, Indonesia
Stephen V. Wise, Lexington
Brent Arend Wolzen
Bret Douglas workrnan"", Fayetteville,
WV
Cheryl Duncan Wyatt"", Lawrenceburg
Richard A. Wynne", Erlanger
Elizabeth Walker Yanarel1a
Zhenming Zhai, Guargdong, China
Master of Arts in Education
Polly Carlton Agsten, Lexington
Mary Beth Brandt Barron, Lexington
Penny Minton Belle, Lexington
Karl Stuart Bethel", Lexington
Karen CeCelia Nichols Buzard", Lexington
Deborah Lynn Carter", Lexington
Nancy Lynne Catlett", Shelbyville
Maurice W. Chappell, Wheatley
Dorothy R. Chasen, Nashville, TN
Vaughnetta R. Collins, Whitesburg
Susanne Britt Craddock, Harrodsburg
Sharon Flora Crews'", Versailles
Laura Jo Cullen?", LaGrange
Joan Carol Bernard Cunningham,
Lexington
Benita Anne Dampier", Carlisle
Beverley Hooper Deacon, Richmond, VA
Teresa McKenzie Durnil, Ashland
Laura D. Fischer", Wilmore
Cynthia Leigh Giesey?", Dunbar, WV
Lisa Carroll Goodin", Austin, IN
Susan Louise Gray, Nicholasville
M. Ellen Hummel Grisanti", Louisville
Carol Ann Hall"", Lexington
William James Hanna", Lexington
Kimberly Dawnn Hensley", Independence
Wanda Abbott Heth", Stearns
Margaret R. Hunt, Lexington
Jackie Dianne Jerer--, Lexington
Kristi Olson Karoww, Lexington
Lisa Anne Kerr Kincer, Lexington
Mary Kay King, Owensboro
Mary Jeanette Kleinlein, Columbus, OH
John Edward Kleinman", Lexington
Gail Davis Krimm, Nicholasville
John Mitchell Laverty, Winchester
Dorothy June Leal", Lexington
Laura L. Light", Wilmore
Margie-Jo Likar Maloney", Nicholasville
Sharon Louetta Martin?", Langley
Virginia Ann Martin", Prestonsburg
Franklin Bruce Miller", Freeburn
Martha Elaine Reynolds Mings, Winchester
Michael Charles Moloney, Louisville
Kaylene Haynes Mullins", Wise, VA
Willis Michael Mullins*, Hustonville
Anne K. Murray", Lexington
Richard Edward O'Brien lIn
Rebecca J. Oswald -, NicholasvilIe
Deborah Preston Poulter", Harrodsburg
Yvonne De Ann Purvis*"', Georgetown
Roxanna Lee Rickly, Paris
Mark Randall Riggs", Lexington
Reed Joseph Ruchman", Lexington
Jare L. Schneider":", Ft. Wayne, IN
Marilyn Wullschleger Schrader
Wendy Sue Schutz", Louisville
Paula Lynn Setser, Paintsville
Nancy M. Shaeffer, Sturgis
Kathryn Martin Shafer*, Lexington
Christine Jewell Shaw?", Versailles
Ruby Anne Shipley*, Glasgow
Karen Leigh Simpson>", Union
Shelly Slatin, Bloomington, IN
Melodee McCracken Springate*, Versailles
Marion Redwood Taylor, Lexington
Melinda Hamm Thomas, Lexington
Barbara Jean Boles Travis**, Lexington
Cynthia Vance Wilson"", Nicholasville
Katherine Muir Zweigart", Nicholasville
Master of Arts in
Interior Design
Lisa Marie Agentis, Bethlehem
Master of Arts
in Teaching
Janet Lee Adams, Lexington
Karen S. Farmer, Lexington
Master of Arts in
Textiles and Clothing
Shirley Stern Bryan**, Lexington
Master of Business
Administration
Donald Ralph Bailey"", Marion, NC
Susan Trigg Ballard", Bardstown
William Graham Baughman, Middletown
Lloyd Allen Beagle**, Lexington
Hugh Henderson Bennett, Jr. **, Lexington
Brenda Karen Betts "", Somerset
David Hayden Boyd, Lexington
Kevin Jay Bozee, Lexington
Cheryl Ann Brown, Corbin
Patricia Nolan Casey, Louisville
Elizabeth Dale Jennings Cawood**,
Wellsburg, WV
Brenda Jeannette Creech, Cumberland
John P. Curry**, Lexington
Kathleen J. DeBoer**, Grand Rapids, MI
Douglas Paul Ditto, Lexington
Stephen Bruce Dixon, Levittown, PA
Michael Paul Donahue
Kevin John Dooley, Cincinnati, OH
Gregory Bennett Doyle, Lexington
Jennifer Lee Echsner, Lexington
Richard Clifton Edwins, Lexington
Susan Ann Emrick, Columbus, OH
Kerry Wayne Evans?", Corbin
Ronald John Fischer, S1. Louis, MO
Arthur W. Francis, Lexington
Philip Ray Franklin, Lexington
Sally Carol Davis Grasch, Beattyville
Elizabeth Sue Guffey"", Somerset
Karla Rea Hagan>", Louisville
Umar Hamdan**, Palembang, Indonesia
Bradley Dean Harrison'?', Danville
Stephen James Heil**, Marissa, IL
Paul Steven Hupman, Loretto
Jett Harmon Johns, Owenton
William Gregory Jones, Owensboro
David Edward Kratt, Louisville
James Cleveland Lamb, Jr., Lancaster
Tse-Hui Lei, Taipei, Taiwan
Terry Maurice Livingston, Louisville
Gary Jerome Lyons"", Baltimore, MD
John M. Mann, Louisville
Susan Kelley McCarty**, Murray
Kellie Keen-Ware McCowan, London
Mark Vernon McCowan, London
Sheri Dawn McGee, Lexington
Mary G. Murray, Nashville, TN
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Miriam Ruth Pride, Berea
Sandra K. Ratcliffe":", Louisa
Kay Marie Rehfuss, Lexington
Stephen Michael Rogers**, Lexington
Joan Scattone**, Levittown, NY
Joanne Appoy Spanoudis, Trinidad
Kenneth R. Sperry, Lexington
James Len Stamper, Lexington
Dwight Goodwin Tenney, Jr.", Lexington
Brenda J. Tomlinson, West Baden, IN
Jacqueline R. Walters, Danville
William Don Wathen, Jr. "", Owensboro
John Eric West, Frankfort
Anthony Lynn White**, Winchester
Anthony Loran Wooten, Chickamauga,
GA
Master of Civil Engineering
Richard William Walker, Junction City
Master of Fine Arts
J. M. Baird, Lexington
Dwayne Allen Cobb, Crestwood
James Edward Columbia II, Lexington
David Richard Hanlon, St. Louis, MO
David Hutchins Jackson**, Frankfort
Twyla Rae Martins, Lexington
Lori Ann Saylor, W. Chester, OH
Master of Music
Daniel Ira Black, Morehead
Thomas G. Cremer, Gardner, MA
Charles Greening, S1. James, NY
Timothy Michael Lake**, Lexington
Keith Hartsfield Ross, Lexington
David Edwin Sanders, Dubuque, IA
Evelyn Burk Seymour, Lexington
Mary Ann Williamson?", Paintsville
Katherine Clare Wrightson, Louisville
Master of Nutritional
Sciences
Suzanne Mae Arnold, New Liberty
Tamberly McCoy Bullock'?', Princeton
Connie Marie Kress, Lexington
Sally Vaughn Lewis, Grayson
Liniyanti D. Oswari", Indonesia
Chung-Mei Ouyang**
Linda Nell Pendley, Lexington
Carolyn Points Preston?", Versailles
Kimberly L. Scott**, Milwaukee, WI
Chih-Chii Amy Shiau**, Taiwan
Carol L. Wethington, Syracuse, NY
Master of Public
Administration
Cheryl King Andrew, Turkey Creek
Marilyn Anne Berry, Grundy , VA
Patricia Gay Carnes, Wilmore
Carl Douglas Dixon"", Lexington
Michael Malone Flack**, Trenton
Kathleen Burke Gannoe", Lexington
David Emerson Garman
Thomas Eric Goodell, Dutton, MT
Ann Reid Hamlin, Lexington
Thomas Cotton Hanna", Lexington
Ashley Horine, Lexington
John Mark Johnson, Salvisa
Paula Scheliga Kearns", Danville
Debra K. Lange, Owensboro
David Brent Mattingly, Springfield
Linda Sue Mays, Paducah
Mary Susan Morris", Huntington Beach,
CA
Julya Westfall Otterson, Lexington
Simani Mohapatra Price, Frankfort
David Allen Reisman, Holicong, PA
Randall Lee Roberts, Pikeville
John Fitzgerald Salyer, Salyersville
Ruth Ellen Spencer, Lexington




Sally Waterman Wright, Lexington
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Gary Truman Bennett", Lexington
Penney B. Collings?", Whitley City
Catrinya Rachel Dunn*, Lexington
Judith Klarquist Griffith, Lexington




Kathleen Fucci Stratton", Lawrenceburg
Terri V. Tildon*"', St. Mary, MD
Jenny Montgomery Tyree", Radcliff
Regina Lee Whitehouse>", Louisville
Master of Science
Dora Ivette Aguilar", Hatillo, Puerto Rico
Sabah M.A. Al Omar, Baghdad, Iraq
Jack Linus Alvey, Calhoun
Kalpana Asokv", Bangalore, India
Jamal M. Ass'ad**, Lexington
Fachrizal Bachri, Indonesia
Jamie Lynelle Baker-Prewitt":", Lexington
Theodore Richard Bane, Arrowsmith, IL
George Daniel Barber, Largo, FL
Edward L. Barnes, Jr. ", New Washington,
IN
Glenn Howard Battle", Lexington
Lambert Lewis Bauer, Cave City
Carol Anne Beheler, Frederick, MD
Mahmut Hakan Berument, Istanbul,
Turkey
Ajay Bhatnagar, Lexington
Charles Thomas Bloom", Lexington
Laura Diane Boldt, Taylor Ridge, IL
Marie Louise Bonfiglio", Waltham, MA
Shana Layne Bowling, Park Hills
Patrick Lee Boyle, Lexington
Keith Giles Bristol, Morganton, NC
Dale Brockman, Erlanger
Jeffrey Allen Brockman, Columbia
David M. Brown, Lexington
Anthony Christopher Bruno, Lexington
David Earl Buchele'", Cloverport
Michael John Bucknum", Holland, PA
Calbert Cecil Butler II, Louisville
Fernando Caamano**, Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic
Denny Jackson Cantrell
Quanwei Cao", Beijing, China
Timothy Edward Carone, Tucson, AZ
Orlando D. Chambers, Hillsboro, OR
Kong-Yew Chan, Ipoh, Malaysia
Jinlong James Chen, Taiwan
Moonkyo Chung**, Seoul, Korea
Susan Lynne Cohn", Lexington
Elyse Margaret Connors-Davenport,
Brooklyn, NY
Karen Leigh Corbett, Elizabethtown
Amber White Couch", Lexington
Donald Vincent Crowe, Nashville, TN
Ana Michelle Davis, Lexington
William Francis Davis, Canton, MA
Scott Edward Dawson", Versailles
Ralph Emerson DeLapp 111*,Fall River
Mills, CA
Dipika D. Desai
Kenneth Marion Dickey II, Danville
Philip Hall Dickson", Lexington
Pamela Elaine Dimmock"", Sugarland, TX
Terrance Lee Druggan"", Lexington
Eric Blane Durbin, Lexington
Roberta Majella Dwyer, Clinton, IA
Jonathan Andrew Dyer, Louisville
Jonathan Reed Edwards", Peekskill, NY
Herbert Eichenseer, San Jose, CA
Edgar Emeric
Norman Douglas Fagge, Alexandria, VA
Abdelkader Fatmi", Istres, France
Robert T. Feng, P.R.C.
Wayne Thomas Frankie, Rantoul, IL
Sharon T. Franklin, Columbia
Peggy Ann Garnaat, Wilmore
George Waldon Garriss, Marietta, GA
Amy Michelle Gill, Somers, NY
Martha Major Burnett Givens, Lexington
John Leslie Greatbatch *", Lexington
Samuel James Gunto, Harrodsburg
Robin Rae Hall, Missoula, MT
Pramod Pralhad Hangal, Hubli, India
Karla Anne Hansen"
Rita Hern Hardy, Lexington
Rosma Hasibuan, Indonesia
Renih Hayati"", Indonesia
William Alan Heierman, Evansville, IN
Eric Hester Herrin**, Prestonsburg
Paul Logan Hester, Lexington
David Waller Holt, Lexington
Ronald Honchel, Hazard
Chieh Chun Hsu, Taiwan, China
Vijaya Luckshimi Jeganathan", Columbo,
Sri Lanka
Sanjay Vasudeo Kagwade**
Sheila Christine Kalas, Lincolnshire, IL
Bin Haji Mohamad Nor Kamaruzaman,
Kelantan, Malaysia
Athanase Katsonis, Athens, Greece
Kurt Alan Kauffman, Wichita, KS
Robert Michael Kellogg, Paradise, CA
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Richard Newton King, Lexington
James Robert Kirtley", Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Jean Kopitzke", Lexington
Jerri Dawn Kraus", Rochester, NY
Melinda Sue Krusemeier?", Rockford, IL
Amit Kumar, India
Navaneet Kumar, Lexington
Leonard Marshall Lauriault, Lexington
Aroon Lawanprasert", Thailand
Hsiao-Hwa Chou Lee, Taipei, Taiwan




John Hudson Loughrin, Lexington
Eric Edward Lovins", Murray
Jamalam Lumbanraja"", Indonesia
James Charles Luzar, Cloverdale, IN
Steven Joseph Mangine, Lexington
Fawn Marie Marks, Lexington
Marsi, Indonesia
Cynthia Lee Martin", Melbourne Beach,
FL
Raymond F. Masters, Karachi, Pakistan
Lorianne Matthews", Havertown, PA
Eric Franklin Maurer, Atlanta, GA
Todd Randall Mays, Lexington
Michael Grady McClure, Bristol, VA
Carol Ann McClurg, Newell, IA
Patrick Joseph McGinnis, Lakeside Park
Ginger Jerry McHargue, Barbourville
James Arthur McHugh, Ottawa, IL
Louis Christopher McIntire**, Bardstown
Jerry Edward McIntosh**, Greenville
Deidre Marie McLoughlin, Tuckahoe, NY
Teresa Marie McShane**, Goshen
V. Gene McSweeney, Portsmouth, OH
Munish Mehra, New Delhi, India
David V. Midkiff, Lexington
William Marcus Miller**, Lexington
Kathy Jean Milton", Mackville
Sudipa Mitra, Calcutta, India
Robert Dale Money, Buffalo
Nancy Ann Moreland, Falmouth
David John Moss, Pt. Pleasant, PA
Phillip Greg Mudd, Louisville
Zainal Muktamar, Bengkulu, India
Todd William Murphy", Ft. Mitchell
Pradeep Ramachandran Nair", Madras,
India
Kishore Rachakonda Narayan, Tiruballur,
India
Alexander Ng , Hong Kong
Min Ni*, P .R.C., China
Maren Manette Nicholas, Amesville, OH
Richard Dean Noland, Bowling Green
Paula Ann Nuchols, Xenia, OH
Sigit Nugrobo, Bengkulu, Indonesia
Petra Gwen Gage Nutz, Erie, PA
Sunday A. Ogedegbe'", Benin City, Nigeria
Mary Katherine O'Neill, Winchester
Robert Allen Perkins, Lexington
David Robert Peters"
Daniel Jesse Phelps, Lexington
Jacqueline Ponder**, Lumpkin, GA
Yun-Ming Pongv", Chungli, Taiwan
Anand Rajan, Palghat, India
Sethuraman Rajendran, India
Rajendra Babu Rao, India
Paul G. Reinhart's", Bromley
Jaleh Rezaie
Richard Dean Richins, Sacramento, CA
Betsy Parrish Riker, Harrodsburg
Dominikus Y. Riyanto", Indonesia
Regina Kay Roberts, Lexington
Lijun Rong, Shandong, China
Michael Lee Rutherford?", Perkasie, PA
Amir Hossein Sadr, Lexington
Kevin Lamont Sage-el, Brooklyn, NY
Charles John Sauer"?",Versailles
Sandra Jean Savidge, Hegins, PA
Thomas F. Scally III, Southington, CT
Mark William Scanlon, Louisville
Brian Clarence Schenck, Reedsburg, WI
George Joseph Schuster, Richland, WA
Eric Charles Schwamberger", Green Valley,
AZ
Mary Catherine Serini, Highland, NY
Kishore Krishna Seshadri", Bangalore,
India
Sally Nanette Shake, Washington, IN
Joe Patterson Sharp, Richmond
Tom Smith Shelton'?", Williamsburg
Aiko Nagato Shibata, Lexington
Diane Kay Skroback, Lansing, NY
David Stewart Small, Jr., Lexington
Carlos Eduardo Sobrado, Costa Rica
Sri Redjeki Soernarto, Indonesia
Pamela Starr, Somers, CT
Rebecca Lynn Stine, Corinth, MS
Charles Brian Sturgill, Ironton, OH
Xlaoyu Sun, Changohun, China
F'x. Susilo, Indonesia
David Tyler Susman**, Tazewell, VA
Robert Claude Sutherland, Louisville
Swanny*", Indonesia
Don L. Swigonski, Benton, IL
Tehseen Naqvi Syed**
Letteris G. Syrigosv"
Charles Joseph Taylor, Lexington
Mitchell Lewis Taylor, Gunnison, CO
Richard Mark Taylor
Carroll Teater
Richard Lee Thompson, Milton
Suzanne Marie Thompson, Owensboro
Roger Neil Thoney*, Highland Heights
Jennifer Marie Thurmond?", Louisville
Wisman Tjuandra", Indonesia
Steven Ray Toney, Benton
Francisco J. Torres", Caracas, Venezuela
Steven Edward Travers, Overland Park, KS
Van Cao Trinh**, Lexington
An-ni Tsai", Taipei, China
Kam-Fai Tse, Hong Kong
Clifford Patrie Tsuboi, Portland, OR
Sandra Anderson Umhauer*, Bemidji, MN
Geetha Vaidyanathan"
Jeanne Loretta Ward van der Veen**,
Columbia, MD
Usha Vijayaraman, Lexington
Susan Delaney Vogt"", Lima, OH
Sulaiman Waiman*, Palembang, Indonesia
Cynthia Ann Wall, Colorado Springs, CO
William Edward Waller, Verona
Joseph Paul Wellner, Jr., Winchester
Lawrence Daniel Wells, Lexington
William Roy Whitford II, Madisonville
Timothy Loveland Whiting, Jr., Amherst, NH
Martin Dale Wiglesworth, Cynthiana
Micah Timothy Williams, Elizabethtown
Mary Fischl Wise, Columbia
John M. Wolfson*, Lexington
Fang Fang wu, China
Geoffrey Marc Young", Lexington




Catherine Ann Barnhisel, Lexington
Nur Indriantoro, Yogyakarta
Jeffrey Melvin Lindon, Troy, OH
Rebecca Phillips McDowell, Monticello




Derry Thomas Young*, Burkesville
Master of Science
in Agricultural Engineering
Ronald Lee Bingner'<", Freeport, IL
John D. Bottom, Lexington
Thomas Francis Burks, Hodgenville
Mark Edward Fiedeldey, Aurora, IN
James Alan Harned", Lebanon Junction
Steven Robert Humel**, Northfield, OH
Stephen Raye Noe, Olmstead
Daniel Saputra", Indonesia
Jeffrey Lynn Tolzin**, Camarillo, CA
Master of Science
in Agriculture
Dorothy Jean Clements, Erlanger
Eugene Maner Ferguson, Paris
Dawn Larson Gerrish, Rockford, IL
Alan Edward Harsin, Carrollton
Debbie Denise Hatfield, Gilbert, WV
William H. Roberts**, Cynthiana
Master of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Robert Leon Adams**, Princeton
William Dale Arnett", Lexington
Ranjit Ravindra Deshmukh, Bombay, India
Ajay Kumar Dhaul, New Delhi, India
Paul Gregory Hall, Lexington
Lingkuen Huang**, Taiwan, China
Sridhar B. Iyer"
Samir Kumar, New Delhi, India
Rohit Mathur*, New Delhi, India
Ashok Rao*, Nasik, India
Anup Devidas Shah", Bombay, India
Robin Lynn Sublett, Campbellsville





Paul Roger Ballard?", Bardstown
Phillip Samuel Banton, Lexington
Ralph Curt Carlberg, Jr., Muldraugh
Donald V. Chase, Louisville
Mohammad Ali Fadavi, N. Plainfield, NJ
Moharam Ali Ghayeghvar, Iran
Ronnie Clark Graves II, Grayson
David Q. Hunsucker, Whitesburg
Jennifer Lucille Kittle, Atlanta, GA
James Leroy Latchaw, Grand Junction.
CO
Edward George Malone, Jr., Annandale,
VA
Dennis Michael Metts, Memphis, TN
William E. Mossbarger, Lexington
Dayakar Penumadu, Nellore, India
Thomas Albert Puckett, Elizabethtown
Teofilo Velasco Rebagay, Lexington
William Creel Robertson, Fulton
Michael Charles Ronayne, Louisville
Ali A. Sadeghians ", Abadan, Iran
Larry Willet Snedegar, Frankford, WV
Tjien Gien Tjhang, Indonesia




Manching Wei, Beijing, China
Michael William Whitney**, Lexington
Master of Science
in Clinical Nutrition
Mary Kathleen Campbell", Independence
Kelly Gannoe Hale'", Lexington
Jeannette Marie Horn", Waverly, TN
Joan Boyer Popyach, Lexington
Jamie Ann Qualls**, Eddyville




James L. Dickson, Nashville, TN
Stephen Eugene Gossett. Aiken, SC
Thomas Gerard Rubino", Annandale. VA
Master of Science
in Education
Denise Bailey Adams, Wilmore
Lyn Roark Adams**, Lexington
Richard Alfred Anderson", Lexington
Mary Chandler Bolin, Lexington
Janice Fillmore Burkich, Versailles
M. Douglas Byrum, Madisonville
Jeanette Williams Carroll**, Louisville
Karen Davenport Chapman", Bowling
Green
Johnnie Douglas Choate'?", Richmond
Tami Rehorn Collins, Lexington
William Michael Davis
Lori Ann Dick>", Science Hill
Barbara Lynn Hall Disney*, Winchester
Judith Hendrix Dufresne, Lexington
Mary Anne Enoch", Lexington
Janet Parker Estes, Moore, OK
Kelly M. Everard, Green Bay, WI
David Richard Gibson", Hamilton, OH
Marianne Faltz Gleason, New York, NY
Stacey Jo Grass, Mishawaka, IN
Kelly Lee Hall**, Grayson
Tracy Gillespie Hamlin", Easley, SC
Mary Radcliff Hanke", Lexington
Robert John Hartgrove?", Owensboro
Jeffrey Allen Henderson'?", Campbellsville
Lura Lee Hieronymus, Lexington
William R. Hood", Ashland
Timi Lee Horton, Lexington
Gail Scott Hurst, Lexington
Redonna Chandler Johnson, Marion
Suzann O'Koon Johnson, Lexington
Karen Sue Kirk", Wilmington, NC
Timothy Carl Kirk"', Paintsville
Jacquelyn DePrima Kues", Erlanger
Frances P. Lambeth, Columbia, MO
Jennifer Grisham Leatherby", Frankfort
Patricia Lefler**, Somerset
John Patrick Long", Shelbyville
Mardhatillah Mardjohan**, Indonesia
Anne Frances McCall"', Louisville
Suzann Shaver McCombs**, Lexington
Margaret Cecilia-Veit Mcf-arland, Lancaster
Robert Gordon McGee, Henderson
Steven C. Mobley", Manchester
Nancy Wetzel Morehouse, Radnor, VA
Birgid Helga Niedenzu, Lexington
Michael Allen Norris, Louisville
Emmanuel Tetteh Okorley, Lexington
Teri Haggstrom Ouellette", Lexington
Ann Elizabeth Patterson, Corvallis, OR
Irene Villarreal Pleasant", St. Francis
Donald Lee Reynolds, Jr. **, Ft. Mitchell
Wallace Averal Reynolds, Jr., Huntington,
WV
Michael Eric Roark, Hazard
Tanya Lee Robey, Owensboro
Diana Cecil Rowe"", Lexington
Nancy Whitehead Sander"
Jan Marie Scherrer, New Munster, WI
Marigail Sexton, Ashland
Betty Sue Marcum Shelton", Albany
Regina K. Shepherd, Hazard
Robert J. Silliman, Louisville
Amanda Lee Barker Smith**, Danville
Bethany Spears Smith?", Ashland
Sheila Margo Sells Smith's", Lexington
Charles David Smithers", Liberty
Kelly Elizabeth Grimes Snider, Lexington
Lana Fox Staples'", Lexington
Charles M. Steelman":", Lexington
Brien Frederick Sullivan, Lexington
Lynn Crabtree Swisher**, East Liverpool,
OH
Kay Lynn Switzer, Lexington
Beverly Cusick Taylor**, Lexington
Kempa Lynn Taylor, Lexington
Mary Ross Taylor, Lexington
Patricia Lynn Thomas, Parkersburg, WV
Lea Jennings Thread, Bowling Green
Janet Sue Twyman, Radcliff
Marcia Gail Vaughn *, Berea
Stephen R. Walker, Lexington
Bennie D. Warren*, Hodgenville
Teresa Howard Wasson", Frankfort
Christopher R. Webb'", Ann Arbor, MI
Janice Duncan Sharpe Wilbers,
Georgetown
John Harmon Wilson*, Crab Orchard
Dane Ronald Wysocki*, Temperance, MI
Mantijane Babani Xaba, Bethlehem,
R.S.A.
Cary Smith York", Nicholasville
Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Ricky Bedi, India
Edward Clarke Bennett, Louisville
John Bruce Berry, Mayslick
Maurice Anthony Beyke, Whitesville
John Knox Brown III*, Lexington
John David Buckles, Chrisney, IN
Jean Milad Deaibes, Beirut
Barry E. Dorr*, Lexington
James Howard Ellis, Jr., Lexington
Ali Asghar Btemadian, Shiraz, Iran
David Wayne Glass, Georgetown
Paul A. Gohmann**, Louisville
Hossein Herr, Lexington
Charles Jerald Jackson, Lexington
Richard Heath Jewell, Lexington
Georges Mansour Louis, Lebanon
Niaz Mahmood, Islamabad, Pakistan
Chester Paul Maliszewski *, Lexington
John Mastromarino, Crofton
James Curtis Moses, Lexington
Roland Dyche Mullins, Mt. Vernon
James Anderson Odom, Henderson
Shekar Pasvmarthi, Vizag, India
Brian Lee Pulito, Lexington
Khalid Rahim**, Bangalore
Saivenkatesh Ramamoorthy, New Delhi,
India
Jayant Kumar Singh"
M. Brent Slone, Russell
Michael Lee Smith, Campbellsville
John Sidney Stewart", West Liberty
William Thomas Sutherland, Jr., Lexington
Andreas Vrettos*
Hanh Due Vu, Hyattsville, MD
Hua Wang, P. R. China
Anto/Ridwanto S. Yauwanta, Lexington
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics







Susan G. BonDurant**, Rogers
Barbara Jane White Boone, Wilmore
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Charles L. Cox"", Paducah
Judith (A.) Gerhard Foster, Augusta
Pamela Honeycutt, Whitesburg
Susan Claire Jones, Lexington
Kimberly Ruth Karp, New Canaan, CT
Deborah Lynn Keys**, Lexington
Ann Katherine Oshel, Huntington, WV
Judy Jones Walters, Lexington
Liza Gwenn White, Manchester
Jannelle Withers Wright, Somerset
Master of Science
in Forestry
Susan Emily Boettcher, Montevideo, MN
Stephen Alan Bonney, Hartford, CT
Arnold Matthew Brunell", Ft. Walton
Beach, FL
Carol Louise Chambers, Williamsburg, VA
Yan Liu, P.R. China
Richard Joseph Mauro, Hollidaysburg, PA
John Carlton Overstreet, Clayhole
Bambang Sutardjo, Indonesia
Alexis Maurice Triquet, Belgium
Rita Renee Wehner, Madison, IN
Master of Science
in Library Science
William Ezra Adams, Huntington, WV
Allison Anderson?", Canton, NC
Cynthia Fe Aninao**, Cincinnati, OH
Elizabeth Susan Longshore Baugh",
Lexington
Catherine Mayfield Beargie*, Lexington
Patricia Cecilia Borne, Ft. Thomas
Monica Marie Kucera Brown", Lexington
Gregory Allen Bryant*, Villa Hills
Gillian Mary Buckland, Lexington
Jack Lynn Calbert", Clinton
Carla Angeline Cantagallo**
Deborah Eileen Carrico", Hillsboro, OH
Sandra Davio Challman, Danbury, CT
John Patrick Clark"", Delphos, OH
Charles Joseph Cody", Mandan, NO
Lisa Marie Costich, Akron, OH
Angela Pohpeu Davig*
Barbara J. Davis", Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Edward Diamond, Omaha, NE
Jeffrey R. Eling
Edna Susan Ellis", Louisville




Steven Jay Fitch*, Swanton, OH
Denise Marie Fobare-DePonio, Harper
Woods, MI
Marcia Hudson Freyman, Batavia, NY
Susan Eiche Green"", Cincinnati, OH
Charles Cortlandt Hay III**, Richmond
Donald Joe Horvath, Akron, OH
Lois Dean Jackson "". Ashland
Carla Louise Johnson", Owensboro
Reinette Florence Jones**, Paris
Gloria Jean Kidd**, Lexington
Lisa Richland Maciejak, Brooklyn. NY
Terry Lee Manuel", Prestonsburg
Katrina Lynn Mast'", Ft. Wayne, IN
Evelyn Anne Rowe McGill·, Lexington
Waller F. Mcfluire" ", Lexington
Leah Greer Mcllvain", Whitesville
Raymond Kane Mcl.ain", Lexington
Phyllis Evelyn Miller"'''', Cincinnati, OH
Mary Kimberly Molloy, Cincinnati, OH
Heidi Ann Moore", Henderson
Maribeth Englehart Moore", Hindman
Melissa Elaine Morris>", Lexington
Jayashri Nagaraja, Madras, India
Sandra Lynn Natharius*, Las Cruces, NM
Michael James Perry, Bloomfield, MO
Sandra Jane Plummer'", Cincinnati, OH
Karen Osborne Pope", Versailles
Nancy N. Porter", Louisville
Nancy Gilbert Quelland**, Bardstown
Maria B. Sajwanv"
Stephen Michael Savage?", Bloomington,
IL
Ellen R. Schellhause", St. Marys, OH
Catherine Ellen Senn, Louisville
Karen McDavid Shaffer", Grayson
Jay Landis Stevens**, Ft. Mitchell
Carol O'Connor Suhre**, Youngstown,
OH
Markel David Tumlin, Lexington
Patricia M. Vanfikiak", Cincinnati, OH
Patricia Treadwell Watson", Elizabethtown
Leo Jeffrey Weddle"", Prestonsburg
Teresa Gay Welch**, Lancaster
James Milton Wetherbee", Fishhill, NY
Peter Lee Wilkerson", College Park, GA
Sarah Beargie Wilkinson", Lexington
Patricia Stacy Wilson**, Lexington
James Thomas Witham", Lexington
Shelley Sue Wyckoff**, Akron, OH
Master of Science in
Materials Science
and Engineering
Mary Elizabeth Saum, Nicholasville
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Hsien-Cheng Chou, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Curt Joseph Claflin", Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Kay Blam", Lexington
Johnny Ray Elrod, Paducah
Mark Lee Hollins, Sandy Hook, VA
James Alan Holt, Eubank
John Michael Huellemeier, Ft. Wright
Richard Myrl Hunter, Follansbee, WV
Sanjeev Jolly-", New Delhi, India
Ralph Benjamin Joseph, Bombay, India
Kuang-Jen Liu, Taipei, Taiwan
Kevin Walter Lyons, Lexington
Todd Davenport Mattingly, Lexington
Tim Headly Mclvlainsv", Nashville, TN
Kathleen Brumley Sharp, Lexington
Venkatesh B. Shyam, Hyderabad, India
Nataraj Srikantaiah"", Bangalore, India
Lyndon Scott Stephens, Ashland
Guang-Cheng Wan, Taichung, Tiawan
Zhijia Yang, Shanghai, Chinaf
Moster of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
and Materials Science
Pramod Pralhad Hangal", Hubli, India
Joel Wayne House, Lompoc, CA
Jonathan Charles Jones'?', Lexington




Master of Science in
Mining Engineering
David Eugene Hinkle, Richwood, WV
Craig Allen Johnson, Charleston, WV
Franklin D. Rogers, Jr., Sharon, WV
Scott Vernon Seitz, Mt. Vernon, IN
Fred David Shelton, Louisville
Gordon P. Taylor
Master of Science in
Nursing
Leslie McCann Beebe"", Manchester, CT
Colleen Buttermore Arcury
Maria Bernadette Priolo Behan, Edgewood
Joy L. Dunbar Cobern, Lexington
Alicia Gail Day Cook, Whitesburg
Carol Ann Edman, Santa Clara, CA
Patricia Hays Evans, Lexington
Kathleen Ann Giauque, Lexington
Sue Zelda Rush Green", Cardington, OH
Debra Sue Hall", Lexington
Karen Elaine Hall, Lexington
Phyllis Brugh Horn", Lexington
Nancy Cox Hunter, Fredonia
Brenda Ann Koenig-Renz, Louisville
Emily Ann Lindstaedt", Terre Haute, IN
Lucretia Riddle McDowell, Frankfort
Anna M. McMahan*, Lexington
Elizabeth Robertson Osbahr, Huntington,
WV
Shirley Adams Pace", Lexington
Mary Emma Porter", Nebo
Laurie Jean Lenertz Ritz", Lexington
Kathleen Thomas Roper, Lexington
Sherry Ann Seeger", Loyal, WI
Elizabeth Stack'", Williamsport, PA
Deloris Sue Back Turner?", Jackson
Patricia Joan Woods", Winchester
Master of Science
in Operations Research
Jayanth A. Rao, Bangalore, India
Hiep Dinh Tran '"
Master of Science in
Public Health
Richard Michael Gilbert", Lexington
Jeffrey Lynn Levin", Lexington
Margaret Pauck Stapleton, Frankfort
Arthur Van der Harten", Las Vegas, NV
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Moster of Science in
Radiological Health
Jami Denise Holbert?", White Pine, TN
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Vera Katherine Balagopal, Smyana, GA
Christine Berta**, Pittsburgh, PA
Joseph Richard Boone", St. Louis, MO
Scott Rankin Conley**, Monticello
Jennifer Noel Patterson, Lexington
Kimberly Jo Walker, Clarksville, TN
Sandra Elizabeth weaver", Dawsonville,
GA
Master of Social Work
Joyce A. Al-Kishalyv", Frankfort
Dennis E. Allis*, Elmira, NY
Jan Foltz Ankenbauer, Crestview Hills
Scott Mackenzie Banford", Lake Bluff, IL
Donna Hollan Beam", Lexington
Sara Marie Beard, Rochester, MN
Wanda J. Beckley, Eminence
Trecia Diane Bell", Mooreland, IN
Ronald Michael Bertsch, Southgate
Betty W. Bibbs, Richmond
Lynn Rai Binkley", Calvert City
Barbara Woodruff Birge", Lexington
Claudia J. Borgman?", Cincinnati, OH
Aleta Willard Braykovich, Cincinnati, OH
Ellen Richards Brown", Harrodsburg
Kimberly Sue Bryant", Cincinnati, OH
Marion Same Byers", Lexington
Michelle Marie Carcione", Rochester, NY
Pamela Rose Cerveny", Mayfield Heights,
OH
Marci Lynn Chaikin":", Cincinnati, OH
Martha L. Clay"", Paris
Tracey Collins Coffaro, Cincinnati, OH
Craig Congleton, Richmond
Melissa Frances Cooksey, Mackville
Dana Lynn Davidson", Danville
Myra Lynn Davidson", Fredonia
Gale Jackson Deacon, Jr., Winter Park,
FL
Sue Ellen Dean, Cincinnati, OH
James E. Deaton", Lexington
Brenda Fox Dixon, Winchester
Kathleen Leonard Doyle", Covington
Julie Lynn Baksa Evans, Trenton, Ml
Keith Frazier, Lexington
Karen Leslie Freyberg'", Appleton, WI
Colleen Corcoran Gerwe**, Cincinnati, OH
Phylis Marie W. Goodlett, Lexington
Lauren Conn Griffen", Elkhart, IN
Mary D. Haley, Cincinnati, OH
Rick N. Hamm, Ludlow
Peggy B. Hampton", Lexington
Linda Marie Harrell, West Chester, OH
Laura Lee Bayless Harvell, Prairie Village,
KS
Diana Lynn Herrmann, Ft. Thomas
Rozel L. Hollingsworth'?", Harlan
Christy Ann Honschopp, Cincinnati, OH
John Mark Jennings, Bowling Green
Roy Kiessling", Cincinnati, OH
Diane Marie Rutter Kingdon, Cincinnati,
OH
Rose Wiwi Lanning, Ft. Mitchell
Kelley Lynne Johnson Larison", Covington
Shelagh Jane Larkin", Cincinnati, OH
Judy Patton Lipps, London
Aline Poole Ludwig**, Nicholasville
Debra McGinnis McCarthy**, Cincinnati,
OH
Christopher W. Mcctuskev", Erlanger
William Edward Miller, Chicago, IL
Sharon M. Moore, Lexington
Christine Marie Murray", Park Ridge, IL
Bradley Alan Myers, Miamisburg, OH
Janet Denise Bowen Overstreet",
Whitesburg
Kenneth William Paterv", Cincinnati, OH
Helen Barnette Porter"?", Cincinnati, OH
Doretta Jean Powell**, Cincinnati, OH
Mary Ferguson Ragland'?", Cincinnati, OH
Amanda Reid"", Lexington
Holly Ann Riffe"', Covington
John Thomas Rolfes, Versailles
Joanna Lynn Romine, S. Charleston, WV
Jodie Lynne Royal", Owensboro
Sharilyn R. Royer", Bellevue
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Michael Lawrence Schroth", Erlanger
Michael Joseph Schwetin"", Imlay City,
MI
Sally Angeline Sherman-Foltz, West Liberty
Emily Esther Shraberg"'''', Lexington
Lisa Ellington Stofer", Lexington
Cynthia Gallagher Swain'?", Florence
Laura 10 Thessen, Franklin
Joan Susan Thomas, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly T. Tither", California
David F. Ubelbor, Lexington
Deborah Newton Wade, Campbellsville
David Boyce wells", Lexington
Meredith Brooke Wingard?", Lexington
l
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Larry Neil Arnett, Mt. Sterling
Carol Bogle Bayless, Louisville
Garnett C. Brown III, Alexandria, VA
Jeffery Randall Brown, Flaherty
Glenn Edward Casteel, Cincinnati, OH
John A. Clements, Hamilton, OH
Timothy Felix Crisp, Allen
Teresa Ann Dawahare, Lexington
Kelli Marcene Fields, Hindman
Boyd Glasgow
Anne Kathleen Grimes, Toledo, OH
l
James Timothy Holt, Sturgis
Gary Peter Horvath, Lexington
Thomas Glenn Ison, Flemingsburg
Laura Lynn Justice, Pikeville
Tim Calbert Knecht, Paducah
Leslie Greenwell Malueg, Bardstown
Ronal Dale Marasco, Lexington
Cynthia Bridges McKim, Lexington
Richard Clark Miller, Lexington
James David Morrison, Cincinnati, OH
Donald Raymond Murdock, Cincinnati,
OH
David Adams Narramore, McRoberts
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Dana Rafferty Parker, Louisville
Mitchell Patton, Morehead
Brent Byron Pursifull, Pineville
John Harlin Reid, Beaver Dam
Billy D. Reynolds, Prestonsburg
James Lawrence Saindon, Lexington
John Phillip Skinner, Winchester
Edwin Earl Smith, Barbourville
Tamara Lynn Terzotis, Ashland
Kenneth Franklin Wallace, Prestonsburg
Terry Wayne Wright, Pikeville
George Schrader Yatros, Barbourville
College of Law
Dean: Rutheford B Campbell, Jr.
Juris Doctor
Troy Allen Abner, Barbourville
Roger Toyray Adams"", Lexington
Margaret Mary Hornberger Alfred,
Atlanta, GA
Stephen Gene Allen, Manchester
Barbara Anderson, Lexington
Edward Alan Arnold, Danville
Teresa Marie Arthur, Lexington
Larry R. Ballard, Irvine
James Grant Basham, St. Petersburg, FL
Charles Edward Real II, Madisonville
Bret Neal Bearup, Lexington
Patricia Blake Benton, Lexington
Allen Scott Black, Morehead
John David Borders, Jr., Louisville
Cynthia Jane Bowling, Grayson
Matthew Lawton Bowling, Hazard
Nancy Kinnamon Bowman, Wilmington,
DE
Carl Martin Brashear, Winchester
Leslie Dean Brown, Stearns
Wayne Thomas Bunch l l , Lexington
James Green Calkins, Lexington
Mark Russell Cambron, Louisville
Cotha L. Van Doren Carnes, Barbourville
Marcy Deaton Ches, Paintsville
Cassandra Carol Collins, Harlan
Boyce Andrew Crocker, Winchester
Teresa Kaye Culver, Calvert City
John Christopher Cummings, Lakeside
Park
Michael H. A. Daney, Montchanin, DE
Henry E. Davis, Lexington
Garrett L. Drakeford, Lexington
Bridget Leigh Dunaway, London
Kathryn Rose Dutton, Frankfort
Phillip Walker Ellenburg, Merritt Island,
FL
Steven Michael Feldmann, Cincinnati, OH
Maggi Elaine Fields-Bailey, Whitesburg
Robin Lynn Fields, Frankfort
Robert Outlaw Fox, Houston, TX
Robert Thompson Gallagher**, Boston,
MA
Brian Timothy Gannon, Colorado Springs,
CO
Jay Randal Garrett, Nicholasville
Dona Jane Gilliam"", Kingsport, TN
deLora Moore Grabara, Crofton
Geoffrey Bradshaw Greenawalt,
Campbellsville
Angela Lou Greene, Ashland
Jane Elizabeth Grigsby, Neenah, WI
Allen Evans Grimes Ill, Lexington
Mary Jo Gumbert, Lexington
Florence Margaret Hackman, Ft. Wright
Carla Dawn Hale, Harrodsburg
Lynn Marie Hartzman, Pontiac, MI
Holidae Hart Hayes, Lexington
Fred William Hensinger**, Lexington
Lynn Ethel Herald, Jackson
Robert Hamilton Herren, Lexington
David L. Holton Il"", Louisville
Gene Lynn Humphreys, Lexington
Marty Gerald Jacobs, Winchester
Robert Lisle Johns, Shelocta, PA
Jon Hayden Johnson, Quiney
Charles Manuel Johnstone 11*,
Harrodsburg
Thomas Dean Kelly, Hopkinsville
Benjamin Lee Kessinger Ill, Lexington
John Steven Kirkham, Hopkinsville
Brian Kelly Kiser, Ashland
John Andrew Kolanz, Louisville
Debra Hembree Lambert, Pineville
Peter Olaf Larsen, Lake Forest, IL
Darryl LaMont Lewisv", Lexington
Michael Litzinger**, Germantown
Patrick Winchester Madden, Lexington
Derik Ray Mannon, Huntington, WV
Richard Douglas Martin, Lexington
Walter Hancock Martin, Louisville
Ann Graves Mayberry-French, Lexington
Gregory Wayne McDowell, Villa HiiIs
Charles Clinton McKinley, Lexington
Alan Scott Meek, Lexington
Sara Leigh Metcalf, Lancaster
Vernon Miniard, Jr., Monticello
Susan Jayne Mohler, Lexington
John Thomas Moore, Harrodsburg
Daniel Luke Morgan, Danville, IL
Donald Walker Moss, Somerset
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John Steven Nelson, Lexington
Charles Ray Orange**, Russellville
Duane Francis Osborne, Morehead
Susan Carol Osenton, Ashland
William Howard Partin, Jr., Lexington
Robert Joseph Patton, Van Lear
James Heath Pulliam, Owensboro
Norma Regina Rapier, Bardstown
Robert Louis Roark, Lawrenceburg
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John Caldwell Rogers, Glasgow
John Franklin Rogers, Jr., Harrods Creek
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John Hayden Rowland, Bad Axe, MI
Ann Michelle Schiavone, Louisville
Cynthia Lynn Schnabel, Lexington
Sharon Ann Schneider, Florence
Donna J. Schoaff, Roseville
Twyla Kay Scudder, Madison, IN
Stephani Ann Sebert, Harrodsburg
Mary Hall Sergent, Ashland
John Carl Shackelford, Hazard
Patrick John Sheeran, Bay City, MI
John Anderson Sheffer, Henderson
John Robert Shelton, Villa Hills
Kerry Duggan Smith, Leitchfield
Shannon Stuart-Smith, Harrodsburg
Linda Presont Sullivan, Lexington
Simin Hasan Syed, Lexington
Jack Martin Telle*, Benton
Jeffrey Scott Theuer, Louisville
Donald Anthony Thomas, Windsor
James Carlton Thornton, Kermit, WV
Monica Ann Townsend, Mt. Sterling
John Harrison Trevey", Lexington
Allyson Jo True, Bedford
Thomas David Valentine, Madisonville




Donald Grey Walton, Jr., Jacksonville, NC
Thomas Gerald Ward, Jr., Lexington
Thomas Morgan Ward, Jr.
Kurt Thomas Warmbier, Neshkoro, WI
Sally Wasielewski, Lexington
Lissa Wathen, Lexington
John Kevin Welch, Ashland
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Charles Stanford West, Mt. Sterling
Roger Wayne West, Radcliff
Michael Charles Wheeler, Lexington
Richard Allen Whitaker, Somerset
David Vance White, Springfield, IL
Pierce Butler Whites"", Louisa
Mary Jane Wilhoit, Grayson
Scott Caldwell Wilhoit, Lexington
David Thomas Wilson II, Brandenburg
Michael Patrick Wood, Locust Valley, NY
Patsey Ely Yewell, Lexington
Donald Craig York, Louisville
Gregory Eugene Young, Lexington
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, M.D.
Doctor of Medicine
Michael Irik Anstead, Covington
Ronald Clyde Bailiff, Somerset
Tammy Ewayne Baker, Pennington Gap,
VA
Lisa Davidson Beihn, Kingsport, TN
Joseph William Bishop, Taylor Mill
Richard Alan Blake, Maysville
David Lawrence Blandford, Lebanon
Jeffrey James Blau, Lakeside Park
Leslie Dede Boucher, Paducah
Joseph Patrick Bowers, Beechmont
James Marshall Brent, Somerset
Gregory William Briscoe, Corbin
Tammy Tallent Brown, Albany
Lisa Ann Burgess, Clarksville, TN
John William Burress, Campbellsville
Marcia Louise Cave, Louisville
Ronald Francis Centner, Villa Hills
Marsha Lynn Chaffins, LeGrange
Tammy Raye Clark, Greensburg
Elizabeth Wadsworth Cotter, Lexington
John Vernon Custer, Cincinnati, OH
Timothy Edward Dineen, Cincinnati, OH
Matthew Tyler Emery, Crestwood
Mark Alan Fish, Seymour, IN
Renee Vannucci Girdler, Martin
Kim Miller Grant, Lexington
David Clark Gray, Cadiz
Stephen Kent Hall, Mt. Sterling
Karen Elizabeth Harris, Lexington
James Kevin Holbrook, Corbin
Edward Bruce Holmes, Salt Lake City, UT
Jeffrey Dale Hord, Tollesboro
Everett Jasper Horn, Inez
Thomas Glenn Ingram, Lexington
Daniel Anthony Irons, Louisville
Patrick Andrew Jarvie, Media, PA
Susan Murphy Johns, Glenwood, IL
Joel Allen Johnston, Madisonville
Samuel Nathan Levi Jones, Lexington
Thomas Glenn Kincer II, Fleming-Neon
Randall Edward King, Owensboro
Bruce Carl Kinzinger, Potomac, MD
Suzanne Koehler, Madison, IN
Stuart Wayne Larson, Prior Lake, MN
Richard Martin Liles, Henderson
Vickie Carol Lowe, Madisonville
Cynthia Madden, Russell
Sushma Z. Magnuson, Lexington
Michael Todd Marion, Glasgow
John Robert McLimore, Indianapolis, IN
Michael Patrick McNevin, Somerset
Katherine Joy Miller, Lexington
Alice Ann Mobley, Silver Spring, MD
Keith Dewayne Morrison, Glasgow
Robert Gerard Moser, Edgewood
Date of graduation for College of Medicine: May 13, 1989
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Alison Haidee Murray, Louisville
Melissa Newhall, Danville
Terence William O'Neill, Lexington
Robert F. Otte, Covington
Ted George Pappas, Bellevue
Cydney Todd Parker, Paris
David Martin Passafiume, Louisville
Thomas Monroe Pope II, Anchorage
Charles Grandison Ray, Lexington
Steve Lowell Roberts, Cumberland
John Brooks Sanders, Lexington
Sheila Plumlee Sanders, Lexington
Herbert Segnitz, Lexington
Mark William Simon, Edgewood
Gregory Thomas Snider, Taylorsville
Anthony Clark Stumbo, McDowell
Marian A. Swope, Lexington
Terri Hise Telle, Calvert City
Boulos Toursarkissian, Lexington
Karim Toursarkissian, Lexington
John Samuel VanHoose II, Morehead
Deborah Lynn Warren, Lexington
Rebecca Piles White, Williamstown
Carole Johnson Wilson, Millersburg
Jeffrey Lee Wilson, Glasgow
Larry Lee Wilson, Lexington
Scott Wright, Lexington
George Cheng-Chi Yu, Lexington
J ohn Patrick Ziegler, Louisville
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Oran Little
Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture
Julia Katherine Adams, Richmond
Keith Edwin Allen, Berry
Laura Rena Appleman, Germantown
Audrey Elise Banks, Frankfort
Walter Edward Barney**, Louisville
Tracy Beckett, Oxford, OH
Rebecca Lee Adams Beechv", Lexington
Mark John Bertram, California
David Lynn Best, Harrodsburg
Keenan Reid Bishop. Frankfort
Mary Louise Bland**, Hardinsburg
Rodney Dean Bowling**, Rush
Kent S. Bradford**, Cynthiana
Gina Lynn Brown*"', Murray
Jacqueline Jo Brown, Louisville
Arvel Bunnell**, Hardyville
Grace Elizabeth Burgess, Frankfort
Frank]. Busam, Jr. Louisville
Margaret Clare Buxton, Lexington
Charles Henry Canter. Nicholasville
Rhonda Lynn Caudill, Stanford
Douglas E. Cauthen, Walton
Stephen B. Clary, Mayslick
Michelle M. Cochran, Cramerton, NC
Matthew Joseph Comer, Mayslick
Robert Boyd Congleton?", Richmond
Carol Anne Cooper", Lexington
Christopher Lee Creech", Paris
Robert E. Cundiff, Owensboro
Eric Douglas Darden, Lexington
Jeffery Stuart Davis**, Russell Springs
Doralee Donaldson, Jenkins
Christopher Lee Dunkelberger, Somerville
Jeffrey Page Elliott**, Paducah
Donald Bruce Fickey*, Henderson
Stewart A. Franklin, Columbia
Janelle K. Gardner", Evansville, IN
Thomas Abell Goodin, Lebanon
Frederick Eugene Green", Key Largo, FL
Jeffrey Vincent Greenwell, Lexington
Steven C. Hacker, Lincoln
Marie Bernadette Hayden
Richard A. Hayes, Lexington
Robert L. Hignite, Paint Lick
James R. Horton, Crittenden
James W. Howard**, Flemingsburg
James Edwin Huff, Pulaski
Andrew Wickliff Hughes**, Carlisle
Robert Delayne Hughes, Shelbyville
Will T. Isaac", Lawrenceburg
Kennedy F. James, Chicago, IL
Eric Lindsay Jessupv'", Butler, CO
Diane Therese Kelley*", Dry Ridge
Kyle Joseph King, Guston
Laura M. Knoth, Grand Rivers
John L. Kuegel, Jr., Owensboro
William Gardner Lacy**, Campton
John Lloyd Langemeier, Cincinnati
Jennifer Kay Lanham, Gravel Switch
David Bryan Leach**, Georgetown
Linden Jay Long, Lexington
Susan Lee Lutz, Fairfield
Dana A. Macke" *, Moscow
John Curtis McCoy, Radcliff
Martha Anne McDevitt**, San Antonio,
TX
Heather Ann McLean, Dayton, OH
Deborah Lee Merrick, Somerset
Mark D. Miller, Hardinsburg
Patrick Moczulski, Louisville
Edward Dennis Murner**, Crestwood
Lenore Jane Nash**, Lexington
Anthony S. Neff**, Campton
Thomas Adams Northcutt**, Lexington
Erin Kathleen O'Connell", Hicksville, NY
Carolyn J. Oldfield, West Liberty
J. Anthony Osborne, Willisburg
Robert Hamilton Osbourne, Springfield
Dea Deese Parsons, Ripley
Sophie Petit, France
Rebecca Jane Pike**, Lexington
Pamela Ann Pintchuk*, Cleveland, OH
Vanessa Kay Poindexter, Barkesville
Annette Marie Pulliam**, Shelbyville
Carol H. Ragland, Paris
Steven Brent Reed, Maysville
David H. Revlett, Calhoun
Arnold Albert Richardson, Jr. "", Louisville
Mark Anthony Ripato*, Tollesboro
Gerald Hugh Robe, Bowling Green
William Bryant Rogers, Winchester
Ronald L. Sanderson, Marion
Audrey E. Scheel Bendfeldt, Lexington
Kimberly Anne Sellards, Louisa
Steven Michael Sewak**, Lexington
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Christopher D. Shewmaker, Springfield
Brian Anderson Shirley, Harrodsburg
Debra K. Short, Louisville
C. Gregory Stacy, Ewing
Anne Ragan Stewart, Sharpsburg
Shelby Scott Trimble, Maysville
Jackie L. Turner, Lexington
David K. Wheeler, Harrodsburg
David Stiles Whelan, Howerdstown
Beckham Howard Wilson, Russell Springs
Robert Todd Yocum**, Carrollton
Bachelor of Science
in Food Science
Steven Anthony Adams**, Owensboro
Sean Allen Brady, Sandyhook
Bachelor of Science
in Forestry
Patrick Scott Aldridge", Hardinsburg
Bernard Scott Bennetts>, Elkins, WV
William Patrick Bruening, Corbin
Patrick Brian Gray, Lexington
Christopher B. Harrington**, Paris
Timothy A. Metzger, Hamilton, OH
Timothy Dean Slone, Paintsville
Jeanette Marie Timm, Vermillion, SD
Bachelor of Science
in Landscape Architecture
John Bastion Carran, South Euclid, OH
Rhonda G. Cromer, Cincinnati, OH
Jeffrey Craig Fluhr, Louisville
Carol Embrey Goes", Lexington
Richard W. McMackin, Lexington
Lori Jean McNay, Morning View
Karen Anne Quinn, Oldham
Barbara Jo Rackers?", Newport
George Wesley Riddle, Owensboro
Jeffrey Gene Smith, Alexandria
David Dodge Steiner, Lexington
Brenda Sue Wheeler**, Versailles
Daniel Joseph Williams, Lexington
Clifford Joseph Wingerter, Lexington
Matthew I. Zehnder, Louisville
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
Bachelor of Health Science
Shawn Smith Adams"", Harrodsburg
Anthony Allen", Ft. Knox
Debra Lou Anderson, Leitchfield
Carlos Saul Anzola*, Charlotte. NC
Lorraine C. Baker", Lexington
Robin Elizabeth Barker?", Van Lear
Teresa Renee Braden**, Wurtland
Thomas Andrew Buteyn, Waupun, WI
Thresa Anne Butler", Mayfield
James Campbell", Prestonsburg
Charles Caylon Cannon, Lexington
Meredith Jean Carlson, Rochester, MI
Kristina Renee Castle, Ashland
Beth Ann Collins, Lexington
Dawn Kay Cooper'?", Pt. Mitchell
Stacy Elizabeth Countzler**, Greenville
Andrea Gay Craig, Maysville
lana Sue Cuddy", Harrodsburg
Patrick Alden Dillonv", Lexington
William Morgan Downey, Jeffersontown
Danielle Marie Duennes, Independence
Nancy Edwards", Olympia, WA
Donna Marie Elsen, Anchorage
David Albert Fahringer", Richmond
Janis Kay Forgue", Lexington
Sandra Foster**, Lexington
Mary Katherine Fouquier, Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Gaines"
Daniel Joseph Gatins, Vero Beach, FL
Peggy Ann Gilligan'?", Louisville
Michelle Ann Gray'?", Flemingsburg
Sherry Lynn Hall**, Leitchfield
Jerri Lynn Harris", San Antonio, TX
Samantha Jane Harrison?", Stanton
Susan Lynn Hart, Elizabethtown
Katherine Dee Helms, Williamstown
Thomas Edward Hereford IV, Louisville
Lesley Leighton Herrin, Louisville
Holly Marie Hicks**, Owensboro
Rodney Neal Hieneman, Greenup
Don Allen Hines**, Lexington
Kathrine Ward Hines**, Frankfort
Chris M. Hoffman, Ashland
Dawn Elaine Hughes", Carmel, IN
Elizabeth Lynn Hurst, Monticello
Mary Lane Jackson'?", Beaver Dam
David A. Jacobs**, Lexington
Jeffrey Phillip Jolly**, Wheelersburg
Angela Marie Jones", Hardyville
Marvin Lamar Jones, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Kacsits", South Bend, IN
Karen Marie Kaelin**, Crestwood
Rebecca Lynn Kern**, Huntington, WV
Janet K. King, Lexington
Jennifer Kelly King", Louisville
Marcie Lynn Klayer , Daytona Beach, FL
Joseph George Koch, Middletown, OH
Richard Allan Lanthorn, Cynthiana
Marianne Long", Lexington
Kevin Selmar Marks, Lexington
Sonya Elizabeth McGaughey**, Lexington
Theresa Ann McKale**, Defiance, OH
Maureen Walsh Meehan**, Lexington
Casanova Delores Menendez't", Hatillo, PR
Mayda Mercado**, Hatillo, PR
Susan Ann Meshako"", Lexington
Todd Louis Meyer, Jeffersontown
Nancy Jo Lange Mitchell, Lexington
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Sandy Smith Moore**, Buckhannon, WV
Lisa Ann Moreland**, California
Francine Faye Pinkston Morris**,
Nicholasville
Shelley Rae Neal, Rochester, IL
Jeffrey Holden Nelson, Florence
Christi Marie Niehaus**, Ft. Thomas
Regina S. Nordheim**, Foster
Laura Baker Norris", Butler
Julie Heidrich Pauly**, Park Hills
Miriam Teresa Porter, Lebanon
Anne Marie Raispis**, Park Hills
Suzanne Marie Reiley**, Crestview
Lori Ann Richards":", Owensboro
Edwin Brian Robbins**, Lexington
Stephen Kay Sanford, Radcliff
Tonya Renee Scarbrough**, Fancy Farm
Michael Howard Scott, South Shore
Sherry Lynn Senters, Greenup
Janet Marie Shane", Lexington
Lisa Marie Smith, Independence
Thomas Keith Spindler", Poseyville, IN
Nedda Kay Stivers", Lexington
Holly Gwen Thompson", Radcliff
Mildred Elizabeth Elam Tucker,
Georgetown
Vincent John Tyra, Louisville
Joseph B. Vance, Magnolio
Michael Dale Vissing*, Louisville
Elizabeth Marie Walker**, Louisa
Deborah Elizabeth Wilson**,
Elizabethtown
Judy Elizabeth Wright, Hardinsburg




Michael Joseph Albanese. Fairdale
Michael A. Anderson'?", Ft. Thomas
Theodore Hart Bressoud, Louisville
Holly Anita Bruce, Paducah
Wayne Lee Clayton"", Benton
Sara E. Coppler'", Lexington
Charles Van Orden Covell III, Louisville
Harold Wayne Cox, Jr., Louisville
George lain Dickie. Clearwater, FL
John Charles Dickinson**, Mobile, AL
David Allyn Ford, Louisville
Nathan Wade Fuchs, Lewisport
Penny Lou Gibbs, Scottsville
Paul Lee Gresham, Paducah
Daniel Joseph Hawk, Lexington
Robert Dale Houk, Horse Cave
Michael Edwin Huston, Owensboro
Mark Lee Ishmael, Lexington
Jennifer Lee Jaleski, Orlando, FL
Justin Anthony Jehn, Taylor Mill
Melody Ann Johnson, Louisville
Robert William Keesaer 11**, LouisviJle
Jack Clayton Million, Jr., Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Overtoom, Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Pace, Corbin
James Gregory Reaves, Louisville
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Robert Bissell Sears**, Grand Rapids, MI
Michael Lee Sly, Parma, OH
Edward Michael Stander?", Ludlow
Paul Morris Swisher, Lexington
Craig Taylor Thomas", Greenville
Paul Joseph Torp, Louisville
Kari Lynn White*, Henderson
John Patrick Williams, Bowling Green
Paul Michael Woodrum, S. Charleston,
WV
Mark Farris Yeager, Louisville
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Michael A. Baer
Bachelor of Arts
Deborah Lee Abbott, Vine Gove
Barbara Ann Strlngari Adamski",
Watsonville, CA
George Putnam Allard II, Lewisport
James 1. Allen, Lancaster, OH
Olive M. Allen, Lexington
Rebecca Sue Allen, Lexington
David Harold Allgood, Louisville
Jennifer Ann Amling, Louisville
Gillian F. Andersen-Pugh, Lexington
David Michael Andrew, Edgewood
Lisa A. Anneken, Ft. Mitchell
Frederich William Bach, Lexington
Robert W. Baldwin, Wilmore
Gregory Wayne Ballard, Owensboro
John Albert Bankemper 111**. Ft. Thomas
Tanya R. Barnett .... , Paris
Susan Jay Baumohl, Lexington
Robyn Shelburne Baxter, Taylorsville
Wilma Pritchett Beall?", Nicholasville
Andrea Evelyn Becker, Lexington
Kenneth Glen Belt", Marion
Ann Michele Bennett, Elizabethtown
James Scott Bethel, Elizabethtown
Linda Ann Bidwell, Murray
Barry Bryant Birchfield, Pikeville
Bonnie Jeanette Bittel, Owensboro
Joseph Robert Blair, Louisville
Karla Diane Boggs, Falmouth
Joan Booth", Valley Station
Amy Elizabeth Boucher, Bowling Green
Jennifer A. Bowen, Lexington
Glenn Edward Bowens", Paintsville
Amy Lauren Brandes, Louisville
Lisa Kay Broadbent, Danville
Robert Wayne Brock ", Versailles
Tammi Elaine Browder, Lexington
Ottmar George Brownfield, Jr., Louisville
James Perry Browning, Georgetown
Judith Kaye Browning**, Madisonville
Claiborne Chenault Buckner, Alexandria,
VA
Warren Andrew Bullock**, Winchester
Thomas Francis Burke**, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Burris'<", Lexington
Harold Stephen Burton", Lexington
Timothy Lowell Buss?", Sulphur
John Perkins Butler, Greensburg
Catherine M. Calvert, Lexington
Laurence Delmen Cambron", Louisville
Diane Elizabeth Case, Arlington Heights,
IL
Hellen Brendlinger Cassidy, Radcliff
Amber Lane Cassity", Georgetown
Laura Janine Chaffin, Ashland
Susan Lynn Chamberlain", Louisville
George Carlisle Cheatham II, Greensburg
Mary B. Chisenhall, Mt. Sterling
Hannah Shichi Chow, Lexington
Elizabeth Tyre Clayton, Frankfort
Craig Allen Clere**, Ashland
Lisa Johanna Cloon", Columbus, OH
Andrew Nicholas Clooney, Louisville
Lee Stanton Clore, Louisville
William Gregory Collier, Cumberland
Dewey Joseph Collins>, Nashville, TN
Elma Rowena Combs, Winchester
Mary Kate Combs, Lexington
Susan Gail Conley"", Ashland
Mary Colleen Conrad", Lexington
Joseph Alan Corbett, Lebanon
Stephanie Kay Coulter, Bowling Green
James Thomas Crain III, Louisville
James Karl Crase, Somerset
James Randolph Crider", Mayfield
Keith Steven Crigler", Burlington
Lisa Renee Croucher, Harrodsburg
Lynne Marie Crush, Louisville
Maggie V. Cummings, Lexington
Erin Jean Cunnien", Lexington
Melanie Joan Darland, Springfield
Anthony Craig Davis, Dana
Elizabeth Ann Davis, Louisville
George Washington Davis III, Ashland
Diane Kay Denham, Lexington
Patti Kay Denny**, Lexington
Virginia Whitfield Derr, Indianapolis, IN
Barbara Lois DeSimone, Lexington
Pamela Pearle Dixon, Shelbyville
Linda R. Docter, Bellevue
Michele Marie Donofrio, Louisville
Timothy L. Duchnowski?", Crestwood
Frances Martin Duffy**, Louisville
Anthony Gerald Dyer's", Mt. Sterling
Jack Keith Eardley*"', Lexington
Staci Michelle Eddleman, Louisville
Kelley Anne Edwards*, Lexington
Lynne Marie Elbert, Louisville
Michael David Elder?", Louisville
Mary Anne Elliott", Louisville
Rebecca Anita Enevold*, Radcliff
John Bryant Evans, Lexington
Diane Elizabeth Farley, Lexington
James Cecil Ferguson, Crockett
Robert Anthony Ferguson, Lexington
David Scott Field, Lexington
Amy Carole Figg, Lexington
Aida J. Fine, Lexington
Adrana Rukaine Finley, Louisville
Terri Kaye Fisher, Georgetown
Irene Dressman Fister, Lexington
Karyn Lynn Fogle**, Ft. Mitchell
Erin Patricia Foley, Rocky River, OH
Alice Katherine Foose, Lexington
Linda Elaine Forbes, Lexington
Michael Lee Ford, Ferguson
Stephen Michael Fox*, Louisville
Melinda Jean Freas, Franklin
Sheilaann Fritz, Southampton, MA
Anthony John Gaeschke
Daniel Fredrick Gainey, Enfield, CT
Thomas A. Gary, Jr., Lexington
Donald Coburn Gayles>, Frankfort
Kristopher Simon Gerig, Ft. Wright
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Gregory Carter Gibson, Bowling Green
Richard Mario Gigante", Lincolnshire, IL
Milton Bruce Gillis, Jr., Anchorage
Clifton Jay Gillum, Lexington
Reid A. Glass"
Joel Kingston Glenn, Lexington
Kim Marie Goad, Louisville
Jack Martin Goins, Paris
Letty Kemper Gosney, Lexington
Stephen Wayne Grace", Hopkinsville
Christopher Ray Grantz, Louisville
David Harris Griffith, Lexington
Pleasant Ground>", Lexington
Charles Albert Grundy, Jr.?", Owensboro
Julie Kaye Hackworth, Ashland
Susan Leigh Hale, Russell Springs
Angela D. Hall"", Jenkins
Edie Jo Hall, Lexington
Brian Joseph Hallahan", Lexington
Michelle Lee Hamilton, South Shore
Mary Margo Hamm, Vanceburg
Daniel Kevin Hammond, Radcliff
Clinton Burke Hammons, Corbin
L. A. Harris, Jr. **, Frankfort
Patricia Elaine Hawkins, East View
Mark Hanna Hays III"', Lexington
Odom Bernhardt Heebe, Jr., Metairie, LA
John Stephen Hefley, Lexington
Peggy Hartpence Herring", Lexington
Jana Kay Herzog", Paducah
John William Hoagland, Newcastle
Roger Craig Hoogerheide*, Lexington
Michael Kent Hooper?", Lexington
Anthony Dean Houston", Marion, OH
Starr Hovis, Louisville
James Wendell Howard", Louisville
Mary Sheila Howard, Louisville
Michael Hsu-wei Huang, Lexington
Tobianna W. Huddleston", Stateline, NV
Linda Leigh Huffer", Lexington
Jeffery Mathew Hulsmeyerv", Louisville
Susan Rene Hummel, Kansas City, MO
Kristin Leigh Hutchinson, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Irons, Flatwoods
Verna Ison, Farler
Marian Elizabeth Jameson, Bardstown
Shannon Page Janney", Chillicothe, OH
Julie Alan Jelf, Nicholasville
Shirley Jenkins-Murdock, Cincinnati, OH
Jill S. Jensen**, Lexington
Buxton Layton Johnsonv", Owensboro
John Wesley Johnson**, Lexington
Rosalyn K. Johnson, Versailles
Benjamin Alan Jones, Prestonsburg
David Lewis Jones, Lexington
Homeretta Farnell Jones?", Lexington
John Charles Jones, Lancaster
Judy Kay Jones
Scott Edmond Justice, Lexington
Sarah Ann Bowling Kehrt, Shelbyville
Patrick William Kelley, Bedford
Claire Marie Kelly", Louisville
Kristin Leah Kelly, Pikeville
John Thomas Kemper III*"', Lexington
Kelly Suzanne Kennoyv", Lexington
Carl Graham Keys, Lexington
Susan Ellen Kiely**, Louisville
Christopher Thomas King, Madisonville
Daniel Hayes Kirk, Winchester
John W. Kirk**, Maysville
Russell David Kitchen, Catlettsburg
Robin Lynn Knapmeyer, Park Hills
Sharon Renee Knuckles**, Beverly
Holly Beth Kooyman, Lexington
Kenneth Vaughn Krebs, Georgetown
Beth Kurtz, Owensboro
John James Lafkas, Florence
H. Preston Lake, Middlesboro
Gary Wayne Lamar, Somerset
Karen E. Langstonw, Paducah
Marc A. Leavy**, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Lehman*, Lexington
Glennda Michelle Lester, Somerset
Chester DeLynn Lewis, Keavy
Karen E. Lewis, Middlesboro
Catherine M. Lingle, Nicholasville
Elizabeth Marie Linville, Mt. Olivet
James Robert Littlejohn**, Madison, NJ
Timothy Michael Longmeyer, Louisville
Susan Elaine Lorenz, Louisville
Kelly Claudette Maddox", Lexington
Yvonne Marie Mahoney**, Campbellsburg
Dana Lauren Maloney, Lexington
Andrew Fain Manno, Richmond
Karoline J. Manny**, Lexington
Sandra Lynn Markland**, Lexington
Julia Lynn Martin'?", Lexington
Jennifer Carol Mauersbergerv", Lexington
Joyce A. Maxwell, Louisville
Walter Bunn McAtee*, Lexington
Julia Anne McCarrick, Staunton, VA
Gerlinde Christine Koettler McCarty**,
Radcliff
Michelle Elizabeth McCombs, Hopkinsville
David Scott McDonald, Henderson
EUen Louise McDonald··, Kirklin, IN
Mary Rebecca McEllistrem, Lexington
Erin Mayo McKeever, Edgewood
Deborah Sue McLendon**, Zanesville, OH
Laura Beth Meers", Shelbyville
Hart Talbot Megibben'<", Finchville
Jaime Rue Melton, Elizabethtown
Kenneth Edward Melton, Henderson
Monica McKnight Merritt", Lexington
Susan Hopkins Metcalfe, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Middelton, Louisville
Jana Ison Miller, Ashland
Curt Lawrence Milliman, San Diego, CA
Donald Christian Mills, Lexington
Jason William Miner, Madisonville
Rebecca Lynn Mitchell, Herndon
Tony Pernell Mize, Versailles
Charles Edward Monarch", Hardinsburg
Beth Anne Moore", Martin
Timothy William Moosey, Canton, OH
Jeffrey Reed Morgan**, Hindman
Lester Dale Morgan, Lexington
Robert Anthony Morris"", Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Morrison, Lexington
Shahrzad Motamedi, Tehran, Iran
Blake Edward Mueller, Villa Hills
Tawnya Dawn Mullins, Pikeville
Amy Evelyn Murphy?", Lexington
Julie Ann Murphy""", Lawrenceburg
Tracy Elise Nailor, Lexington
Teresa Michelle Nalley, Boaz
Sajida S. Nasar, Lexington
Martin Anthony Nash, Louisville
Susan Lyle Neely, Lexington
Teresa Anita Newby, Lexington
Ruey Alton Newsom II, Erlanger
Susan Laneale Noffsinger, Lexington
Jan Marie Norris", Glasgow
Jackie S. Nyberg, Radcliff
Lida Susan Barnett Oldham, Big Clifty
John Willis Oliva?", Louisville
Timothy Scott Oliver?", Owensboro
Paul Staunton O'Neill", Lexington
Stephanie Laine Osborne, Madisonville
Stewart Joseph Osborne, Louisville
Russell Michael Osburn"
Cheryl Lynn Owen, Edgewood
Richard Parkerv ", Pikeville
Penny Kathleen Parsons, Walton
Joel Todd Patrick, Flatwoods
Kevin Shaun Patrick"", Flatwoods
Coy Thomas Payne", Lexington
Mark David Peak*, Louisville
Rhea Jane Perkins", Lexington
Sean Gerard Peterman, Lexington
Panayotis Loukas Petrou, Athens, Greece
William Dwight Peveler, Owensboro
Barbara English Pfeifle, Lexington
Ralph Carman Pickard, Jr., Mayfield
Andrea Nicole Pierce" *, Lexington
Beth Deacon Pierce":", Lexington
Robert Christopher Piercev'", Frankfort
Jennifer Elizabeth Porter, Mt. Washington
Nathan E. Porter, Russell
Jonathan Ray Prater"", Lexington
Michael Wayne Prater", Jackson
Scott Kenton Presley, Somerset
David Theodore Prichard, East Lansing,
MI
Angela Ellen Queen, Greenup
Barbara Jo Rackers":", Newport
Eddie Johnston Ragland, Buffalo
Diana Maria Ray, Nitro, WV
Erik Anderson Reece, Louisville
Troy Denton Reynolds, Perryville
Kelly J aneen Rice*"', Manchester
Charles Nicholas Ring, Georgetown, OH
Laura Fontaine Roberson, Elizabethtown
William Carl Robinson, Springfield
Lisa Marie Rohleder, Smithfield
Maria Laura Bidegain Rolandelli,
Argentina
Madelyn Patton Rooney"
Rebecca Louise Rouse", Walton
Richard Allen Royster", Henderson
Jeffrey Todd Rozen*, Lexington
Rhonda Elizabeth Ruetschle, Louisville
Marilyn Louise Russell'?", Lexington
Joseph Richard Salsman, Bardstown
Jerold Leland Salter'?", Louisville
Jamie Rae Sammons, Raceland
David Alan Sample*"', Benton
Lori Ann Samples, Frankfort
Ben Santa-Teresa", Lexington
Andrea P. Sardone, Danville
Leslie A. Satchwell, Florence
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Alix Armande Sayre
Michael John Schuh, Park Hills
Marilyn Rand Scott, Ft. Knox
Joseph David Sears, Paris
Garred Goff See II"'*, Lexington
Jacinda Norton Selheimer, Somerset
Martha Lea Sexton, Henderson
Randall John Sexton*, South Pasadena
Lana Suzanne Sharp, Central City
Stephen Shea, Cincinnati, OH
Kelley LuAnne Shuck", Louisville
Mark Thomas Siler, Beaver Dam
Gareth M. Simpson, Somerset
Paul Edward Sites?", Jackson, OH
Mary Lesley Sizemore**, Lexington
Timothy Dwight Sizemore, Hyden
Steven Lee Slonaker", Lexington
Steven Lee Slonaker, Lexington
Deborah Joyce Smiley, Lexington
Elizabeth deLacy Smith, Lexington
Gordon Newton Smith", Lexington
Louis Vestel Smith, Jr., London
Sharron Nannette Smith, Lawrenceburg
William Lee Smith, Pewee Valley
Janice Parker Smoot, Mendenhall, MS
Jeffrey Allen Soukup, Westfield, NY
Ricky Eugene Sparks, Whitesburg
Faris Joy Speirs, Valley Cottage, NY
Anne Leslie Stackpoole, Birmingham, MI
Louise Renee Stamper>, Jackson
Charles Haydon Stanley II, Frankfort
Gretchen Stein", Louisville
David Bradley Stone, Paducah
Jon David Storck, Lexington
Anne Storey", Jenkins
Teresa Lynn Stringham, Georgetown
Jerry E. Stroud, Elizabethtown
Laura Elisabeth Sutton, Williamsburg
Monique Danielle Tarantini, Westover, WV
Steven Baker Taylor, Columbia
Cynthia Elaine Thomas, Lexington
Barbara Elise Thompson", Louisville
Melissa Anne Thompson, Louisville
Harold Raymond Tokle, Jr. *, Lexington
Janice Kaye Toney, Benton
Edward Adams Trammell II, Lexington
Beverly Clare Tuite", Chicago, IL
Jeffrey Irvin Tull, Whitley City
Elizabeth Lynn Turner, Des Moines, IA
Stephen Turner"", Lexington
Philip L. Vertuca**, Lexington
Mark Hamilton Vest", Cynthiana
Thomas Paul von Unrug, Lexington
Wilma Gayle Waddell, Somerset
Michael Sanders Wade'?", Louisville
Scott Daniel Ward**, Glasgow
Henry F. waters", Louisville
Michelle A. Watson", Louisville
Timothy L. Wells", Hyden
James Robert werkmeister ", Shepherdsville
Leigh Ann Wesley, Lexington
Michael Kevin Whelan, Louisville
Patrick G. Whelan**, Louisville
Jennifer Lynn White, Hopkinsville
Joseph Cabell Widener, Sheridan, WY
Robert E. Wier, Lynch
Joseph David Wilcox", Lexington
Donald Jay Williams, Jr., Indianapolis, IN
Mary Elizabeth Williams":", Hopkinsville
Randy Lewis Williams. Glasgow
Amy Denise Wilson "", Danville
Patricia Louise Wilson. Coopers Plain, NY
Regina Marie wink", Philpot
Eva Jean wtnkre-v, Louisville
Harrison Clay Witt", Paris
Kevin Stewart Wright. Elizabethtown
LeAnne Wright, Lexington
Roger Goodin Wright. Lexington
Michelle DeAnn Wyrick, Owensboro
Mitzi Denise Wyrick, Owensboro
Amy Lee Yates, Louisville
Reza Yazdanian, Tehran, Iran
Frederic John Yonke ...., Rock Island, IL
Lisa Ann Young, Ashland
Rose Ellen Young, Springfield
Stephen Michael Young", Lexington
Elizabeth Norris Zachem, Lexington
Bachelor of General Studies
Edward Kesseler Adams"", Lexington
James Victor Adams, Middlesboro
Christopher Todd Allgeier, Louisville
Terry Benton Andrews. Lexington
Kenneth Ray Austin, Lexington
Todd Eric Brewster"?", Frankfort
Thomas Benjamin Bright, Jr.", Danville
Virginia Caroline Brown's", Lexington
Sandra Kaye Archibald Busb" ", Lexington
Margie Martin Campbell", Wheeling, WV
Brian Louis Capogna", Elizabethtown
Robert H. Carter"", Bagdad
Nancy Nisbet Ciocciw
William Henry Clark, Lexington
Robert Matthew Jonas Collins, Lackey
Bonnie Estaleen Cooper. Grayson
Gary L. Cosby"", Lexington
Janet Layne Crump, Paris
Ed Earl Davender, New York City. NY
Charles D. Davis, Cave City
David Kenneth Denton, Ashland
Pamela Pearle Dixon, Shelbyville
Scott William Eilers, Lexington
Judith Ann Erickson. Lexington
Michael Ray Estes", Louisville
Edwin John Fiske'?", Lexington
Dennis Stephen Forish II, Lexington
Michael S. Frederickv", Corbin
Joyce Kerry Gadbois?", Lexington
David Lee Gash"", Lexington
Christopher George Gleeson, Louisville
Tony Ray Halburnt, Jr.", Harlan
Conrad Damon Harris, Lexington
Brian Robert Hunter?", Georgetown
David Shain Hyde"", Louisville
Gary Frederick Jackson, Radcliff
William Michael Jones, London
Paul Maurice Joseph, Lexington
Charles William Kelley, Owensboro
Donald Brent Kenedy?", Lexington
Lisa Lynn King", Lexington
Richard Philip Lovaas, Lexington
Ruth Deborah Luckens, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Manby", Crestwood
Michael John Massey", Lexington
Jack Dearl Metz III, Flatwoods
Bartley D. Miller, Lexington
Keith Morrey Nethery"", Shelbyville
Robert Jeremiah Noe"", Lexington
William K. O'Daniel·. Lebanon
Dawn Michele Omohundro, Lexington
Martin Earl Pennington'?", Corbin
Morgan Garry Ransdell, Lexington
Constance Ellenor Reece?", Lexington
Connie Wynne Gumm Ricci, Lexington
John Raymond Sampson, Jr., Louisville
Ronald Jeffery Schilffarth?", Florence
Kimberly Diane Schriefer":", Lexington
James Ray Sharpe", Georgetown
Glenda Sue Shepherd, Prestonsburg
David Anthony Smith", Harrodsburg
Franklin Wayne Smyth, Lexington
Carl Edmond Spangenburger, Madisonville
Adam J. Stone, Chicago, IL
Tamara Lynn Sumner, Cadiz
Judy F. Webb'", Big Clifty
Andrew Scott Whiteman, Holmdel, NJ
Bachelor of Science
Clelia Smyth Anderson, Lexington
Nels E. Anderson III, Owensboro
Brian Matthew Banse, Bizabethtown
Thomas Andrew Becherer. Louisville
Clinton Scott Beebout"", Lexington
Maya Berav'", Calcutta, India
Steven W. Biles. Versailles
David Scott Blackbumv", Frankfort
Eric A. Boehmer?", Ft. Wright
Theresa Ann Bowles, Elizabethtown
Ann Linnette Bradley?", Lexington
Patrice Michelle Bridges, Louisville
Timothy Carlton Brown", Cynthiana
Clarence Eugene Brummer, Lexington
Blair Davis Butler. Louisville
Gail Marie Bybee'?", Stearns
Gina Yvette Calhoun, Madisonville
Deborah Marie Campero", Louisville
Scott Phillip Carmer. Wahoo. NE
Tina Margaret Carpenter, Nicholasville
Jeffrey Allen Carr", Greenup
Charles Paul Catron, Corbin
Thomas Michael Chalfant. Falmouth
Michelle Rene Chandler, Sturgis
Debra Barbel Claus- walkerv" ,
Brandenburg
John Wesley Clere"", Ashland
Stephen Patrick Clines, Lexington
Michael Lee Coleman, Elizabethtown
Susan Marie Conger, Lexington
Darin S. Conkright. Owensboro
Lolita Coons. Mt. Sterling
Carolyn Michele Corey, Portsmouth, OH
James Troy Cornett, Fisty
Rhonda Gail Cowherd, Cecilia
Hassell Henry Craft", Allen
Melissa Joan Cremers, Lexington
Jeffery Dewey Crosby, Paris
Patricia Ann Crowe, Lexington
Sabrina Gail Curry, Bypro
Cecil Lee Davis, Jr., Louisville
Daniel Edwin Davis, Winston-Salem, NC
Peter Damianos Delvizis, Ashland
Paul Franklin Diamond":", Louisa
David William Dierken", Louisville
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Alexander George Digenis", Lexington
Kenneth Bruce Disponett, Lexington
Curtis Coleman Dugger, Corbin
Michael Dunaway, Flemingsburg
Tammie Jo Dye. Pineville
Sharla Marie Dykesv'", Kent, OH
Scott Timothy Eblen?", Lexington
Kurt Daniel Edwards?", Houston, TX
Steven John Bhle, New Haven
Mark Anthony Eichenberger. Louisville
Gregory Warren Estep, Feds Creek
Valerie Ann Estes?", Lexington
Marion Keith Ewing, Greenville
Donna Rae Forbes, Louisville
Harry Eugene Fowlerv", Lexington
Thomas Edmond Fowler, Jr.··. Lexington
Melissa Renae Freels, Owensboro
Eric Thomas Freeman, Lexington
Kristina Marie Becker Furey", Fenton, MI
Donald Lynn Gollahon, Decature, IL
Michael Donald Greenleaf, Jr., Louisville
Lizeth C. Grijalva, Charleston, WV
John Christopher Haley. Lexington
Jeffrey Lynn Hallv'", Topmost
Roger Trent Harmon, Lexington
Robert Scott Harper, Paducah
Kevin Scott Harrod, Frankfort
Leslie Jill Hartley"", Nicholasville
Gerald Todd Haverkost, Hopkinsville
Teresa Hawkins?", East View
Karen Louise Hellmueller, Louisville
Derek Kyle Henson, Lexington
David Stephen Herronv", Lexington
Allison Lee Hill, Louisville
Brian Dennis Hoffman. Ft. Thomas
Douglas Michael Hoppes, Radcliff
Sandra Jean Horstman", Erlanger
Kim Marie Horvat", Detroit, MI
Glenn Owen Humphress, Taylorsville
Steve O. Hunley, Harlan
Simon John Hurry", Pretoria, South
Africa
Allan Peter levers. Lexington
David Aloysius Jackson, Lexington
Eric Scott Johanson"", Louisville
Benny Garwin Johnson, Russell Springs
Melissa Robin Johnson, Hyden
Renda Kaye Johnson?", Fleming-Neon
Marshal Vernon Joslin, Lexington
Peter J. Kambelos, Maysville
Jon Edward Lamos, Lexington
Timothy Lawson. Garrett
Tung Q. Le", Lexington
Jeffrey Wayne Lee, Flemingsburg
Lynn Ann Patrick Lemaster?", Catlettsburg
Cheryl Lynn Lillie", Louisville
Catherine M. Lingle, Nicholasville
David Scholl Lucasv-, Lexington
Robert Kevin Lykinsv ", Lexington
Richard Bradley Mangan'?", Frederick, MD
Kevin Randolph Mann, Corbin
Nancy Ann Marr, Greensburg
Kristina Allison Martin?", Jeffersontown
Jacqueline Kelly Mayes"", Lexington
David William Mayleben", Edgewood
Frank Brett McDonald, Gratz
Colette Marie Mcl.aughlin"", Eminence
John Edwin Mcblulry, Jr .•• , Owensboro
Jimmy Kyle Mcl'eek?", Pikeville
Charles Clarke Mellons ", Ashland
Kimberly Tish Memmer, Ashland
Christopher Gerard Meredith, Sonora
Trevor Ray Mink?", Mt. Vernon
Lisa M. Denson Miracle, Waynesburg
Michael Lloyd Moats" ", Henderson
Joel Mobley, Campbellsville
Steven Ray Mock, Hopkinsville
Gordon Willyon Moore, Jr., Ashland
J. David Moore, Middletown, OH
Nicci Gayle Moore, Mt. Sterling
Michael Eric Morris, Lexington
Roland Dyche Mullins, Mt. Vernon
Michael Donald Nagy", Butler, PA
Alexis Virginia Nees, Morristown, NJ
Douglas Earl Nickelson, Madisonville
Timothy Francis Nodurft, Wheeling, WV
Miriam Hasan Obedala, Edgewood
Stephen Michael Ogden", Union
Thomas A. O'Neil, Lexington
Rupal Natvarlal Patel, Lexington
John Stanley Petrey, Jr.", Louisville
Michael Oliver Petzinger, Elizabethtown
Audrey Ann Pierce, Babylon, NY
Beth Deacon Piercev", Lexington
Glenda Marie Pigrams ", Louisville
Michelle Ann Polivick*"', Lawrenceburg
Kirk David Prather, Shivley
Jennifer Ann Pricev'", Danville
John T. Pyle*"', Hopkinsville
Maryam Razaghzadeh, Tehran, Iran
Robin Denise Reichenbach, Salvisa
Jeffrey Lynn Riney, Owensboro
Kimberly Renee Ringley, Lexington
Kenneth Scott Robbins, Versailles
Jeffrey Wayne Roberts*"', Lexington
John Jeffrey Roberts*"', Versailles
Fonda Gay Robinson", South Shore
Anthony Steven Rutyna, Vista, CA
Tracy Lynn Schott, Louisville
Allen Gerard Schroering, Louisville
Samantha Dawn Seals, Frankfort
Transmissia Semiawan, Indonesia
Kelly Sue Shoemaker" ", Parksville
Rajni Singh", Lexington
Carolyn voncile Smith, Elizabethtown
Melody Renee Smith, Paducah
Melinda Kay Caudill Spears, Ashland
Nancy Spencer?", Frenchburg
Darin Ray Stephenson", South Portsmouth
Henry A. Stines", Frankfort
John Edward Strother, Henderson
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Malgorzata Marek Sturgill, Lexington
Brent Alan Styer, Lexington
Stewart Phillips Surgener'", Louisville
Tarita Jean Thomas, Maysville
Kimberly Dawn Trowbridge, Cave City
Connie Ruth Turner", Harlan
John Douglas Turner, Erlanger
Joseph Upchurch", Albany
Timothy Vickers, Lexington
Melissa Renee Mills Volpert, Barbourville
Thomas Paul von Unrug, Lexington
Dana Lynn wallace", Paducah
Anna Edna Jean Westman Watson,
Lexington
Robert Sanford Webster, Jr., Louisville
Sumedha P. Weeratunga
Barbara Bozeman Welch, Paris
Gary Glen Williams, Lexington
Mark Alan Williams, Lexington
Randy Lewis Williams, Glasgow
Sally Price Witt, Paris
Thomas Bennett Yeager, Jr., Greenwood,
SC
John Bryant Yeiser, Owensboro
Kevin Allen Zachary*"', Carlisle
College Business and Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Paula Gail Abell, Independence
James Harvey Agee III, Frankfort
W. Leonard Albright", Lexington
Donald Harrison Alexander, Jr., Nashville,
TN
Bill Charles Allen ", West Liberty
Bobby N. Allen, Dayton, OH
Mariana Gabriela Alvarez, Lexington
Craig John Andreen, Lexington
John Thomas Arentsen, Anchorage
Robert Matthew Asbell, Walnut Creek, CA
Lisa Marie Aubrey, Louisville
William Randolph Bacon, London
Ryan Steven Baehner, Ft. Wright
Timothy John Baileyv", Lexington
Sharon Sue Baldridge". Mansfield, DH
Dale E. Baldwin, Leitchfield
Melissa Marie Ballard, Prospect
Deborah Marie Barbara, Ft. Knox
Mary Jaye Barber, Babson Park, FL
Delmer Ben Barnett, Clay City
Ronald Joseph Barnett" ..., Louisville
Lynne Marie Baron", Louisville
Brice Joseph Bay, Burlington
Kellee Donell Beard, Fairfax, VA
Jennifer Carol Bender, Lexington
Harry Wade Bennett"", Henderson
Katherine P. Bennett":", Tell City, IN
James Christopher Bentley, Harrodsburg
Craig Steven Benzinger's", Stone Mountain,
GA
Donna Christine Berger ......, Louisville
Chris H. Bergman, Pippa Passes
Sally Jean Bishop, Harrodsburg
Barbara Jane Bitter, Louisville
Melissa Ann Blanton, Louisville
Philip W. Block, Ashland
Sarah Elaine Blossv", Catlettsburg
Dennis Aaron Bohannon, Scottsville
Edward Delaney Borah ......, Louisville
Arthur Leonard Borkowski, Jr., Chicago,
IL
Jodi Lynn Borowick, Louisville
Christina Lee Bradford'?", Bardstown
Kara Lynn Bradley, Franklin, OH
Kimberly Ann Bradshaw, Louisville
Gregory Ray Branstetter, Horse Cave
David Edward James Brockwell, Iver,
England
Evan Richard Brown, Paducah
Karen Sue Brown'?", Lexington
Melissa Carol Brown, Elizabethtown
Matthew Eric Brumley, Prospect
Gina Denise Bruner, London
David Layton Bryant, Louisville
John Stephan Bryants", Lexington
Donald Ray Bullock"', London
Annette Marie Burkart, Ft. Thomas
Robert Clayton Burke, Louisville
Troy Anthony Burke, Louisville
Joseph Douglas Burnett, Radcliff
Michael Rhodes Burton, Lexington
Frank J. Busam, Jr. "", Louisville
Michael Brian Butler?", Lexington
Christina Carol Buxton, Lexington
Lee Ann Byer, Flatwoods
Michael Thomas Cahill ......, Louisville
Camille Cheryle Calloway?", Paducah
Steven W. Campbell, Cincinnati, OH
Joseph P. Campoy", Lexington
Lynn Frances Carman, Raleigh, NC
Charles Stanton Carroll, Muldraugh
James Shannon Case, Cynthiana
David Chaffins?", Ashland
Charles Jordan Clarke, Russellville
Keith Allen Clary, Lexington
Randell Sterling Clayton, Lexington
Thomas Lawrence Clinton, Jr.", Lexington
Gary Edmund Cloyd, Lexington
Joan Alana Elizabeth Coates, Lexington
Darlene Caldwell Cocanoughers ", Dry
Ridge
Trina Louise Colyer?", Elizabethtown
Sean P. Conley"", Ft. Thomas
John S. Conn, Louisville
David Jay Consiglio, Ashland
David Merle Cook, Lexington
Lisa Ann Cope, Lexington
Keith Erwin Corder, Louisville
Bobby Gene Cornelison, Lexington
James Robert Courtney", Lexington
Kimberly Ann Cox, Lexington
Thomas Bradley Cox?", Lexington
Cara Dian Crabtree, Owensboro
Keith Steven Crigler?", Burlington
Christopher Lee Crowe, Hawesville
Thomas L. Crumrine, Jr., Butler, PA
Stewart Gordon Cruse, Lexington
Joseph William Curry*"', Madisonville
Susan Louise Curry, Charleston, WV
Jill Kathleen Czewski, Milton, WV
Anna M. Darlington, Alexandria
William E. Darragh", Lexington
John C. Darsie*"', Lexington
Andrea Barenice Davis, Goshen
Jeffrey Lane Day, Beech Creek
Stephen Austin Day, Whitesburg
Alexia Magdalena De Fays .... , Canton, OH
Jennifer Yvette Deamus .... , Lexington
Bettina Jill Decker, Louisville
David Scott Decker, Middletown, OH
Don DeLuca .... , Lexington
Steven Tod DeMoss*"', Lexington
Stephen Davenport Denney, Dothan, AL
Dean Louis Dekuiter"", Louisville
Kimberly Denise Detwiler?", Canton, OH
Daniel Joseph DeWilde, Louisville
John Clay Deye, Ft. Wright
Camila Venita Dianas-Holbrook", Kimper
James Francis Dill, Jr. *"', Dayton, TN
Billy Joe Doom II, Kuttawa
Susan June Dorsey, Louisville
Carolyn Sue Dowell, Hanover, IN
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Michael Curtis Dowling, Ashland
John S. Dubrick*"', Chicago, IL
David Alan Dudding, Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Dudgeon, Louisville
Mary Manby Dudgeon, Crestwood
Suzanne Marie Dudgeon, Louisville
George Atwell Duffy, Valley Station
Denise Michelle Dunn ..., Lexington
Ricky Allen Dunn, Lexington
David Lloyd Durik, Laflrange
William Henry Dye, Jr., Mt. Sterling
Judith Frances Easter, Paducah
Tina Louise Ebelhar, Owensboro
James Edward Elam, West Liberty
Anne Shannon Elder, Lebanon
Mary Margaret Emmick, Lewisport
Edwin Hamilton Fackler, Louisville
Keith Frederik Falk, Richmond
Brian Scott Fannin, Russell
Robert Neil Felber, Salyersville
Hassell Dean Fields, Cumberland
Lee Anne Fightmaster", Lexington
John Jay Fillv", Louisville
Paul Edwin Finch", Louisville
Suzanne Marie Flaherty, Macon, GA
James M. Flaugherv", Augusta
James Houston Florence III, Lexington
Chance Clint Fox, Radcliff
Juanita Caudill Fraley'?", Morehead
Robert Bartley Frazer, Marion
Jennifer Lynn Frazier, Fulton, IL
Anne Medley Frey, Louisville
Tina Lynn Fritz, Florence
Joseph Jerome Frye*"', Nicholasville
Robert James Furlong III"', Louisville
Garnett Petty Furnish, Jr., Louisville
Bruce William Garlitz, Maysville
William Gregory Garrard, Henderson
Gregory Ronald Geis, Russell
Ross Gibson, Hindman
Michaela Giles", LaGrange
Terrence Robert Gill, Louisville
Paul Douglas Gilles?", Central City
Alicia Eden Gilpin'?", Louisville
Michael Lee Goff"", Pikeville
William Joseph Goodrich II, Elizabethtown
Mark Alan Gorin'?", Campbellsville
Susan Kaye Gossett", Elizabethtown
Jeffrey Graham, Nicholasville
Rex Allen Graham, Harrodsburg
Mary Ellen Grant, Lexington
Eric L. Green, Cincinnati, OH
David Sherman Gregg's", Georgetown
Michelle Anne Griesman ..., Portsmouth,
OH
Antonia Lee Griffith, Lexington
Michael James Groneck, Erlanger
Leslie Ann Gross, Louisville
Scott Michael Guenther, Edgewood
Victor Stuart Hagan", Louisville
Helmi Louis Hage, Ashland
Dan A. usn-, Louisville
John Frey Hall, Louisville
Marc Edwin Hall, Radcliff
Priscilla Denise Hall, Harrodsburg
Robert Charles Hall**, Lexington
Vernon Hall, Lexington
William Patrick Hall"", Ashland
Kathleen P. Halleron**, Lexington
Twyla Jonna Hanna, Elizabethtown
Lisa Marie Harbold, Louisville
Lori A. Hardy, Wickliff
Kenneth J. Harl, Jr., Owensboro
Thaddeus Wright Harrington?", Macon,
GA
Peggy Harstvedt, Lexington
Barry Neal Hassall", Lexington
Thomas Scott Hatton * ". Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Hawes**, Versailles
Paula Sue Hayden, Owensboro
Joel Douglas Heard, Lexington
Steven Scott Heck, Henderson
Deidre Jill Helton, Bristol, TN
James Carter Helton, Jr., Pineville
M. Scott Hendrickson*, Pineville
Steven Edward Hennigan*, Newport
Kristi Ann Henshaw, Sturgis
Douglas Edwin Hem, Point Pleasant, WV
Jacob Whitely Herndon IV, Covington
Mark Owen Hester, Maysville
Robert Carl Heuke, Jr., Louisville
Karen Elaine Hickerson", Maysville
Paul Michael Hill, Owensboro
Thomas Eugene Hisle**, Lexington
David Allen Hodge**, Louisville
Gary Louis Hodge, Ft. Wright
Jody Kaye Hopkins, Lansing, MI
Steven Thomas Horton, LaGrange
Gregory H. Howard?", Pikeville
Rebecca Laise Howell, Prospect
Helen Carol Howlett**, Glendale
Pam H.J. Hsieh, Los Angeles, CA
Asiah Lynne Hudson**, Lexington
Paul Anthony Huffman**, Harrodsburg
Gabriella Hughes"", Bardstown
Judy Anderson Hunt**, Lexington
Wilma Abney Ingram", Lexington
Timothy Allan Januski**, Campbellsville
Sabrina Kay Jeter, Lexington
Jane Elizabeth Jewell, Lexington
Dewey Lee Johnson 111**, Lexington
Lori Jane Johnson, Owensboro
Michael Dean Johnson II, New Haven
Scott Alan Johnson, Louisville
Danielle Lynne Jones, Louisville
Laurel A. Jones*, Henderson
Tanya Dauscha Jones"", Nashville, TN
Kimberly Katherine Jurich, East Point
William Thomas Kane**, Aurora, IL
Paula Pinion Kayda, Lexington
Robert NeVille Keelen, Lexington
Dana Lynette Keown, Cromwell
Kristina Lynn Kern**, Lexington
Darlene K. Kessinger'?", New Albany, IN
Stephanie Anne Kimble, Maysville
Cathy Lynn King", Middletown, OH
Trisha Ann King, Louisville
David Leo Kinsella, Louisville
Carrie Lu Kirkpatrick, Louisville
Beverly Carol Kittle, Cynthiana
Diane Marie Klocke, Ft. Thomas
Richard Davidson Kolb**, Louisville
Michael Spencer Kuder, Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Kuerzi**, Louisville
Felicia Vondale Kummer**, Lexington
Timothy John Laubenthal**, Elyria, OH
James Andrew Laurick", Lexington
Teddy Daron Law**, Elkton
Joelle Marie Leaumont**, Lexington
Joseph Robert Lee III, North Valley
Stream, NY
Robert Miles Lee, Jr., Louisville
Holly Lizabeth Leishman, Lexington
Lance Livesay", Louisville
Deborah Jane Lloyd, Louisville
Sammy Ray Logsdon, Jr.**, Harrodsburg
Daniel A. Luckett, Jr.**, Versailles
Kimberly Ann Luckey"
Donald Wade Lynch, Winchester
Ronald Wayne Mack**, Lexington
Tammy Carol Maggard**, Richmond
Stephanie Canella Malone, Auburn
Jenny L. Manasco, Beaver Dam
Traci Rene Mandeville, Lexington
Wendy Ann Marcus, Louisville
Matt P. Marion, Lynch
Amy Michelle Marksberry, Vincennes, IN
Devona Sue Matthews, Glasgow
Gregory Joseph Mattingly, Louisville
James Carter May, Louisville
Martha Lynn Mayer**, Coxs Creek
Michael Richard Mayleben, Edgewood
Cassandra Lee McCauley, Mt. Vernon
Karen Franc McCaw**, Lexington
Everett S. McDaniel, Jr., Radcliffe
William Robert McDuffie*, Lexington
Dephanie Ann McGill*, Louisville
Benjamin Joseph McIntosh, Auburn, NY
Gerald A. McKay, Maysville
Cameron Hanley McKenzie, Hopkinsville
Ronald Lee Meade, Waynesburg
Stephen Brent Meadows**, Princeton
Phillip Francis Metzger, Henderson
Charles William Meyers, Louisville
Carl Brian Miller**, Hardinsburg
John Christopher Miller, Campbellsville
Teresa Ann Miller**, Independence
Michael Ray Mineer, Flemingsburg
Lucinda M. Mingey, Versailles
Jack Allan Miniard, Harlan
Anthony Lee Moore**, Madisonville
Emily Carol Moore*, Junction City
Michael D. Moore, Madisonville
Karen Olivia Moriartyv", Ashland
John Sheridan Mueller, Louisville
Brian Todd Mullins, Worthington
Stephen C. Mullins, Huber Heights, OH
Shawn Lawrence Murdock, Princeton
James Sean Murphy**, Lexington
Barbara Allen Murray, Lexington
James Andrew Murray, Louisville
Shawn Denise Myers, Elizabethtown
Eric Raymond Nally, Louisville
Philip Lawrence Nally, Jr.*, Bardstown
Mohammad Saadi Nazhat**, Baghdad,
Iran
W. Reed Nelson, Jr., Somerset
Mui Hong Ng*, Singapore
Connie Marie Nitzken, Louisville
Holli Belinda Noel, Louisville
Tonda DeWinter Nutter, Rineyville
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Shawn Terrence O'Connor, Warsaw
Timothy Joseph O'Dea, Jr. ", Louisville
Joe Michael Odle", Henderson
Maria Theresa O'Hern, Louisville
Robert Joseph Olinick, Jr. **, Louisville
Leonard Anthony O'Nan", Paducah
Logan Bernard Orndorff* *, Lexington
Brian Martin Osborn", Shelbyville
William Patrick Osborne*, Elizabethtown
Michael Lawrence Otter, Lexington
Michael Warren Paine?", Louisville
David Lee Parker**, Lexington
Joseph Adam Parker, Ashland
Cynthia Ann Patterson, Versailles
Lindsey Dean Patton, London
Andrew Steven Paul, Paducah
Paige Elizabeth Pawlak, Rockville, MD
Gayla Delaine Peak**, Lexington
Edward Courtney Pearson, Louisville
Cyril A1cardo Peebles**, Washington, DC
Mary Ellen Schuler Peitz'?", Syracuse, NY
Everett Darren Pennington, Harlan
Robert Forester Pennington?", Frankfort
Scottie Bruce Perry, Lawrenceburg
Kimberly Ann Pfeffer**, Henderson
Gary D. Phillips"", Lexington
Lee Todd Pinkston, Harrodsburg
Diane Marie Popson, New Albany, IN
Tracy Michele Porter*, Lexington
David Allan Potter*, Louisville
Mary Ellen Powers**, Louisville
Mark Edwin Preston**, Paintsville
Michael William Price, Independence
James H. Pruner, r-.«, Bristol, VA
Beonka Marie Puckett, Lawrenceburg
Annette Marie Pulliam":", Shelbyville
Jill Lavon Purcell, Somerset
Kent Allen Qualls?", Burlington
Kevin Ross Qualls"", Burlington
Walter Mark Radford", Cynthiana
Wayne Mahan Raider", Versailles
Anthony Wayne Rainwater",
Campbellsville
Randall Todd Ramage, Paducah
Clifton F. Ramsey", Carlisle
Michael Wayne Rankin", Louisville
William Kenneth Rapier, Jr., Bardstown
Anne L. Ratzlaff, Atlanta, GA
Steven Brian Rawlings, Corbin
Donald David Ray, Jr., Snellville, GA
Mark David Reaguer", Lexington
Mary Tripp Reed, Pine Bluff, AR
Beverly Joan Reesor, Elizabethtown
Mary Ann Reesor?", Elizabethtown
Mark Allen Revels", Elizabethtown
Cynthia Lee Rhodes" -, Ashland
Stephen Darren Rhodes, Louisville
Lisa KayAnn Richardson, Mayfield
Kenneth Joseph Riha "". Cedar Rapids, IA
Karen Jean Riney, Owensboro
Julie Harris Robbins?", Franklin
Julie Ann Roberts?", Madisonville
Mark Allen Roberts?", Ft. Thomas
Brad Allen Robinson, Paducah
Kathy Ann Robinson, Frankfort
Ann Robinsonv", Orlando, FL
Ronald Lewis Robinson, Nashville, TN
Laura Sue Roby, Whitesville
Kevin Loss Rose", Monticello
Geneva Marie Rossv", Elizabethtown
Jill Lauren Rossbach, Cincinnati, OH
Dwayne Anthony Royston, Louisville
Charles Michael Russell":", Fullerton, CA
Gary Donald Russell, Louisville
Kimberly Dawn Russell'?', Lexington
Joseph John Sabad-", Lexington
Richard Mark Salmon, Ashland
William Mark Sammons, Lexington
Jeffrey Thomas Sampson, Louisville
Sara Parker Sanger", Hickman
Susan Davis Sanger, Hickman
Stacey Lynn Schaefer, Louisville
Scott Anthony Schiavone, Louisville
Larry Joseph Schlich*"', Louisville
Simone Pendleton Schmitt", Anchorage
Erich Andrew Schneider", Medway, OH
Trevor Lane Schneider, Danville
Richard Francis Schoff, Jr., Lexington
Russ Schueler?", Hays, KS
Lisa Dorothy Schuler, Louisville
Shannon Leigh Schuller, Frankfort
Kevin Lee Seekford'" , Lexington
Lynne Segreti, Oak Brook, IL
Billy Ray Severance, Jr., Crab Orchard
William David Shaw'?", Lexington
Rhonda Gatt Sheeler?", Lexington
Susan Lee Sherman, Louisville
Alys Louise Shore, Bristol, TN
Jeffrey Owen Shuck, Louisville
Carolyn Michelle Simpson, Dry Ridge
Tiffany Jean Sirkle, Lexington
James B. Sizemore'?", Cynthiana
Andra Lynn Skaggs, Magnolia
Stephen Paul Slayback, Florence
Amy Polk Smith, Dayton, OH
Crista Lynn Smith, Beattyville
Jeffrey James Smith", Lexington
Sarah M. Smith, Prospect
Mary Jane Snow, Nicholasville
Jeffrey Allen Snyderv", New Orleans, LA
Robert Eric Currier Somervill, Houston,
TX
Joan Carroll Spanyere>, Louisville
Shelly Ann Sprague, Sturgis
Charles Michael Steckler, Jr. *, St. Louis,
MO
George Robert Steinmetz'", Louisville
John C. Stotz, Lexington
Stephanie Lyn Sturgill", Lexington
Charles Edward Stutenroth lV*"', Louisville
Daniel Meagher Sullivan, Frankfort
Anita L. Ackerman Tarter's, Cedar Rapids,
IA
Gary Vincent Taylor*, Central City
Todd Stuart Taylor, Middlesboro
David Michael Termont, Lawrenceburg
Larry Jay Tesar, Vine Grove
Linda Megan Thibeault, Lawrenceville, GA
Robert Francis Thistleton", Louisville
Gregory Joseph Thomas?", Henderson
Leslie Ruth Thomas, Pikeville
Jeffrey Scott Thomison", Madisonville
Carolyn Sue Thompson, Shelbyville
David Lee Thompson, Ashland
David Mays Thompson", Lexington
Kimberly Ann Thompson, Rising Sun, IN
William Hayden Thompson, Owensboro
Christopher Dale Tipton, Paris
James B. Todd, Pikeville
Gary Delano Tomlin II*"', Flatwoods
Charlotte Renee Trainor, Crestwood
Yen Huu Tran"", Covington
Daniel David Tudor, Lexington
L. Robert Tupman, Louisville
Gregory Brent Turner, Lexington
Stephanie Lyn Turnerv", Lexington
William Robert Turner, Hopkinsville
Ron J. Turnier", Madisonville
David J. Van Dyke, Holland, MI
James A. Van Gieson, Jr., Northville, MI
Jon Michael Van Pelt, Creve Coeur, MO
Julie Ann vanlluskirk, St. Joseph, MI
Ingrid Kay Vance, Charleston, WV
Lee Barton Vaughn*"', Lexington
Donald Joseph Vazmina, Lexington
Michael Ray venters-», Lexington
Michael Gregory Vesio'", Cincinnati, OH
James Alvin Curtis Vice, Ashland
Charles Patrick Vittitow*"', New Haven
Nanette Lisa Vogel", Shelbyville
Kelli Anne Wagner, Louisville
Ted S. Wahl, Owensboro
Rodrick Brent Walch, Maysville
Alex David Walker, Lily
Kenna Alan Walker, Louisville
Janis Elaine Wall, Lexington
Susan Lynne Walters, Mt. Olivet
Katrina Marie Walton, Maysville
Bradford Karl Ward, Glasgow
John Lewis Warren, Pineville
Joel Kevin watson-e. Ashland
Victoria A. Webber, Louisville
Paul Dencil Wedge III, Bowling Green
Ashley Clark Weir*"', Lexington
Joseph R. Welch, Everett, WA
James Matthew Wells*"', Princeton, IN
Catherine Ann Welsch, Lexington
Jeffrey Allen white", Cynthiana
John Dawson White, Jr.", Harlan
Anthony Todd Whitley. Campbellsville
Richard Bradley Whitsett'?", Lexington
Richard Roy Whitty, Louisville
Brian Allen Wilhite, Madisonville
Michael Stamper Wilkins, Murray
Barry Moran Williams*"', Lexington
Kelley Shafer williams's, Columbia
Twalla Ann Williams", Louisville
George McKinley Williamson IV, Louisville
Julia G. Williamson", Lexington
Scott David Williamson", Louisville
Debra Gail Wilson. Lexington
Lisa Ann Wilson, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Wise, Louisville
William Scott Wise*"', Bellevue
Margaret Kimberly Witherspoon",
Lexington
Christine Jo Wright?", Lexington
Henry Allen Wright, Jr. "", Louisville
Lisa Ann Wright*, Hopkinsville
Tracie LaChelle Wright?", Louisville
Randell M. Yaden*"', Lexington
Oscar Charles Young's, Southgate




William Chris Aaronw, Owensboro
Phillip E. Acres, Jr.v", Elizabethtown
Robert S. Adkins, Lexington
Michael Ayuk Agbor, Cameroon, England
Bruce Alan Akin*"'. Lexington
Earnest Palmer Anderson III, Lexington
Neil Brent Anderson":", Ashland
Larry Arnett II, Ashland
Boyd D. Baker?", Grayson
Anthony Joseph Balbach, Louisville
John Andrew Baldock", Ashland
Eddie George Barber, Jr.""". Lexington
Sandra Gail Barksdale, Kinmundy, IL
Barbara J. Beech?", Lexington
Lisa G. Bell, Monticello
Marsha Lynn Blacklock, Beaver Dam
Carolyn Sue Blondell, W. Carrolton, OH
Mark Anthony Blythev", Lexington
Lisa Ann Bokovoy, Livonia, MI
Michael E. Bolin, Lexington
Marcia Lynn Bowling, Louisville
Christopher McShane Brockman" "',
Henderson
Charles Thomas Broughton, Ashland
Buckley James Brown, Mt. Sterling
Jurandia Lee Brown", Lexington
Barbara Jill Bumgarner", Louisville
Jerry Jerome Burdette. Lexington
William Patrick Burlinghams ", Niles, OH
Elizabeth Anne Bushong, Owensboro
James Scott Carpenter, Versailles
Monica Louise Carrico, Louisville
Melanie L. Caudill, Waynesburg
Jesse Stephen Clark>, Harned
Nora Jeanne Clevenger, Danville
Mary Churchill Colvin*"', Campbellsville
Brian Patrick Comstocks ", Nicholasville
Candace Marie Cosby, Louisville
Martha Frances Coulter", Versailles
Vaughn Scott Craft"'''', Columbus, OH
Dan Joseph Crowe, Park Hills
Michael Lane Dailey, Richmond
Christi Michele Darlandv", Harrodsburg
Mary Elizabeth Deibelv", Crestwood
Brian Wayne Denham, Winchester
Jennifer Lynn Dennis'", Berry
Sherry Frances Dillard, Elizabethtown
Scott Allen Dodson *", Louisville
Jennifer Jane Dougherty, Lexington
Joseph Stephen Doutaz, Summersville
Robert Edward Dries, Lexington
Tina Michelle Drury, Eddyville
Stephanie Harkins Baves'", Greenville
Mark Douglas Eblen", Lexington
Louis Scott Edelen, Mt. Washington
Mark Alan Blmores>, Louisville
Angela Dawn English, Lexington
Melinda Sue Evans, Mt. Sterling
Thomas Earl Fackler, Webster
Janet Marie Faught, Henderson
Joseph Paul Fiely*"', Atlanta, GA
Jeffrey Lowell Fisher. Louisville
Diana Carol Fister, Lexington
Mary Margaret Fisterv", Lexington
Dawn Rene Fowler>, Sacramento, CA
Donald L. Fowler, Louisville
Jenny Sue Fritz, Hopkinsville
Brooke Elizabeth Fuqua, Hopkinsville
Leah Marinell Galloway?", Delmar, NY
Darrell Franklin Gentry?", Lexington
Jethica Marie George, Mt. Sterling
Sherry Lynn Gibson, Barbourville
Mary Thieneman Goettl, Lexington
James Bartley Goff" -, Louisville
Ruth Roberta Goode?", Danville
Johnny Dodson Goodman III, Owensboro
Lisa Carol Guffey, Monticello
Pamela Marie Guidry, Louisville
Karen L. Hahn, Brandenburg
Theresa Kuykendall Halle", Lawrenceburg
Tonia Lynn Hall", Lexington
Tamara Annette Hanks, Lexington
Ann Riley Harcourt, Murray
Phillip Michael Hardesty, Lexington
Jon Robbin Harville, Frankfort
John Franklin Hatfield III*"', Louisville
Teresa Gayle Duvall Hayes"", Frankfort
Barbara Anne Herold, Louisville
Jonathan Deverl Higgins, Lexington
Bonnie Louise Hill, Richmond
Elizabeth Ann Hill, Ashland
John Kevin Holbrook, Paintsville
Michael Kerry Holmes'?', Henderson
William Leo Huesman", Erlanger
Holly Jo Hughes, Russell Springs
Borgia Lancaster Hulbert, Louisville
Clayton Reed Humes", Middletown
David Edward Hume, Lexington
Stephen Eugene Hylandv", Owensboro
Michael S. Januski, Campbellsville
Hunter Elaine Johns, Lexington
Debora Lynn Johnson, Lexington
Donald Stephen Johnson, Somerset
Julie Carroll Johnson, Ashland
Timothy Webb Jolly, Owensboro
Martha Ellen rones--, Lexington
Hem Lata Joshi, Lexington
Michael David Kalinyak, Charleston, WV
Dennis Patrick Kennedy, Ft. Wright
Amy I. Klusch, Louisville
Theresa Clara Kreilein, New Abany, IN
Tammy L. Lankford", Nicholasville
Susan Alicia Latterner, Charleston, WV
Maria Loretta Lavely", Louisville
Christopher Clark Lawrence, Glasgow
Lea Anne Lawrence, Cerulean
Wade Curtis Lawson, Richmond
Alan Wesley Lee, Elizabethtown
Steven Wayne Lee", Somerset
Kenneth Lae Lewis, Lexington
Robert Francis Linton, Jr. *"', Pikeville
Roger W. Madden, Manchester
David Paul Magula, Louisville
Richard F. Maher>", Springfield
Diane Tilley Marcus, Lexington
Sheri Price Marshall'?", Russell Springs
Jane L. Masters'?", Whitesburg
Shawn Maria Mathews, Winchester
Dennis Ray McAlister, Lexington
John Nelson McCall, Lexington
Debbie Ann McDonald, Lexington
Brian Douglas McFarland*"', Nicholasville
Margaret Ann McGaw, Madisonville
Kenneth James McGhee, Hopkinsville
Stephen P. McGowan, Paducah
Bertis Thomas McMillan, Ft. Knox
Stephen Glenn McNabb, Lexington
James Craig McNew, Salyersville
Matthew E. Metryw , Louisville
Rachele Renee Michels, Louisville
Jeffrey Clark Mobley, Elizabethtown
Steven Monserrate, Vine Grove
Christopher P. Moore"", Versailles
Terri Suzanne Moore, Radcliff
Robert Basil Mouser's", New Haven
Angela Renae Mullins, Lexington
Gregory John Murphy, Ft. Thomas
Tamara Ann Murphy, Richmond
Johnny Edward Napier, Beattyville
Margaret Ophelia Newby, Springfield
Raemel Nichols":", Versailles
Daniel Ray Noble, Cynthiana
Melissa Ann Noonan, Frankfort
James Thomas Penn'", Cynthiana
Tim A. Peterman, Lexington
Jeffrey A. Peterson, Lexington
Sandra Katarina Pigg, Radcliff
Alan Louis Polivick, St. Louis, MO
Michael William Poole'<", Mayfield
Kelly Smith Posze", Oak Ridge, TN
Jill Lavon Purcell, Somerset
John Mitchell Ragland, Big Clifty
Edward Forest Raine, Radcliff
David Wayne Randolph, Murray
William Keith Ransdell, Harrodsburg
Alan Wayne Ray, Lexington
Kevin McCann Regan, Lexington
Mark Francis Renfro, Louisville
Tena Darlene Richardson'?", Central City
James A. Rose III, Shelbyville
Karen Mobley Rosse", Lexington
Kenneth Kurt Roth"", Louisville
Sherri Lynn Rowland?", Whitesville
Paul Franklin Royce, Cumberland
Patrick Thomas Schmidt, Louisville
Susan Anne Schuler, Elizabethtown
Shirley Faye Seabolt, Wilmore
Jeffrey Allan Sexton, Louisville
John William Shaver?", Central City
Kenneth Wayne Shelton, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Sims, Owensboro
Rhonda Michelle Deaton Sizemore, London
William Edward Skees, Lexington
Angela J. Smith*"', Louisville
David Allen Smith, Versailles
John Nicholas Smith, Lexington
Susan Ann Smith, Radcliff
Jeffrey Scott Stamper"", Wheelersburg,
OH
Richard Michael Striegel", Louisville
Susan Slone Sturgill"?", Lexington
Sydney Shawn Sullivan, Mayfield
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Jennifer Marie Sweat", Shepherdsville
Katherine Gaye Thalmann, Hopkinsville
Gene Patrick Thomas'?", Henderson
James Michael Thompson, Lexington
Jeffrey Ray Todd", Henderson
Steven Michael Tonkelv", Lexington
William Derrick Turner", Lexington
Jennifer Carr Turpinv", Lexington
Mary Riddell Tyler's, Lexington
Jocelyn Jose Valera", Pikeville
Joseph B. Vance, Magnolia
James Edward Vining*"', Mt. Washington
Donald Frederick Vittitowv", New Haven
Leroy Hugh Wakeland?", Lexington
Dominic A. Walker, Ironton, OH
Bruce Edward Walter'?", Ashland
Joseph Evans Warren III*"', Lexington
Brian Keith Watkins, Carlisle
Thomas Jefferson Watters III"', Whitley
City
Kellie Denise Webb, Paintsville
Catherine Louise Wedding", Lexington
Deborah Lee Wenger, Lexington
Frank O'Neal Werner III"'"', Lexington
Mary Christina Whelan, Hodgenville
Albert Lee White, Brooksville
Guy Washington Williams III,
Elizabethtown
Jonathan David Williams, Owensboro
Laurie Ann williamss ", Louisville
Katherine Lanien Wilson, Barbourville
Stephanie Louise Wilson", Louisville
Edward Kirk Winiarczyk"", Lexington
Karen Michelle Woltermann, Burlington
Carrol Prim Wood, Boca Raton, FL
James Arthur Youngblood, Louisville
Brian M. Zoellick, Bremen
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Kimberly Ann Brown, Keene
Thomas Edward Caldwell, Lexington
Lenora Faye Carrico", Springfield
Robert Patrick Collins's", Lexington
Silas Edward Deane II, Owensboro
Raymond Joseph Hage, Jt., Huntington,
WV
James Scott Hodges, Centerville, OH
Joseph Thomas Homan, Springfield
Rita Eulene Ward Jones?", Corbin
Martha Jo Klosterman, Cincinnati, OH
Mark Thomas Miller, Nicholasville
Michael Joseph Niehaus's>, Crestview Hills
Laura Celeste Owens, Campbellsville
Joseph Adam Parker, Ashland
Walter Gene Patrick":", Ashland
Alejandro J. Sardinia", Miami, FL
Scott Gordon Schulzensohnw, Elk Grove
Village, IL
Ben Alan Setters'?", Mt. Sterling
College of Communications




Monica Lynn Aldridge. Lexington
Laith Nabill Alkhoja", Lexington
Kristina Lynn Allen, Trenton, OH
Lisa Carole Arrington ......, Louisa
Keith Allen Ashley, Winter Haven, FL
Claude Richard Baker, Lexington
Jeffrey Bert Baker, Mt. Sterling
Lynna Kay Bakerv ", Hendersonville, TN
Martha Claire Baker", Lexington
Alexis J. Banks, Brighton, MI
Stephanie Chapman Bell", Frankfort
Brett Steven Bellomy**, Lexington
Katherine Nancy Bench, Ballwin, MO
Melinda Allen Bennett, Mayfield
Sissy Bertino", Lexington
Simone Bianconcini, Louisville
Andrea Stevenson Biddle. Sturgis
Robert H. Blanchet, Crestview Hills
Michael Laine Blondell, Middlesboro
Dana Cecile Boone**, Louisville
Brett William Borden, Louisville
Timothy Merrel Brady, Kalamazoo, MI
Jennifer Carole Braine, Blacksburg, VA
Raleigh Lee Bramlett, Irvington
Travis H. Brashears'?", Frankfort
Nancy Grace-Marie Braun?", Louisville
Stacey Lynn Briel, Louisville
Julie Anne Brinkman, Edgewood
Pamela Brisky, Lexington
Michael William Britsch, Lexington
Brenda Gale Brown, Wurtland
Karen Marie Brown, Cincinnati, OH
Charla Faye Brumley, Lawrenceburg
Daniel Joseph Burch, Louisville
Ruth Martha Busers ", Louisville
Judith Sharon Bussey, Lexington
Douglas Warren Campbell, Lexington
Dana Rochelle Canedy?", Radcliff
Lynnette Marie Canedy?", Radcliff
Ana Maria Carbonell, Caracas/Venezuela
Natalie Elaine Caudill, Lexington
Susan Ann Cherry
Erin Bailey Colemanw, Lexington
Cheri Constantine Collis", Louisville
Lynda Susan Carlisle Congleton",
Lexington
Jeffrey Coomer, Nancy
Bradley O. Cooper, Winston-Salem, NC
Carolyn Marie Costello>", Louisville
Dean W. Costner, Cosby, TN
Barry Duane Cothran**, Paducah
Lisa C. Cox", W. Chester, OH
Mary Michelle Cranfill, Somerset
Belitta Cousain Croley", Lexington
Brian Scott Crowder, Louisville
Gina Marie D'Antonio, Louisville
Deborah Carol Davidson, Nancy
Cindy Jane DeBow, Paducah
Tracy Ann DeHart**, Louisville
Christy Laphaun Delfino, Lexington
Laurie Anne Delk, Frankfort
Brooks Davis Downing", Lexington
Leanne Elizabeth Dudgeon**, Louisville
Sharon Mildred Duffey, Nashville, TN
Andrew B. Dumstorf", Louisville
Veronica Jo Duncan", Russellville
Janet Marie Eger, Owensboro
Michael James Elmore?", Louisville
Charles Wayne Embs, Lexington
Clara Kristi Farmer, Lexington
Nancy J. Farrar, Louisville
Lee Anne Fightmaster, Lexington
Mark Allan Fitzpatrick, Carrollton
Joseph Garrett Floyd *'", Lexington
Scott David Flynn, Louisville
Mark Leonard Foley, Russell Springs
Elisabeth Ford**, Birmingham, AL
Elizabeth Kay Fry, Adelphi
Melissa Annette Fryrear, Louisville
Ann Lindsey Garvin", Bowling Green
Robin Brooke Georgehead*, Louisville
Ginger Suzanne Gilchrist, Frankfort
Krista Gail Ginn, South Portsmouth
Steven Gene Graves, Winchester
Natalie S. Greene, Lexington
Dawn Rochelle Greer, Radcliff
Kimberly Gardner Griffin, Henderson
Jay Mark Grove, Covington
Nancy Gail Gruginv", Frankfort
J ames Bennett Guess *", Henderson
Micah Gale Guilfoil, Glasgow
Roger Williams Gum III, Knoxville, TN
Laura Elizabeth Haas, Owensboro
William Glenn Hacke", Louisville
Vernon Preston Hackworth, Richmond
Sonia Hope Hahn, Carrollton, GA
Susan Marie Haick, Louisville
Kimberly Michele Hall**, Glasgow
Timothy Ray Hampton, Somerset
Holly Kathryn Hancock, Bowling Green
Janelle Roseanne Hardin", Liberty
Stephen Michael Hardy'?", Revere, MA
Cheryl Kay Harris, Radcliff
Tonya varccc Harris, Louisville
Daniel W. Hassert**, Covington
Dane Robert Hauver?", Lexington
Dollie Havens's>, Mt. Sterling
Kelly Scott Hendren>", Harrodsburg
Edwin Colbert Hendrick, Henderson
Heidi Kirsten Hennel, Lexington
Charles Martin Henson, Florence
Maury Hill, Chicago, IL
Ann Bohannon Hoffman, Georgetown
Laura Lee Holland", Ashland
Gregory Joseph Horn, Lexington
Amy Ward Huffman, Charleston, WV
Frank G. Hunsaker, Lexington
Laurence Nathalie Huvellev", Casablanca,
Morocco
Gregory Scott Jacob, Ft. Gordon, GA
Ricky Bruce Jenkins**, Lawrenceburg
Brian Gary Jett?", Lexington
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Douglas Scott Johnson, Lexington
Teresa Gail Johnson, Hamilton, OH
Rebecca Lynne Johnston, Westerville, OH
Denise Christine Jordan, Miamisburg, OH
Christine Noel Karges, Joliet, IL
Jeffrey Neil Keller, Lexington
Jeri Dale Kelsey'?", Pewee Valley
Kathleen Marie Kern**, Indianapolis, IN
Laura Susan Kessler, Franklin
Erik Joseph Knappenberger", Louisville
Douglas B. Kramer, Ft. Wright
Lisa Hamilton Krucker, Liberville, IL
Dianne Carol Kuntz, Ft. Thomas
Janna Lauren Lakes, Lexington
Edward Scott Laneyv'", Owensboro
Lisa Michelle Lee" ", Louisville
Evelyn Blythe Lester
Amanda Joan LeVeque, Lexington
Barry Eugene Ligon, Henderson
Dena Diane Livingston, Wichita, KS
Raymond R. Lollini*, Melrose Park, IL
Timothy Lawrence Lowe'?", Owensboro
Karen Sue Lucas, Sidney
Leslie Ann Lyons, Louisville
Sara Elizabeth Macys ", Villa Hills
Rebecca Anne Magyar", Lexington
Terry David Maish, Jr. "", Henderson
William Jeffrey Malicote*, Lexington
Karen Joyce Marsh", Cynthiana
Ruth Ann Maslin, Richmond
Jill Marie Mattingly, Lexington
Tammie Anita Maupin?", Detroit, MI
Eric Stephen Maust**, Oakmont, PA
Molly Ann McCutcheon, Louisville
'Charles Todd McGowan"", Hopkinsville
Victoria A. McLaughlin
Kathleen Blair McNeese, Lexington
Jennie Lynn Meador*, Bowling Green
Lori Michelle Medley**, Shelbyville
Sharon Kay Mistler, Ft. Wright
Robyne-Michel Mitchell, Somerset, NJ
Sarah Anne Mitchell, Lexington
Maria Lynn Mock, Louisville
Kimberly Jean Montgomery"",
Campbellsville
Sarah Joan Montgomery, Louisville
Keven Glen Moore'?", Lexington
Lisa Renee Morgan, Plainfield, NJ
David Forbes Morrice, Chatam, MA
Ellen Amanda Morse, Merced, CA
David G. Mudd, Louisville
Cynthia Ann Mueller, Belleville, IL
Margaret Leslie Mulligan'<", Frankfort
Karen Elizabeth Neal, Jonesboro, IN
Lucy Gip Neal", Owensboro
Nancy Anne Nesbit, Prospect
Connie M. Nitzken, Louisville
Richard John Nobis":", West Milford, NJ
Kevin Patrick Noone, Mansfield, OH
Kelly Rae Norman, Mayfield
Cynthia Leigh Osborn, Louisville
John Wesley Owens, Rio Grande, OH
Christine 1. Paquette, Lexington
Beth Ellen Pennington", Ashland
Daniel Lee Peters":", Waynesville, OH
Stephen Alan Peterson?", Versailles
William Earl Pfanstiel*, Lexington
Joe Phillips'?", Franklin
Karen Sue Phillips, Pittsburg, PA
Thomas Joseph Phillips, Lexington
Kathy Pomey, Vine Grove
Nancy Elizabeth Powell, Charleston, WV
Beth Anderson Powers", Frankfort
Heidi Marie Probst, Wheeling, IL
Tiffany Michele Puckett, Hopkinsville
Elizabeth pupo-Walker, Nashville, TN
Allison Anne Ramsay, Lafayette, LA
Kelly Anne Ranvier, Owingsville
Pamela Tackett Raschella"", Pikeville
Kara Maria Read, Covington
Paul Eric Redfield, Ludlow
Rhonda Gail Reed ", Lexington
Teresa Lynn Reed, Xena, OH
Ronald Darin Reeves, Hopkinsville
Christina Maria Reisert, Louisville
Laura Lynn Richardson, Daytona Beach,
FL
Kelly Susanne Riddle, Lexington, NC
Lisa Gayle Hutchison Ring"", Paris
Phillip Evan Risinger, Jr., Crestwood
Ann Louise Rogers, Columbia, MO
Billy David Rogers, Ashland
Ellen Hendrix Rogers, Lexington
Paul Randall Rogers, Grayson
Katherine Grace Rogerson, Indiana, PA
Amy Jo Roth, Findlay
Elizabeth Redmon Royden, Ashland
William Steven Rush**, Louisville
Mary Emelia Schroeder, Pleasant Garden,
NJ
Karla Jean Schweitzer*, Vermilion, OH
Mary Jean Scroggin**, Ft. Thomas
John Byron Shannon", Florence
James Eugene Sheehy, Louisville
Anthony Wayne Short, Lexington
Kim M. Silver, Island
Evan Howard Silverstein, Louisville
Jamie Lynn Simpson, Lexington
Kimberly Susanne Sisk"", Frankfort
Diana Sage Smith", Harlan
Jeff Allen Snowden**, Winchester
Brian Anthony Sosby", Paris
Thomas Eugene Stephens", Louisville
Lauren Lee Sturtevant, Nashville, TN
Thomas Joseph Sullivan, Detroit, MI
Stephen Edward Sutton, Fayetteville, AR
Sarah Jean Swan**, Durban, South Africa
Maura Kay Sweeney, Edgewood
John Edward Lester Switow, Louisville
Mary Jo Taylor, Thousand Oaks, CA
Amy L. Thompson, Lexington
Richard Eugene Thompson?", Louisville
Stephanie A. Todd**, Lexington
Beth Ann Tong, Louisville
Melissa Kay Townsend", Middletown
Jan M. VanBever, Pineville
Joelle Kriz Vernon, Frankfort
Mary Ingrid Von Nostitz'", Louisville
Felix Dean Wade, Cynthiana
Donald Lee Walker, Jt., Anchorage
Lisa Anne Wallace
Harry Christian Walter, McSherrytown,
PA
Sarah Jennifer Ware, Louisville
Christine Carol Weak?", Lexington
Joseph Donald Wells, Paris
Harold A. Wentworth Ill, Louisville
Jeanne Marie Wheeler, Nicholasville
Jaci Lynn White, Louisville
James Byron White, Ft. Wright
Jennifer Marie Wiedemann, Dayton, OH
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John Ralph Wilcox, Lexington
Jennifer Marie Wilde**, Louisville
Jason Kent Williams **, Lexington
Candace S. Williamson, Lexington
Jackie L. Wilson, Lexington
William Watts Wilson*, Muldraugh
Andrea C. Wood, Island
Mary Elizabeth Youngv", Hodgenville
Zan Dalee Zimmerman, Toledo, OH
Christine Alyse Zolkiewicz, Louisville
Bachelor of Science
Robert Wesley Anderson**, Danville
Harold David Blackburn, Lexington
Howard Kyle Dalke, Dixon, IL
Maria Victoria Angelic deCastro, Ft.
Wright
Kathy J. Ecton, Winchester
Amy Jo Fulmer, Nashville, TN
Kim Lynette Couver George", Louisville
Mary Michelle Greer"", Louisville
Karen Hoffman-Moore**, Ashland
Robert Vernon Hollins, Nicholasville
John R. Hoskins", Smithfield
Julia Dant Kearns, Louisville
Timothy Charles Lasher, Lexington
Gregory Alan Lewis", Harlan
Kenneth Todd Lewis"", Brecksville, OH
Kevin R. Mcintosh**, Benton
David Raymond Mullins", Ashland
Geoffrey Weber Murvin", pittsburgh, PA
Wendy Ann Powell
Whayne Cravens Priest Ill, Bowling Green
Cathy C. Prothro, Lexington
Sharon Denise Ratchford, Louisville
Scott Allen Remley, Silver Grove
Marilyn Alice Wrenn, Charleston, WV
College of Education
Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts
in Education
Rebecca Faith Abney, Irvine
Judy Carol Huffman Alford":", Versailles
Denise Cox Allen", Lexington
Amelia Lee Amberg, Hickman
Timothy Hugh Armstrong", Albany
Jeffery Scott Arnett. Salyersville
Kristin Lynn Atherton":", LaGrange
Jennifer Lynn Auvenshine, Lexington
Kimbery Jane Ayres?", Melbourne, FL
Julie Ann Baker", Lexington
Shanda Ball, Augusta, GA
Gregory Scott Banks, Hillsboro, OH
Regina Fay Banks, Huber Heights, OH
Rhonda Ann Barmore" ", Rineyville
Vickiee Louise Barnes, Louisville
James Stewart Barron"", Lexington
Lisa Ann Benedict, Virgie
Elizabeth Manion Bertrand, Louisville
Malessa Wells Black, Cumberland
Sandra Kay Blackburnv"
Lisa A. Blantonv'", Cumberland
Jean Michele Bohne, Central City
Dennis Harold Brewer, Ludlow
Deborah Lea Brooks"", Lexington
Karen J. Brumfield, Nicholasville
Kendra Lynn Bullock, Science Hill
Brenda-Kay Spence Campbell":", Mt.
Laurel, NJ
Monica Sue Skees Campbell?",
Elizabethtown
Sheri Ann Campbell, Villa Hills
Terrye Denise Catlett**, Lexington
Adrian Phillip Centers, Lexington
Kathleen LaFountain Chapman,
Nicholasville
Shelley J. Clark"", Winchester
Nora L. Clark, Prestonsburg
Tracy Lee Cleaver, Benton
Joseph Byron Cochran II
Janet Marie Combs**, Kitts Hill, OH
Robert L. Combs**, Carrollton
Amy Noel Coppage, Park Hills
Karan Annette Cowan, Edmonton
Deborah Lynn Cox, Prospect
Jennifer Lynn Cox, Mt. Vernon
Carol A. Cramer?"
Diana Cornett Cromer*, Lexington
Cheri Lynn Cummins*"', Edgewood
Charles A. Curd, Jr. **, Lexington
Laura Taylor Curiel, Cynthiana
Susan Beth Dabney**, Owensboro
Darin Wayne Dalton**, Lexington
Shauna Lynn Davis", Paintsville
Ellen Gail Day**, Grayson
Charlotte B. Denniston**, Campton
Terry L. Diamond, Flatwoods
Teresa Ann Eilerman", Crestview Hills
Vicki Foxworthy Elliott, Lexington
Lisa Feltner, Lexington
Charlotte Fields, Barbourville
Julia Bunn Crawford Filer, Lexington
Gwendolyn Fitzpatrick, Frankfort
Stephenia Gail Fitzpatrick?", Frankfort
Kathleen Mary Flach, Edgewood
Byron W. Ford, Paducah
Diane Hampton Formica
Deidra Denise Forrest, Louisville
Kevin Troy Fowler**, Louisville
Judith Carol Frame, Louisville
Sharon L. Prank>", Louisville
Angela Reed Fugette, Lexington
Lisa Noelle Fulks, Lexington
Leanne Gamble, Elizabethtown
Sherry Lynn Neal Gann, Cynthiana
Melinda Jill Geyer**, Ashland
Jane Anne Gibson, Hamilton, OH
Leah Christy Gibson
Anna Lee Goetzinger, Louisville
Mary Emily Ootns->, Owensboro
Jill Marie Gonnella**, Louisville
Lori Ann Gooch, Ft. Mitchell
Denise Ann Green'?", Stanford
Dana Rene Greer*, Lexington
Marie Merrill Gregory?", Paris
Pamala B. Griggs, Lexington
Kimberly Anne Gugino>", Dunkirk, NY
Lynne Marie Gunsallus, Dallas, TX
Dana Grace Collier Hager, Nicholasville
Patricia Suzanne Hager**, Lexington
Kimberly Sue Hall'?', Lexington
Michelle Yvonne Hall", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Ham*, Greenville
Cynthia Marie Hannah, Lexington
Wendy Kay Hansen, Lithonia, GA
Donna Kaye Hardin, Springfield
Stephanie Snyder Hardy, Coral Springs, FL
Melissa Ann Harris", Hebron
Katherine Lou Harrod, Frankfort
Christopher Jon Hatfield**, Belfry
Alyce Anne Heberly, Horse Cave
Ginny L. Heinrichs", Lexington
Tammy Rich Hestand, Versailles
Elizabeth Gardes Hester, Carlisle
Darryl Scott Hill, Louisville
Marsha Peel Hisle, Lexington
Monnie Cae Hollar, Mercer
Robert Allen Holt
Gene Allen Hosey'<", Marion
Derek Sean Howard>", Sandy Hook
Susan Elizabeth Geoghegan Howard",
Bardstown
Stacy Lane Huffaker?", Monticello
Rebecca Suanne Huffman**, Lexington
Ivy Joe Hunter, Gainesville, FL
Carol Lea Hurley, Lexington
Janis Infanger**, Lexington
Tewanna Chantae Isaac, Deane
Cheryl Anne Ison'", Jackson
Shelley Gallagher Jackson?", Lexington
Eric S. Jacob, Lexington
David Morris James>", Lexington
David Lynn Johnson**, Owensboro
Julie Lane Johnson, Hopkinsville
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Cindy Janell Jones**, Somerset
John Paul Kaelin*, LaGrange
Eugene Oneil Kearney, Lexington
Mark Clayton Kelly**, Dry Ridge
Shannon Kay Kelly, Independance
Lori Ann Kesstar, Glasgow
Elizabeth DeWitt King·, Louisville
Daniel E. Klapheke*, Louisville
Kris Elizabeth Kloennes ", Ft. Thomas
Kristina Marie Krampe>", Owensboro
Diane Renee Lanev", Lancaster
Janet Gay Lane?", Lexington
Marlene Johnson Langfels*, Paris
Heather Marie Lanham**, Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Lawson*, Elizabethtown
Alice Maria Layton, Lancaster
Joanna Lynn Lazear*, Ashland
Catherine Mary Leslies ", Lexington
Renee R. Littrell, Lexington
Virginia H. Lloyd, Cox's Creek
Deborah Lynn Logan, Henderson
Lavon Marie Long'<", Lexington
Stephanie Elizabeth Lowe, Felicity
Kendall Marie Lucas, Florence
Carol Jean Lutz**, Elizabethtown
Laura Marie Lynch>", Lexington
Robbie Lynn Maddox, Island
Cathy Sue Maggard, Hamilton, OH
Theodore Douglass Malone, Louisville
Norma Jean Manasco>", Providence
Jennifer Lynn Mangin, Brandenburg
Melanie Maria Mattingly", Brandenburg
Natalee Wayne Mauney, Somerset
Denny Paul May**, Stone
Jane Leigh Edmonds Maynard, Pikeville
Judith Louise McLean, Sarasota, FL
Angela Dawn McCown**, Henderson
Deborah Joy McDonald**, Ludlow
Deborah Katherine Mcrjheev", Owensboro
Pamela Diane Mckinley", Monticello
Anne Christine McKown**, Willard, OH
Terri Nicole McMullen**, Stanford
James Duane McNally**, Albion, Ml
Kevin Francis McNamara, Buffalo Grove,
IL
Susan Wood Meadows, Princeton
Lynn Marie Meiners'", Louisville
Karen Boone Mellon, Owensboro
Jan R. Mitchell, Hodgenville
Jill Elaine Moran"", Pittsburgh, PA
Janet Ethel Morgan"", Hyden
Angela Mills Motley, Glasgow
Karen Alicia Wright Mullins",
Fleming-Neon
Pamela Renee Mullins", Dorton
Stephen A. Nall, Elizabethtown
Betsy Ann Nantz, Harlan
Angela Lee Neclerio, Georgetown
Beth Ann Oda, Springfield, OH
Matthew McKee O'Neil, Williamstown
Cathy Anderson Otte, Lexington
Pamela Renee Ousley, Richmond
Shannon Anne Richardson Overstreet, Paducah
Terri Elizabeth Owens, Lexington
Patricia Kathleen Parman**, London
Gordon Elvis Parmley, Monticello
Tina Lynn Parsons"", Lexington
Jeffrey Gene Patrick, Salyersville
Sandra Geneviere Patterson?", Ft. Mitchell
Thomas Coleman Payne, Lexington
Melody Lynn Peck, Ft. Mitchell
Timothy Alan Peterson'?", Lebanon
Sarah Elizabeth Pfeifer, Louisville
Kathy Lynn Pfeiffer, Lexington
Katherine King Polites", Lexington
Terri L. Price. Lexington
Peyton Elizabeth Prichard*, Louisville
Leigh Ann Pritchett, Henderson
Sherry Rose Profitt, Stanton
Sarah Jane Purdy", Louisville
Robin Anne Scalf Reid**, Lexington
Denise Marie Reteneller**, Louisville
Karen Ann Roberts**, Bloomfield
Rita Karen Roberts, Lousia
Jill E. Harmon Robertson, Lexington
Michael Kelby Robinson", Crestview
William Stephen Salyers", Ashland
Susan Christian Savage"", Lexington
Dane C. Schell**, Versailles
Gayle Lynn Schmitt**, Louisville
Mary Joanne Schwartz", Lexington
Lisa Ann Segneri, Richmond
Burline Chasteen Slone, Lexington
Susan Jane Smarr", Ottumwa, IA
Elizabeth Byars Smith, Elizabethtown
John Anthony Sosby, Paris
Tammi Gail Southworth, Lexington
Victoria M. Spencer, Louisville
Paul C. Staudinger, Lexington
Wendy Jo Starbuck, Lexington
Michele Radwan Stava, Lexington
Leslie D. Steenbergen, Albany
Donna Ruth Steffen, Newport
Dewey Edward Stephens**, Prestonsburg
Lisa Kay Shepherd Stephens, Prestonsburg
Tracy Suzanne Stevens, Florence
Elizabeth Ann Stewart'?", Columbus, OH
Deborah Robertson Stoops, Lexington
Jeff J. Storey" *, Middlesboro
Aleshia Gale Chrisman Striegel*,
Lawrenceburg
Ronald Clark Switzer**, Russellville
Lee Hutcherson Taylor, Frankfort
Stephen Charles Telfer, Harrisburg, PA
John Leslie Thomas", Hopkinsville
Laura Beth Thompson, Hebron
Karen Renee Thorne, Nazareth, IS
Linda H. Tinker, Radcliff
Robert W. Van Burgeen?", Elizabethtown
Timothy Wayne Vance**, Louisville
Rebecca Suzanne Vawter, Cloverport
Joseph Eric Vowels, Vine Grove
Faith Renee Wainwright, Louisville
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Lisa Gail Waldron, Louisville
Steve Allen Walker, London
Linda Cheryl Wall, Edgewood
Craig R. Wallace, Paducah
William Grady Walter II, Ashland
Melissa Dawn Wellman**, Ashland
William David White**, Brooksville
Shannon Lee Whitworth, Prospect
Shannon Ross Willinger"", Louisville
Colette Renee WilIs**, Mt. Sterling
Jennifer Ann Wilson**, Lexington
Lori Notter Wimmer, Harrodsburg
Eric Shannon Withers, Louisa
Linda Gail Witte**, Lexington
Joan O'Nan Woeltz, Paducah
Suzanne Elizabeth Wolf, Elizabethtown
Sybil Lynn woodward", Paris
Donna Marie Wooten, Sonora
Jennifer A. Wright, Frankfort
Troy Wilson Young**, Campbellsville
Lydia Kristine Zix"", Greenville, SC
Bachelor of Science
in Education
Ronald Glenn Coomesv", Campbellsville
Guy Wallace Neal", Gallatin, TN
Michael Kelby Robinson", Crestview
Denis Dean Smith", Lexington
Paul Aquila Turner", Lexington
College of Engineering
Dean: Ray M. Bowen
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Nicholas Patrick Arnold'?", Lexington
Paul Glenn Collins, Jr., Florence
Joseph Marshall Kehrt III, Glasgow
James A. Milton**, Nicholasville
Richard Melvin Shultz>", Centertown
Bachelor of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Carl Wakefield Baker, Paducah
Clifford Bowling, London
Gregory Todd Cox*, Lexington
Theodore Brian Draffen, Paducah
Tara J. Dudgeon, Cincinnati, OH
Ralph Earl Gosney, Florence
Robert Lee Higginson, Sebree
William Gerald Hosman, Sturgis
Kasra Kasraian", Lexington
Christopher Charles Kneedler?", O'Fallon,
IL
Lisa Ann Marx, Lexington
Martin Leslie Miller, Greenup
Robert Komron Montazemi*, Edgewood
Jeffrey Allen Nicholson, Stanford
Michael Todd Nielsen, Louisville
Michael Frank Rolen, Ashland
Abe Sasser, London
Cheryl Elaine Searcy, Lexington
Karen Lynn Shoopman. Liberty
Susan Gwynn Shoopman, Liberty
John Robert Starkweather. Lexington
Mark Christopher Tekrony, Lexington
Christopher Paul Wathen. Louisville
Ronald Preston Williams. Middlesboro
Stephen Michael Williams, Ashland
Mary Beth Willis, Bowling Green
Andrea Lee Wilson, Middlesboro
John Miles Wright, Paintsville
David Kyle Young. Elizabethtown
Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering
James Wilson Adams>, Somerset
Timothy Ross Adams'?", Irvine
Larry Martin Antle", Cynthiana
Tony Curtis Bellamy. Franklin
Anthony C. Berling. Edgewood
Bret Alan Blair. Frankfort
George Michael Calebs, London
James Alan Caudill, Ashland
Charles Brent Childers", Hindman
Kenneth Cornett", Lexington
Howard David Gabbard, Lexington
John Joseph Gallagher, Ironton, OH
Paul Charles Gallenstein, Crestview Hills
Lydia Evelene Goff, Williams. IN
Gregory Tod Groves, Georgetown
Susan Beth Groves, Madisonville
James Larry Hacker, Jr .• Lexington
Robert Charles Held. Jr., Cold Springs
Sharalyn Ruth Holmberg. Lexington
Kendall Lester Holt. Benton
Phillip Garland Howard, Corbin
Tony Huff". Leburn
Robert L. Irish. Paducah
Danny Russell Jones. Jr.", Grayson
David Gerard Keller", Edgewood
Andrew Steele Layson, Frankfort
John Gregory McKnight, Waverly. OH
Brian Thomas Meade", Huntington, WV
Gregory Dean Meredith, Leitchfield
James DeAllen Norris, Albany
Billy R. Osborne. Williamsburg
Sannie Louise Overly, Paris
Daran Keith Razor, Sharpsburg
Tina N. Shah, Lexington
Ronald Lewis Shryock", Lexington
James Michael Shumate, Ft. Wright
Christopher Todd Smith. Frankfort
Dadi Supriadi Soemantri, Bandung,
Indonesia
Laura Burke Terrell", Paducah
David Martin Todd, Louisville
William Sheridan Zerman, Jr., Lexington
Bachelor of Science
in Electrical Engineering
Troy Wayne Adcock, Hopkinsville
Larry Todd Agee", Richmond
Bruce Thomas Arnold", Madisonville
Charles Michael Asher, Pineville
Douglas Wayne Asher". Winchester
Victor Roberts Augsburgv", Lexington
Eric Darren Baker", Stanton
Timothy Brooks Baker". Brooksville
Albert Tyler Barnett, Louisville
James Richard Bastian". Ashland
James Thomas Beegle, Florence
Patrick Michael Billips, Catlettsburg
Robert A. Bohanan". Lexington
Bryan Harold Burgess", Staffordsville
Timothy Faulkner Carter. Barbourville
John Robert Chrisman". Berea
Michael Allen Cook, Lexington
Rebecca Marie Cowen", Lexington
Christopher Craig Curry. Richmond
Ethan T. Davis. Versailles
Kevin Glenn Deitemeyer, Cynthiana
Heath Lee Duncan". Lexington
Liem Vinh Duong?", Lexington
Richard Paul Eldridge", Somerset
Joseph Andrew Elias. Danville
Steven Cameron Emerson":", Florence
James Douglas England", Louisa
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Jennifer Belcher Feather", Parksville
Dennis Todd Feldhaus. Villa Hills
Jeff W. Fredrick. Hopkinsville
Joseph Lawrence Funke, Independence
Alesa Sue Garner, Russell Springs
Virtreas McKinley Godbey, Liberty
Joseph Scott Gorley. Danville
Timothy DeWayne Gross. Kevil
Thomas Joseph Haas, Covington
Robert E. Ham. Benton
Orval Edwin Hancock. Jr.**, Paducah
Michael S. Hargis, Lexington
William Raymond Hayes II". Grayson
Mehrdad Heidari-Saniv", Tehran. Iran
Alan Jeffrey Hensley". Gray
Brian Eugene Highlander", Lexington
Allison Lee Hill. Louisville
Lisa Gay Howard, Murray
Matthew Wayne Hunt. Covington
Paul Kent Hurst"", Lexington
Kouchak Jahed
Jeffrey A. Johnson. Lexington
Spencer David Keeton", Flatwoods
Craig J. Knox, Stanton
Bruce Layne", Ashland
Jennifer Rose Looney". Franklin. OH
Jim Scott Mcfraniels ", Lexington
Donna Michelle Mctfuires ", Lexington
Malcolm Robert Meers", Lexington
Jeffrey S. Middleton". Richmond
Dean Michael Monin, Bardstown
Timothy Alan Moore, Sr., Garrett
Wilda Emily Moore, Lexington
Robert Alan Osborne", Virgie
Kenneth Wayne Pearson, Henderson
Stuart Wayne Perry". Washington. DC
Patrick Auld Peterson'?", Ashland
Bonnie Gail Pewitt, Naperville. IL
Steven Harold Porter", Ashland
Mark Allen Price. Lexington
William T. Salyers", Catlettsburg
Mary Lee Ann Smith, Owensboro
Thomas Dee Spence?", Stanton
Michael Thomas Stet hen" , Carrollton
Timothy Shane Smith, Fort Thomas
Harry Hayes Taylor III, Lexington
Joseph Bernard Thompson, Jr.",
Lexington
Scott Allen Thompson. LaGrange
Fred Albert Tobergte, Erlanger
Christopher Carl Toler". Springfield, OH
Son Van Tran, Nicholasville
James Clay Underwood", Danville
Susan Elizabeth Vice". Lexington
John Edward Volz, Erlanger
Terry Robert volzvv, Erlanger
Thomas Campbell Wade, Elizabethtown
John Dawson White. Jr .... Harlan
Brandi Leigh Wickline, Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Marie Wiehe, Lexington
Martha Louise Wilson". Lexington
Brian Keith Yocum". Danville
Jack Douglas Youtsey, Bellevue
Bachelor of Science
in Mechonical Engineering
Louis Raymond Arlinghaus, Jr., Covington
Ralph Timothy Baker, Paducah
Robert Lee Beeler Ill, Lexington
Parvangada G. Bojappa, Lexington
Timothy Patrick Boyle, Villa Hills
Michael E. Brady, Louisville
Ronda Faye Brantley, Paducah
Timothy Dean Burgess, Lloyd
Thomas Paul Connell, Warsaw
Jerome Bernard Cook'?", Otisville, NY
Daniel Carrol Conrad, Hebron
Donald L. Crayne, Jr., Paducah
Mary Catherine Curley, Louisville
Darren Lynn Davis?", Williamsburg
Jonathan Andrew Del.ong'", Lexington
Samuel V. DuPlessis, Elizabethtown
David Michael Englert*"', Owensboro
John Lawrence Foster, Ashland
Brett Knight Frederick, Owensboro
Barry Joseph Frey, Owensboro
John Nicholas Funk, Lexington
Mark Krishan Ghai**, Cincinnati, OH
Roger Bayless Graves II, Lexington
William Dale"Grayson'?", Cynthiana
Thomas Ottfried Hahn, Lexington
Christopher Gaynor Haragan", Louisville
Alan S. Hill, West Liberty
Christopher Guy Johns, Louisville
Arthur Edward Jumper, Jr.**, Louisville
Martin Joseph Kennedy**, Ft. Wright
Richard L. Kissinger, Louisville
Todd Lee Kunze*"', Evansville, IN
Charles Steven Lawless, Corbin
Robert Hunter Liggett, Lexington
Mark Richard Lindley, Arlington Heights,
IL
Jonathan Jones Mabe"", King, NC
Steven Daniel Mann, Hopkinsville
John Irvin McClendon, Lexington
Jeffrey Elliott McConkey**, Kettering, OH
Lori Ann Mitchell, Burlington
Hiep Xuan Nguyen**
Theodore Patrick O'Canna**, Lexington
Charles Patrick Paynter, Middlesboro
Alan Scott Plummer**, Jacksonville, FL
Paul M. Risen, Nicholasville
Marvin Thomas Robertson**, Lexington
Timothy Lynn Rose"", Benton
John Forrest Roush, Elizabethtown
Kevin Michael Schatz"", Granite City, IL
Andrew Reid Shaver II**, Pulaski, TN
Eric Allen Sieberkrob**, Nicholasville
Herb Walter Simpson, Jr., Sturgis
Stephen Price Smith, Georgetown
James Edward Sorrell, Jr., Louisville
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Stephen Edward Stalions, Evansville, IN
Russell Scott Stephens, Mt. Sterling
Charles David Sulfredge, Corbin
Ann Marie Swanberg, Henderson
Larry L. Thomas, Elizabethtown
Mark Alan Waldron, Lexington
Kevin Milton Ward, Jr.**, Owensboro
Gary A. Wright, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
Khaled Mohamed Abuazza'"
Joseph Generose Butler, Jr., Louisville
Renee Lee Griffin, Louisville
Ronald G. Jordan, Ashland
Richard L. Reaves, Louisville
Harry Zonker**, Woodsfield, OH
Bachelor of Science
in Mining Engineering
Delbert Doran Billiter**, Pikeville
Fred W. Buckner III**, Middlesboro
David Todd Hayes, Franklin, OH
Randy Allen Newsome, Pikeville
Timothy Paul Smith, Whitesburg
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
Marvin Edward Alsip, Corbin
Jennifer Lynn Barton, Louisville
Julie Brooke Beattie*, San Marino, CA
Julia Elizabeth Breeden Boutilier>",
Baltimore, MD
John David Brackett
Andy Keith Burden, Hodgenville
Timothy Wayne Carter, Lexington
Erin Lynne Chandler, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Cherry, Louisville
Gina Russell Duncan?", Edmonton
Angela Dawn Dunfee, Russell
Richard Emberton"'*, Cecilia
Mary Emily Ensslin, Danville
Hal Daniel Friedman", Louisville
Patricia A. Griffin, Lexington
Peggy Jo Halde""", Troy, IL
Margaret Ballard Hamilton, Georgetown
Mary E. Harding?", Lexington
James Christopher Hauck", Shelbyville
Elizabeth Lee Haverstock?", Louisville
Jean Ann Hermann, Owensboro
Frederick Charles Herrmann, Vicksburg,
MS
Carla Elizabeth Jackson", Lexington
Tasua Campbell Stites Klingman ......,
Louisville
Suan Elizabeth Krauss ......, Columbus, OH
Yuriko Kojima Kubota ......, Lexington
Michelle Doneic Russell Lawson, Russell
Springs
Robert W. Lehnhardt III, Lexington
Amy Beth McConnell ......, Nicholasville
Georgia Anderson Meyers ......, Owensboro
Mona Maria Milburn , Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Mowl , Lexington
Charlene Nelson Norris", Bay Village, OH
Gerald Wayne Parker ......, Lexington
Paige Burks Peck ......, Louisville
Kristen Marie Rizzo, Lexington
Tom M. Schaub", Lexington
John Hilary Schmidt, Louisville
Jamie Maria Bishop Simpson ......, Corbin
Melinda Kay Smith", Paducah
Walter S. Smith, Lexington
Walter Thomas Solomon, Lexington
Frank Edward Taylor, Lexington
Monica Lynn Thomeczen ......, Godfrey, IL
Amy Bunning Towles ......, Ft. Thomas
Jill Elizabeth White, Barbourville
Bryant David Wilson, Harrodsburg
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Sherri Lynn Hancock ......, Germantown, TN
Charles Micheal Laster, Hopkinsville
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Todd Miller, Ashland
Scott Edward Scarboro, Louisville
Bachelor of Music
Martha Dainette Bassett", Summersville,
WV
Larry Neil Byington, Lexington
Jill Naomi Chrisman ......, Hendersonville,
TN
Brent C. Conley", Sandy Hook
Melinda Katharine Cumberledge, Lexington
Anne Kindred Hensley, Winchester
Alan James Hood, Pumpkin Hook, NY
Bachelor of Music
in Music Education
Victoria Lynn Hughes ......, Radcliff
Troy Jay Phillips ......, Ashland
David M. Roslon, Radcliff
Kelly Sue Rowe ......, Florence
Mary Virginia Way, Carrollton
Yvette Williams, Detroit, MI
College of Home Economics
Dean: Peggy S. Meszaros
Bachelor of Arts in
Housing and Interior Design
Beth Ann Belt, Lexington
Ana Luz Bueno, Quito, Ecuador
Julie Kay Carpenter", Louisville
Kimberly Jean Carroll, Louisville
Laura Ann Christoph, Northville, MI
Gina Ann Crutcher, Lexington
Vicky Barron Davidson, Charleston, WV
Lisa Marie Deckert, Ft. Thomas
Kathy Elaine Farney. Ft. Mitchell
Craig Dean Fischer, Lexington
Lisa A. Wood Hunt, Elizabethtown
Jill Courtney Jordan, Lexington
Frances Jane Leake, Marceline, MO
Cheryl Marie Lingle, Nicholasville
Gina Renee Martinez, Charleston, WV
Carol Marie Mattingly, Lebanon
Katherine Elizabeth Mayer, Ironton, OH
Anne Jefferson Miller, Lexington
Mary Beth Morris, Ona, WV
Shelda Laman Murphy, Versailles
Rosita I. Napier, Harrodsburg
Cynthia Diane Orr, Radcliff
Kelly Marie Quinn, Nicholasville
Martha Sue Reynolds, Whitesburg
Sonja Lane Shelton", Lexington
Jon Thomas Spurlock, Covington
Nancy Jeanette Wilson ...., Shelbyville
Mary Tanya Young, Lebanon
Bachelor of Science
in Dietetics
Tamara Noel Adams, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Alfrey, Morehead
Ande Tragni Bloom, Lexington
Amy Sheridan Bracheys ", Louisville
Rian Breedveld ...., Lexington
Patricia Bailey Brinkley, Montgomery, AL
Susan Ruth Burman**, Hopkinsville
Terri Lynn Clark**, Jeffersontown
Sandra Lee Eades, Nicholasville
Kathleen Marie Gormley**, Livonia
Elizabeth Teresa Stone Hawkins, Lexington
Rebecca Lyn Hensley, Winchester
Julie Ann Kehoe**, Danville
Cynthia Louise McElhanon, Lexington
Deana Elizabeth Paden, Hodgenville
Christine Mary Petricola, Pekin, IL
Peggy L. Rust, Lexington
Elizabeth Irene Stephenson>",
Independence
Elizabeth C. Sweeney, Lexington
Sheri Lynn Thilo'", Louisville
Sue Ann Bowling Wright, Hopkinsville
Bachelor of Science
in Family Studies
James M. Blackerby, Jr.**, Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Bolender**, Lexington
Jewell Louise Brooks, Evansville, IN
Mark Conrad Colvin, Paducah
Gregory James Cox, Saline, MI
Kelly Denise Cox, Danville
Kathy Butters Dutton, Princeton
Brenda Michele Bagleston", Catlettsburg
Douglas Patrick Brnstv", Lexington
Angela Faye Flora, Versailles
Whitney Blair Flynn, Roanoke, VA
Charlotte J. Gish, Calhoun
Carmit Goren-Sadove", Lexington
Bryan Douglas Hamblin, Frankfort
Jennie Lee Henry?", Louisville
Rita Parris Hoffnerv", Nicholasville
James Wesley House*"', Lexington
Donna June Hunter, Lexington
Robin Machelle Johnson, Lexington
Lisa Anne Leonard, Shelbyville
Sheri Beth Litton, Utica
Candace Marie Moore, Georgetown
Jane Ellen Proctor"", Bloomfield
Julie Ann Chemberlin Quick, Lexington
Jeannette Dianne Riveiro, Louisville
Catherine Tobin Roop, Lexington
Lisa Myers Shaw**, Carlisle
Cindy Ann Simpson, Morganfield
Teresa Denise Thomas, Whitesburg
Mary Katherine VaIentine**, Lexington
Elizabeth Ratajczak Wells, Lexington
Tammy M. White, Lexington
Cheryl Lynn Wilcoxson, Lexington
Angela Huckaby Williams, Russell Springs
Bachelor of Science
in Food Science
Teck Chiang Tiong**, Sibu
Bachelor of Science
in Home Economics
Stephanie Ann Andersonw , Lexington
Suzanne Kirtley Ayer'", Calhoun
Joan Veronica Baldwin, Louisville
Becky Gayle Barger, Hardinsburg
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Gail Hoover Brumett, Lexington
LuShannon Burgin, Harrodsburg
Mari-Danyll Burnett, Louisville
Christopher Steven Campbellw , Ashland
Elizabeth Carole Cornett, Lexington
Tammatha Renee Cornish, Lawrenceburg
Darlene Adkins Damron"", Dorton
Melinda Carol Davis, Lexington
Susan Maria Dawahare, Lexington
Colleen Madden Decker, Versailles
Catherine Mozelle Dobbins, Hopkinsville
Jane Celeste Duncan, Lexington
Annette Marie Ewasek, Dearborn, MI
Suzanne Stokes Farmer, Lexington
Lynn E. Ferne'?", Ashland
Suzanne Lee French, Ludlow
Stephanie Monique Gearhart, Grayson
Justine Ann Glaesser, Harrodsburg
Jo Nell Grinstead, Cynthiana
Georgia A. Handley<", Hodgenville
Kristi Ann Henshaw?", Sturgis
Margaret Lou Hocker'<", Owensboro
Kimberly Faith Jackson, Lexington
Sherrie Lynn Ketron, Eaton, OH
Lisa Anne King, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Knapke, Carlisle
Angela Lynn Long, Frankfort
Julia Lynn Malicote'", Lexington
Lucinda Ann McIntosh*, Hazard
Julia Ann Mercer**, Lexington
Carolyn Louise Moak", Upper Arlington,
QH
Ellen Condon Mueller ...., Louisville
Tiffany E. Murphy, Lexington
Terry Demaree Perry, Lexington
Margaret Lamme Price, Russellville
Gina Renee Richards's", Lebanon
Melissa Lynette Rocco, Lexington
Kelli Beth Rueyv", Columbus, OH
Melinda Todd Ruggles, Lawrenceburg
Laura Marie Salomoni, Bowling Green
Carolyn Mills Sears", Nicholasville
Elizabeth Ann Shanks, Detroit, MI
Susan Margaret Silverman, Louisville
Pamela Hill Snyder" ", Louisville
Teri L. Spencer, Lexington
Anne Pennington Stofer", Lexington
Kimberly Mae Stonecash"" , Louisville
Leslie Renee Tamer, Middlesboro
Stephanie L. Thomas", Versailles
Laura Denise Thorne, Louisville
Paula Herick Vaughn?", Dayton, OH
Lajeania Ward Vickers"
Mary Blanton Ware, Ashland
Jennifer Scott Webb?", Owensboro
Leigh Ann Will, Lexington
Judy Lynn Williams
Rebecca Ann Wright, Hardinsburg
Brittany Lynn Zoeller, Louisville
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelar af Science
in Nursing
Karen Kaye Hamilton Addis, Hi Hat
Cynthia E. Arbra'<", Lexington
Sandra Roach Beard, Hardinsburg
Virginia Louise Begley, Bowling Green
Linda Sexton Boxdorfer, Versailles
Lisa Marie Breiding, Louisville, OH
Mary D. Burnette, Campton
Tani Susan Burns, Versailles
Connie Ann Burton, Louisville
Carole A. Claycomb Buskirk?", Louisville
Kimberly Rose Cable, Walton
Alicia Tiamson Carlos, Lexington
Theresa Tiamson Carlos, Lexington
Barbara Bourke Carpenter, Louisville
Paula Anne Cather*"', Lexington
LeeAnn Denney Chambliss's", Lexington
Stacy Leigh Cooper. Madisonville
Cara Leigh Coppage, Park Hills
Tracey Delene Cox, Munfordsville
Brenda McDaniel Crane, Lexington
Jennifer Mae Crask, Owensboro
Vicki Lynn Creek, LaGrange
Wendy Lee Crossen, Lexington
LeeAnn Davis, Ashland
Mary Suzanne Lake Dill'"'", Lexington
Gina Michelle Drake, Vine Grove
Mark Randall Elrod, Lexington
Constance Smith Enlow, Lexington
Barbara Judith Erb, Villa Hills
Angela Renee Estep, Corbin
Phyllis J. Haycraft Fentress?", Leitchfield
Linda Faye Feusner"", Louisville
Ray Fields, Lexington
Nellie Christine Fitzgerald
Kathleen Fondelier, Cincinnati, OH
Jacalyn Renee Fox, Monroe, OH
Kathryn Craig Frazier, Louisville
Jill LeMaire Gaar, Lafayette, LA
Tres Allyn Goldschmidt, Bethel, OH
Patricia P. Haddix, Lexington
Elizabeth Porter Hammond, Georgetown
Rebecca Dawn Hammond, Mt. Vernon
Cynthia Marie Harpring, Lexington
Robert James Heberly, Cincinnati, OH
Laura Anne Henderson, Goshen
Natalie Lynn Deputy Hickam, North
Vernon, IN
Patricia Boyd Hicks, Lexington
Brenna Renee Hille" , Shelbyville
Ann Bryan Nelson Holden, Virginia Beach,
VA
Janice Marie Hinton Holloway, Springfield
Kimberly Sue Houchens, Lexington
Debra A. Hoyer, Huntington, WV
Jean Marie Hagan Hutchersonv",
Hodgenville
Jane Elizabeth Insko, Florence
Dwanett Jean Phillips Jarrells?", Isonville
Rhonda Ann Johnston, Georgetown
James Allison Jones, Jr., Lexington
Beth Karson
Kimberly A. Kuiper, Louisville
Rita Fay Kuske, Stanford
Kathleen Lester-Parsons, Lexington
Allisa Michelle Lewis, Cumberland
Stacy Leigh Lovin'?", Ashland
Monica Gail Loyall, Hodgenville
Glenda Sue Truett Martin, Bond
Donna Dowdell Marzek**, Louisville
Rohnna Lee Maynard, Berwick, ME
Anna Marlene Mcintosh, Campbellsville
Cynthia Marie McMurtry, Nicholasville
Laura Ann Meditch, Syracuse, IN
Barbara McCammon Metzger**,
Nicholasville
Lorra Linville Miracle, Lexington
Connie Sue Mitchell, Paris
Jacalyn Rae Mitchell, Akron, OH
Leslie Anne Nehring, Radcliff
Jacqueline Chandler Nelson, Lexington
Bonnie G. Nicholson, Lexington
Kimberly Ann O'Bryan, Owensboro
Laura Anne Page, Nashville, TN
Carol Lynne Pena, Lexington
James H. Perry, Auxier
Patricia Mary Howard Pike, Radcliff
Kathryn Jane Poe, May's Lick
Donna Sue Polley, Brooksville
Andrea Lee Potts, Elizabethtown
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Jan Lee Powell, Trimble
Paula Marie Prather, Louisville
Amy Jane Ralston, Lexington
Margaret Leigh Ramsey, Lexington
Susan Deborah Rapp**, Louisville
Millie Ann Rawert, Louisville
Linda Sue Rice, Toledo, OH
Martha Jane Risen, Louisville
Kimberly Rene Roberts, Carmel, IN
Kimberly Shawn Roberts, Virgie
Kathleen Marie Rosing, Crestview Hills
Joan Marie Ruttle, Ft. Mitchell
Melissa Sue Sauer, Shelbyville
Sandra Dale Maxey Saunders, Maysville
Christine Marie Danhauer Schepers,
Owensboro
Debra Harrison Schindler'<", Louisville
Beverly Sue Carter Service"", Frankfort
Jacqueline Jo Sherrard, Irvine
Benjamin Thomas Shipp, Versailles
Joanne Marie Sigler, Frankfort
Davonna Jane Slone, Flatwoods
Catherine Denise Smith**, Ashland
Susan Holly Sowder, Elizabethtown
Kay Colson Stephens**, Richmond
Rebekah Ruth Stephens, Whitley City
Pamela Lynn Stull, Sebee
Patricia Ann Sturt**, Lexington
Tukea L. Talbert, Lexington
LouAnn Bailey Taylor, Busy
Theresa LeEtta Thomas, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Thomasson, Benton
Gwendalyn Fleming Thompson, Lexington
Shirley Kaye Bowling Turner**, Louisville
Ginger Rene Vaught, Science Hill
Raetta Adams Warford, Lexington
Pauletta Diane Welleford, Hopkinsville
Mary Hauser Whitaker, Lexington
Debra V. Williams, Lexington
Mary Annette Williamson, Russell Springs
Roxanne Renee Willis, Campbellsville
Wendy Kathryn Wiseman, Ashland
Connie Renee Auxier Workman, Flat Gap
Vanessa Dawn Workman, Lexington
Lucy Ann Zuerner, Owensboro
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
Pamela Sue Barfield, Louisville
Lee Barbara Barradell?", Hastings, New
Zealand
Kathleen Marie Bartlett, Lexington
Alan Christopher Boyd":", Murray
Robert Craig Bryant?", Louisville
Cathy Lynn Coleman't'", Atlanta, GA
Paul~Michael Crosby", Kansas City, MO
Angela Marie Duckworth, Cynthiana
Carol Leigh Giltner, Shelbyville
Patty Sharon Gregory Guinn, Monticello
Rockridge Kent Hannah?", West Helena,
AK
Jeffrey Wayand Harrison'?", Ashland
Susan Lynn Hogue, Clyde, NC
Jeffrey Allen Hughes'?", Somerset
Sheila Diane Ingram, Lancaster
Michael Jesse Kellihan, New Albany, IN
Oi Lor Lam"'''', Lexington
Sandra Vernon Lawler, Hodgensville
Robert Allen Littrell*"', Smiths Grove
Bobbi Renee Marshall, Allen
Ernest Dean Martln"", Adelaide, South
Australia
Walter Braxton Miller"", Jamestown
Karl Andrew Tucker O'Dell, Huntington
Vincent Earl Pearsont" , Lawnside, NJ
Holly Ann Rich'"'", Winchester, VA
Mary Patricia Ryan, Waymart, PA
Alicia Ann Flener Short, Louisville
Robert Burge Stanton
Jody Marie Stowe, Worcester, MA
Robert Charles Swintosky, Nicholasville
Stephanie Marie Thurmond, Louisville
Leah Burwell Tolliver", Harrodsburg
Clifford Patrie Tsuboi, Portland, OR
Richard Scott Vissing, Louisville
Donald Keith Woodward, Lexington
Joy Cobb Wright*'", Lexington
Peter Nicholas Zannikos, Flushing, NY
Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy
Jane Elizabeth Acton, Danville
Elizabeth Diane Baker, Hyden
Pamela Sue Barfield, Louisville
Judith Rose Barnett, Louisville
Kathleen Marie Bartlett, Lexington
Matthew Dean Beasey'?", Shelbyville
Jane Elizabeth Beaven, Lebanon
Amelia Carol Beeler, Liberty
Kalpana Bhaskar, Louisville
Ronnah Ann Bowles'"'", Madisonville
Alan Christopher Boyd?", Murray
Tamara Deanne Bozzay*'", Huntington
Kenneth Ray Bradley'?", Louisville
Robert Craig Bryant?", Louisville
Pamela Jo Bunch*'", Corbin
Timothy Dewayne Byrd, Williamsburg
Charles Patrick Childers, Independence
Cathy Lynn Coleman", Atlanta, GA
Stuart Anthony Collins, Marion
Kimberly Sue Cookev", Drakesboro
Jeffrey Scott Daily"", Anaheim, CA
Almont Dawson IV**, Cadiz
Michele Theresa Douglas, Liberty
Douglas Todd Downing"''", Nicholasville
Angela Marie Duckworth, Cynthiana
William Sanford Dutton, Louisville
Brenda Downs Edelen*'" , Loretto
Christina Michelle Edelen, Bardstown
John Martin Fuller, Cadiz
Laneora Sue Garey, Lexington
Stephen R. Gathy, Waterford, CT
Carol Leigh Giltner, Shelbyville
Cynthia Denney Gray"'''', Eddyville
Hope Michelle Hagan, Lebanon
Catherine Borders Hance"'''', Shelbyville
Michael Lee Hardin, Springfield
Leland Laye Haysv", Jackson
Karen L. Hile"", Stearns
Jeffrey Allen Hughes"', Somerset
William Joseph Johnson, Owensboro
D. Gregory Jones'?", Lexington
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Carole Antoinette Langfels, Paris
Robert Allen Littrell":", Smiths Grove
Paul Barry Mahan, Barbourville
Bobbi Renee Marshall, Allen
Carla J. Marshall, Flemingsburg
Janie Mathis, Russellville
Susan Paige Maxwell, Ashland
David Scott McClellan, Louisville
Gary Scott McGuffey, Scotsville
Bobby Clayton McQueen, Irvine
Lisa James McQuinn**, Pikeville
Dana Cooper Miller, Ft. Mitchell
John Burton Miller, Flatwoods
Walter Braxton Miller"", Jamestown
Donald Joseph Minogue, Louisville
Connie Marie Stone Moore*'", South Shore
Lisa Carol Moore, Tollesboro
Usha K. Naik, Owensboro
Susan Elaine Neely, Somerset
Ronna Kaye Ogle, Hawesville
James Edward Parrott II, Eminence
Terry W. Prater"", Owensboro
Gwendolyn Raye Pratt**, Mt. Olivet
Phyllis Illene Reynolds, Crab Orchard
Holly Ann Rich"", Winchester, VA
Sonia Machelle Rogers?", Ashland
Melissa Ann Samons?", Martin
Keith G. Saylor, Pineville
Timothy J. Scott, Morganfield
Rebecca K. Shain"'''', Louisville
Majida A. Sharifi, Lexington
Jennifer Shugars, Liberty
Jane Ann Smith, Mortons Gap
Michael Edmond Sparkman**, Morehead
Jacqueline Glee Steen?", Glasgow
Robert Charles Swintosky, Nicholasville
Ronda Holbrook Taylor, Flatwoods
Glenda Gifford Thomas"'''', Lexington
Stephanie Marie Thurmond, Louisville
Lisa Witty Travis, Glasgow
Richard Scott vissing, Louisville
Donald Keith Woodward, Lexington
Joy Cobb Wright?", Lexington
Daniel Parker Yeager?", Campton
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts
in Social Work
Mark Westley Barth, Canton, OH
Susan Perrine Bean"", Lexington
Kathryn Ann Bennett ...., Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Blythes ", Paducah
Jerry Brent Brooksv", Harlan
Lisa Renee Brown", Hopkinsville
Rachel Victoria Collins Burke*"',
Whitesburg
Emma Haley Byars, Paris
Ronda Jo Casde-«, Winchester
Kenneth Morris Childers. Jr. **, Pikeville
Cacao Elizabeth Collier. Perry. GA
Susan Gaye Coomess ", Owensboro
Linda Ann Curd, Lexington
Brenda Sue Davis, Mt. Sterling
Earlene Ann Davis ...., Richmond
Melanie Joy Defler, Valparaiso, IN
Caroline Carmen DelaRosa"'''', Lexington
Julie Drexler, Gordonsville, VA
Sherrie Michele Dunning", Louisville
Miriam Elizabeth Fischbein", Centerville,
OH
Bethany Lynn Fortney", Lexington
Angela Elaine Goff", Lancaster
Ronald Joe Halcomb", Tateville
Elizabeth C. Hall, Jenkins
Robin L. Hamon, Lexington
Donita Thompson Henry"", Lexington
Heather Elaine Hopper, Jamestown
Denise E. Jackson, Lexington
Melissa Ann Kirwans ", Bay Village, OH
Patrick A. Lindsay", Paris
Monika Haydon Logan, Owensboro
Susan Marie Lunger, Louisville
Lisa Rose Maggard, Somerset
Leah Beth McCain, Owensboro
Beverly Jeanne Miller, Lexington
Mary Ann Patrick", Lexington
Diane Lou Pipes, Ft. Mitchell
Catherine E. Pippin"", Lexington
Elizabeth Bridget Powell, Versailles
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April Lynne Pyles, Lexington
Earl Julian Rayford, St. Louis, MO
Jerry Reese, Hopkinsville
Sherry Lynn Richardson, Lexington
Kelly Lynn Schlemmers ", Louisville
Romiltia Wade Shelton, Georgetown
Ann Meriwether Shields", Bloomfield
Robin W. Sims"", Lawrenceburg
Dani T. Smith, Prestonsburg
Betty Ann Sweeney, Lexington
Jennifer Jane Towne, Centerville, OH
Angelia R. Tucker, Berea
Jennifer Marie Van Daniker, Lexington
Virginia Marie Vicini, Lynch
Crystal Yvette Weatherford, Russellville
Dottie Cole Wheeler, Beattyville
Gail Wilborn, Lexington
George R Wilburn", Cincinnati, OH
Karen Ann Williams, Louisville
Russell Glenwood Williams, Lexington
Patrick Radcliffe Yewell", Frankfort
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years are graduated with "With High Distinction".
Students who attain a standing of 3.4 or 3.6 for at least three years are graduated 'With Distinction". A student who
has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a standing of
.2 higher than the three-year requirement.









































































Patrick Alden Dillon" '"














































































William Gardner Lacy" '"
















Jane Leigh Edmonds Maynard
Walter Bunn McAtee"
Julia Anne McCarrick
Gerlinde Christine K. McCarty"''''
Margot Duysen McCullers















































Pamela Tackett Raschellas "
Sharon Denise Ratchford
Robin Denise Reichenbach
Suzanne Marie Reileys "
Linda Sue Rice
Mark Anthony Ripato"
Sonia Machelle Rogersv "
























































































































































Garnett Petty Furnish, Jr.
Jeffrey Allen Gaines's
Sherry Lynn Neal Gann
Alesa Sue Garner












Roger Williams Gum III
Patricia P. Haddix
Dana Grace Collier Hager
Susan Leigh Hale
Sherry Lynn Halle"
Kathleen P. Halleron" '"
Daniel Kevin Hammond
Catherine Boaders Hance**









Alan Jeffrey Hensleys "
Barbara Anne Herold

















Rita Eulene Ward Jonesv"
Karen Marie Kaelin**



























































































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1989. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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DEPARTMENT HONORS







Department Honors in Computer Science











Department Honors in Business Administration







James Francis Dill, Jr."'.
John Jay Fill"''''



















Annette Marie Pulliam" '"
Mark Allen Revels"









Ron J. Turnier "
Randell M. Yadenv"
Department Honors in Economics
George Putnam Allard II
Catherine M. Calvert
Lenora Faye Carrico ......




Department Honors in English
Andrea Nicole Pierces"
Department Honors in Finance
Barbara J. Beechs "
Christopher McShane Brockrnans "
Scott Allen Dodsonv"






Department Honors in Geography
Susan Ellen Kiely*'"
Robert Anthony Morrisv"
Department Honors in German











Department Honors in Management
Mary Elizabeth Deibelw
Walter Gene Petricks "
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Department Honors in Physics and Astronomy
Joel Mobley
Department Honors in Political Science








Department Honors in Public Management
Russell Michael Osburn"











Thomas P. von Unrug
Department Honors in Topical
























































Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.





THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association estab-
lished awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and research
staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In 1967, the award
was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical
Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student organizations, a select number
of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1989 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Lysbeth A. Barnett, Ashland Community College
Professor Louise E. Graham, College of Law
Professor Sara A. Penry. Paducah Community College
Professor Richard W. Schwartz, Department of Surgery, College of Medicine
Professor Angene H. Wilson, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, College of Education
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member ofthe graduate faculty
who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE FOURTEENTH WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Guy Davenport
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986-87 academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding con-
tributions to undergraduate education at the University of Kentucky. A $2,000 award is given
to the recipient. .
RECIPIENT OF THE THIRD EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Geraldine Maschio
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or
association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature
to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions are awarded
to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and
helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1989
Gloe L. Bertram-Citizen
Angela Mills Motley-Graduating Woman
Jon Edward Lamas-Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University of
Kentucky from 1917to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the Univer-
sity, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store
of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now con-
ceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the government,
development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels
a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its
investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open
minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes
that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is
right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and
intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds
you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is
measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and
gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of
letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fit-
ting that you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat
this pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Com-
monwealth and members of the University, with strong sense
of my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss
will come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim
upon my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the
service of God and my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
